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Значението на виртуалните артикулатори в съвременната дентална медицина
Доктор, Д-р Василева Радостина1,
Факултет по Дентална Медицина, Медицински Университет Варна, България1Катедра по Пропедевтика на Протетичната Дентална
Медицина и Дентално Материалознание,
e-mail: radost11dent@abv.bg
Резюме: Технологията на виртуална реалност (ВР) е компютърно базирана и една от най-важните иновации в развитието на
научноизследователската и индустриална дейност. В денталната медицина, технологията на ВР осигурява по-добро образование
чрез симулация и улеснява работните процедури. Виртуалният артикулатор (ВА) е приложение в протетичната дентална
медицина, основана на ВР, което значително ще намали ограниченията на механичния артикулатор. ВА е предназначен за
използване като инструмент за анализ на сложните статични и динамични оклузални отношения. Основното му приложение е в
индивидуалната диагностика и симулирането на механичния артикулатор. Като входни данни ВА изисква цифрови триизмерни
изображения на челюстите и специфични за пациента данни за движението на челюстта. След това симулира движението на
челюстта и осигурява динамична визуализация на оклузалните контакти.
Ключови думи: Виртуален ртикулатор, виртуална реалност, CAD/CAM, механичен артикулатор

The importance of virtual articulators in contemporary dental medicine
PhD, Vasileva Radostina1,
Faculty of Dental Medicine, Medical University Varna, Bulgaria1
Department of Propaedeutics of Prosthetic Dentistry and Dental Materials Science,
e-mail: radost11dent@abv.bg
Abstract: Virtual Reality (VR) technology is a computer based technology and one of the most important innovations for research,
development, and industrial production. In dentistry, VR technology will be useful in providing better education through simulation and in
enhancing working procedures that are conventionally limited. The virtual articulator (VA) is an application in prosthetic dentistry based on
virtual reality that will significantly reduce the limitations of the mechanical articulator. The virtual articulator (VA) is intended for use as a
tool for the analysis to the complex static and dynamic occlusal relations. Its chief application is in individual diagnosis and the simulation
of the mechanical articulator. As entry data, the VA requires digital, 3-dimensional representations of the jaws and patient-specific data on
jaw movement. It then simulates jaw movement and provides a dynamic visualization of the occlusal contacts.
Keywords: Virtual Аrticulator , Virtual Рeality, CAD/CAM, Mechanical Аrticulator
устойчивост на меките тъкани и ставен диск. Освен това не
може да се симулира подвижността на зъбите в следствие на
резилентност на модели и да се възпроизвеждат динамичните
условия на реална оклузия. Други възможни проблеми са вид
на използван материал за модели, начин на ориентиране и
позициониране на модели, стабилност на механичния
артикулатор, коефициент на разщиряване и свиване на
материалите, деформация на материалите за регистрация на
захапка и др. [1,2, 3,4,5,6,7,8,9]

1. Увод
Технологията на виртуалната реалност (ВР) е компютърно
базирана и една от най-важните иновации в научноизследователската и промишлена дейност.
В денталната медицина технологията на ВР е полезна за
осигуряване на по-добро образование чрез симулации от една
страна, а от друга за подобряване и улесняване на работните
процедури. Бъдещето на денталната практика в нащи дни е
тясно свързано с използването на компютърна технология,
която позволява на лекарите по дентална медицина да
симулират реални ситуации при пациенти. [1,2,3,4]

2. Цел
Целта на настоящата статия е да се направи сравнителен
анализ на функционирането на виртуалния артикулатор при
анализ на зъбна оклузия с механически артикулатор, за да се
оцени валидността на първия и да се посочат предимствата и
недостатъците му.

Виртуалният артикулатор е приложение в протетичната
дентална медицина, основано на виртуална реалност, което
значително ще намали грещките и ограниченията на
механичния артикулатор. [1,2,3,4]

3. Материали
проучването

Виртуалният артикулатор (ВА) се използва като
инструмент за анализ на сложните статични и динамични
оклузални съотношения. Основното му приложение е в
индивидуалната диагностика и симулирането на механичния
артикулатор. Като входни данни, ВА изисква цифрови,
триизмерни изображения на челюстите и допълнителни
специфични за пациента данни за движението на челюстта.
След това се симулира движението на долна челюст и се
осигурява динамична визуализация на оклузалните контакти.

и

методи

използвани

в

Бе проведен анализ след ръчно и автоматично търсене в
PubMed, Research Gate и др. електронни директории, като се
използваха следните ключови думи: „виртуална реалност и
артикулатори“

В ежедневната дентална практика, към настоящият момент
основно се използват механичните артикулатори за
диагностициране и симулиране сложните статични и
динамични оклузални съотношения. Често обаче са налице
отлики от реалната биомеханична обстановка и се провокират
серия от проблеми. Движенията, които се възпроизвеждат от
механичния артикулатор следват механичните ограничения на
физически механизъм, който не се променя във времето и не
симулира движения, които зависят от мускулни модели и

Фиг. 1 Механичен артикулатор

5
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Търсенето идентифицира над 120 статии, от които бяха
избрани окончателно 14. Включиха се тези статии, които се
отнасят до функционирането на виртуалния артикулатор при
анализиране на зъбна оклузия, и при които се сравнява
виртуалния артикулатор с мечаничния с оглед оценка на
предимствата и недостатъците им. (Фиг.1 и Фиг. 2)

4. Резултати и дискусия
След
анализ
на
литературата
се
обобщиха
конструкционните и функционалните особености на
артикулаторите и се установиха предимствата и недостатъците
на цифровите артикулатори за възпроизвеждане на движенията
на долна челюст.

Фиг.3 Виртуален артикулатор

Артикулаторът е механичен инструмент, към който се
фиксират горночелюстен и долночелюстен работен модел, с
който се възпроизвеждат движенията в челюстните стави и се
симулират частично или изцяло движенията на долна челюст.
Външните граници на всички движения на долната челюст
извън централна оклузия определят нейните гранични
движения. Тези движения са значими, защото са ограничени от
лигаментите на ставата. Те са точно повтаряеми и се използват
при различните настройки на механичната ямка на
артикулаторите. Има два основни вида механични конструкции
при
производството
на
артикулатори,
спрямо
местоположението на ставните главички и ставните ямки:
арконови и неарконови (arcon, nonarcon). При артикулаторите
от първия вид двете механични ставни главички се
позиционират вертикално или хоризонтално на долното рамо
на артикулатора, а ставната ямка е на горното така, както е при
пациента. При втория вид е обратно - механичната ставна
главичка е на горното рамо, а механичната ставна ямка е на
долното рамо. [1, 2, 10].
За да бъдат използвани функционалните възможности на
ВА, е необходимо ситуационният модел да бъде пренесен от
реалния артикулатор в лабораторния скенер.
При протетично зъбопротезиране, във фронталната област,
е от особено значение да се осигури инцизивно водене.
Виртуалният артикулатор Amann Girrbach - Ceramill Artex®CR
например е създаден с помощта на конвенционалния
артикулатор с индивидуални стойности Artex®CR в
съотношение 1:1, с опция да създава виртуално инцизивно
водене. Всички негови движения и функции могат да бъдат
лесно визуализирани на монитора [2,3].

Фиг.4 Виртуален артикулатор

След стартирането на програмата на виртуалния
артикулатор с индивидуални стойности се настройват
параметрите
съобразно
индивидуалните стойности на
пациента. Програмата позволява да бъдат зададени
стойностите на симулация на екскурсионните движениялатеротрузия, протрузия, медиотрузия, ретрузия. Модулът
,,виртуален артикулатор“ позволява постигането на по-голяма
прецизност в
оклузията и артикулацията на бъдещата
конструкция. Фиг. 2,3,4,5

Фиг.5 Виртуален артикулатор

Модулът ,,виртуален артикулатор“ позволява постигането
на висока прецизност в оклузията и артикулацията на бъдещи
протетични конструкции. Програмното осигуряване за
CAD/CAM системите от наложения в денталната медицина
Exocad е изключително полезен инструмент, дори и при
сложни и тежки клинични случаи [8,9]. Фиг. 6
Фиг.2 Виртуален артикулатор

На практика, когато коментираме ВА бихме могли да
разграничим два основни вида - напълнно нагласяем ВА
(анализатор на движенията) Gärtner и Kordass [11]. При този
вид ВА се регистрира и възпроизвежда точния път на
6
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движение на долната челюст, след елктронна система за
регистрация JMA (Jaw Motion Analyzer).

5. Заключение
Mеханичните артикулатори са задължителен инструмент в
изработката на протезни конструкции, анализ на динамични и
статични оклузални съотнощения в работата на лекарите по
дентална медицина.
ВА е композиция от виртуален механичен артикулатор,
ширтуален модел и виртуална връзка, челюстни движения и
междучелюстни взаимоотношения. Всяка една стъпка при
работа с ВА има различни методи.
Виртуалният артикулатор е достатъчно прецизен инструмент в
пълния анализ на оклузия и динамични съотношения. Той
може успешно да се приложи при установяването на диагноза и
в планирането на оптималния вариант за лечение. При избор на
вид артикулатор в работния процес, съобразно предимставтата
и недостатъците ние считаме, че е в полза на използването на
ВА.

6. Литература

Фиг.6 Виртуален артикулатор за системите на Exocad

1.

Вторият вид ВА е математически симулиран артикулатор
на Szentpetery Martin-LutherUniversityofHalle [11,12].

2.

ВА успешно се използват при изработване на протезни
констукции – включващи фасети, инлеи, онлеи, коронки,
мостове, снемаеми протези, протезиране върху импланти,
както и ортодонтско лечение. Приложението им все повече ще
се налага с развитието на CAD/CAM системите.
[13,14,15,16,17,18,19, 20,21,22].

3.
4.
5.

Основните предимства на виртуалните процедури с
артикулатор могат да се обобщят и да се представят по
следния начин:

6.

-ВА съхраняват информацията във дигитален формат и не е
необходимо място за съхраняване на модели и регистрати за
архив;
-информацията се предава незабавно в денталната
лаборатория;
-измерването на виртуалните модели е лесно, точно и
автоматично;
-запазват оригиналните малоклузии;
-лесно може да се увеличи изображението и да се установят
-няма отпадъчен продукт от гипс силикон или алгинат;
-пациента може да получи конструкцията си в едно
посещение;
Основните недостатъци на виртуалните процедури с
артикулатор са следните:
-при индиректното сканиране, моделите трябва да са
идеално чисти за да се избегне грешка при автоматиюното
имерване
- смесено съзъбие трудно се разграничава;
- скъпо струваща технология;
Предимствата и недостатъците на процедурите с ВА и МА
бихме могли да обобщим и представим в табл.1

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

15.
16.

17.
18.

Table 1: Предимствата и недостатъците на процедурите с
артикулаториВА и МА
Артикулатори
Съхраняване на данни и
информация
Скорост на информацията
до дентални лаборатории
Автоматично измерване
на данните от работните
модели
Екологична технология
По-скъпа технология
Разграничава временно и
смесенно съзъбие

Виртуални

Механични

+

-

+

-

+

-

+
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Abstract: Previous work has determined the ability of using the Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) type of Artificial Neural Network (ANN) to
estimate the power output of a Combined Cycle Power Plant (CCPP) in which optimization did not focus on the solver parameter
optimization. In previous work, the solvers used the default parameters. Possibility exists that optimizing solver parameters will net better
results. Two solver algorithm’s parameters are optimized: Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) and Adam, with 140 and 720 parameter
combinations respectively. Solutions are estimated through the use of Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). Lowest RMSE achieved is 4.275
[MW] for SGD and 4.259 [MW] for Adam, achieved with parameters: 𝛼 = 0.05, 𝜇 = 0.02, and nesterov=True for SGD and with
parameters 𝛼 = 0.001, 𝛽1 = 0.95, 𝛽2 = 0.99, and amsgrad=False for Adam. Only a slight improvement is shown in comparison to previous
results (RMSE=4.305 [MW]) which points towards the fact that solver parameter optimization with the goal of improving results does not
justify the extra time taken for training.
KEYWORDS: COMBINED CYCLE POWER PLANT, MULTILAYER PERCEPTRON, ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS, STOCHASTIC
GRADIENT DESCENT, ADAM, SOLVER ALGORITHM
steam generator (HRSG), consisting of high pressure (HP) and low
pressure (LP) ST. The schematic of the system is given on Figure 1.

1. Introduction
Gas Turbine (GT) power plants are common in such cases where
power along with heat production is acceptable. GTs are
characterized with a higher heat production, which is commonly
released into the atmosphere [1]. To avoid such losses, this heat can
be used for steam production, which is in turn used by a steam
turbine (ST) [2]. These turbines are used in various applications
such as power production and ship propulsion systems. Such
systems, which combine the use of GT and ST are commonly
referred to as Combined Cycle Power Plants (CCPP) [3].
Determining the total power production of such complex systems is
extremely complex, leading to use of advanced techniques – such as
artificial intelligence (AI) methods for their determination [4, 5].
Regressive AI methods, such as regression MLP ANN can be used
to great effect in many fields such as maritime sciences [6, 7],
robotics [8, 9] and medicine [10]. Previous work by Lorencin et al.
in “Genetic Algorithm Approach to Design of Multi-Layer
Perceptron for Combined Cycle Power Plant Electrical Power
Output Estimation” shows the ability of using Evolutionary
Computing (EC) methods for optimization of MLP ANN
parameters. EC algorithms are another branch of AI algorithms
widely used for optimization [11]. In paper in question, authors
propose a solution that optimizes the parameters of the MLP
through the use of a genetic algorithm. Energy analyses like the one
performed here are extremely important in energetics with the goal
of predicting the satisfaction of energy needs and possible failures
[12-14]. The optimal architecture found by authors was one with
five hidden layers with 80, 25, 65, 75 and 80 neurons in each, with
Sigmoid, Tanh, ReLU, ReLU and ReLU activation function for
each respective layer and 13 epoch executions, and it achieved a
RMSE of 4.305 [MW]. When it comes to the solvers used, authors
have only varied the algorithm used between SGD and Adam. As
these algorithms have the ability of setting various parameters, this
paper proposes use of grid search method in the attempt of finding a
better solution, with a smaller error. RMSE will be used to estimate
quality of solutions, with better solutions being ones with smaller
error. Goal of the paper is to achieve a smaller error than previously
achieved through adjusting the solver parameters.

Fig. 1. Schematic of the CCPP used in research [5]
(1 – LP super heater; 2 – LP evaporator; 3 – LP economizer; 4 –
HP super heater; 5 – HP evaporator; 6 – HP economizer)
System consists of two 160 [MW] ABB 13E2 GTs and one 160
[MW] ABB ST. Power plant used in this research has a nominal
power generation capacity of 480 [MW].
2.2. Dataset Description
Dataset consists of 9568 total samples. Each sample consists of
five parameters:

temperature (T),

ambient pressure (AP),

relative humidity (RH),

exhaust vacuum (V), and

net hourly electrical energy output (EP).
First four parameters (T, AP, RH, V) are used as inputs, while the
final (EP) is used as the output. T, AP and RH are measured as GT
air intake parameters, and V is measured as ST exhaust vacuum. EP
is measured at the electric power generators output. Ranges and
units of the parameters are defined in Table 1.

2. Analyzed Power Plant and Dataset Description

Table 1. Ranges of individual parameters

This chapter describes the powerplant dataset used in the
description, as well as the CCPP on which the measurements for
dataset creation were made.

Parameter
T
AP
RH
V
EP

2.1. Analyzed Combined Cycle Power Plant
The CCPP used in this research consists of two GT and on ST.
The motion energy of the described turbines is transmitted to power
generators. The exhaust of GTs is connected to a heat recovery
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Minimum
1.81
992.89
25.56
25.36
420.26

Maximum
37.11
1033.3
100.16
81.56
495.76

Unit
°C
mB
%
cmHg
MV
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speed at which the connection weights are updated. If set too low it
will cause the weights not to converge to a value necessary to lower
the cost function value to zero. If set to a too high of a value the
ANN will learn faster but this introduces the risk of the correct
weight value being skipped due to the adjustment not being fine
enough to converge to zero, which causes oscillations and
divergence. The weight update strategy does not necessarily have to
be the same as equation (4), but it is a commonly used description
as most solver algorithms use it or a slightly modified version [16].
Once the entire training stage is finished, the trained neural
network is used in the training stage. Training stage consists only of
forward propagation. In this stage, the outputs of the dataset and the
neural network are compared, but no adjustments are made. This
stage determines the quality of the neural network – how correctly
does it predict the values stored in the dataset. This is used to
determine if the quality of the training was high, and if it was not
hyperparameter adjustment is necessary [15].

3. Multilayer Perceptron description
MLP is a feed-forward ANN consisting of a single input layer, a
single output layer and one or more hidden layers. Each layer
consists of neurons, that are connected to neurons in previous and
following layers with connections. Input layer has a number of
neurons equal to the inputs in the dataset (four in this case), while
the output layer has a single neuron. Each connection connects the
output of a neuron to the input of the other. When discussing MLP,
usually a fully connected architecture is discussed. This denotes that
each of the neurons in one layer is connected to every neuron in the
following layer [15].
Each neuron has a value, with value of the neuron in the output
layer being the output value of the ANN. Values of the input
neurons are the input values of the dataset. Value of the output and
hidden layer neurons is calculated as the weighted sum of inputs,
passed to the activation function as shown in [15]:

4. Solvers Description

𝑓 𝑋𝑡 = ℱ 𝑋𝑡 ⋅ 𝛩 = ℱ 𝑥1 ⋅ 𝜃1 + 𝑥2 ⋅ 𝜃2 + ⋯ + 𝑥𝑛 ⋅ 𝜃𝑛 # 1

Solvers are one of the hyperparameters of the ANN. Solver is the
algorithm used in the process of backpropagation to calculate the
weights of the neural network. Because of them adjusting the
weights of the ANN these algorithms play an important role in the
final result of the ANN. If the neural network is trained badly, even
with good architecture, it will not be capable of determining the
correct weights needed to achieve low values of errors.
First solver used in performed research is SGD. SGD is an
optimization algorithm designed for unconstrained optimization
problems. Unlike some other solvers, SGD approximates the
gradient of the neural networks for each individual training sample.
The update is weight update is performed based on the equation
[18]:

in which the activation function is a function which maps the input
of the neuron to the output. Basic activation functions are
commonly designed to keep the data within a wanted range
(sigmoid, TanH), or to eliminate the unwanted elements (ReLU); 𝑋𝑘
is the input vector – vector containing each output value of neurons
connected to the neuron, with 𝑥1 to 𝑥𝑛 being individual output
values; and 𝛩 is a vector of connection weights, with 𝜃1 to 𝜃n being
the connection weight values corresponding to each of the input
values 𝑥1 to 𝑥𝑛 [16].
ANNs are multi-stage algorithms, consisting of a training and
testing stage. First data is split into training and testing sets. In this
research 7500 data points were used in the training set, with the
remaining 2068 points being used in the testing set. Each iteration
of the training stage is split into two parts – so called forward and
backward propagation. First the initial weights of the MLP are set
randomly. During the forward propagation input data from each
data point is set as input to the neural network and propagated
through the hidden layers. Once the output is reached the real,
expected value (known from the dataset) is compared to the
received value from the neural network. The difference between the
expected and received value is used as the cost function (also
known as Loss), defined as [15, 17]:
𝐽 𝛩 = 𝑀𝑆𝐸 =

𝛩𝑛𝑒𝑤 = 𝛩𝑜𝑙𝑑 − 𝛼

Note the similarity to the equation (4), with the difference being that
SGD updates its value based on each individual sample’s cost
function (error). This provides a better adjustment of individual
weights. Two parameters can be adjusted: momentum, and whether
the so called Nesterov momentum modification will be applied.
Momentum is a value that further accelerates SGD in the relevant
direction (𝐽 𝛩 → 0). This works by adjusting the learning rate
when the goal condition of minimizing the value of cost function –
when 𝐽 𝛩 value is large the momentum parameter increases the
value of learning rate and lowers it when value drops. This value
helps with lowering oscillations and faster weight convergence. It’s
introduced into the equation (5) as an additional component 𝑣 which
adjusts the gradient update depending on the overall ANN loss
value, as shown in [18]:

𝑛
𝑖=0 (𝑦𝑖

− 𝑦𝑖 )2
, #(2)
2𝑛

where cost function 𝐽 𝛩 is defined as a mean square error in which
𝑦𝑖 is the expected value of the ANN output, 𝑦𝑖 is the predicted
value, in other words the value calculated by the ANN, and 𝑛 being
the total number of data points in the set.
We aim to lower this value to zero, and to achieve this the
weights need to be adjusted. This process is called backward
propagation, in which the error of the neural network is propagated
from the output to the input and each connection weight is adjusted.
The amount of adjustment depends on the size of the error – with
larger errors causing a larger weight adjustment. To determine the
adjustment necessary the gradient is used, calculated as the partial
derivative of the cost function by the current weight:
𝛩′ =

𝛩𝑛𝑒𝑤 = 𝛩𝑜𝑙𝑑 − 𝛼

𝜕𝐽 𝜃𝑖 ⋅ 𝑥𝑖
+ 𝑣𝑡 . # 6
𝜕𝜃𝑖

Where 𝑣𝑡 is determined by:
𝑣𝑡 = 𝜇 ⋅ 𝑣𝑡−1 − 𝛼∇𝐽 Θ , # 7

𝜕𝐽 𝛩
. #(3)
𝜕𝛩

with parameter 𝜇 being the momentum parameter controlling the
influence of speed v. Starting speed, 𝑣0 equals zero.
Nesterov momentum (also known as Nesterov Accelerated
Gradient – NAG) is a technique that adjusts the based on the
intermediate position. The intermediate position is calculated based
on the current value of the parameter 𝜇, and the current loss is
calculated. The gradient is then further adjusted to achieve a lower
error. This method, while slower in each step, provides a more
accurate weight adjustment which can lead to a faster overall
convergence [19].

The connection weight is being updated using:
𝛩𝑛𝑒𝑤 = 𝛩𝑜𝑙𝑑 −

𝜕𝐽 𝜃𝑖 ⋅ 𝑥𝑖
.# 5
𝜕𝜃𝑖

𝛼 ′
⋅ 𝛩 , #(4)
𝑛

with the new weight value being denoted by 𝛩𝑛𝑒𝑤 , old value by
𝛩𝑜𝑙𝑑 ; gradient 𝛩′ is determined by equation (3), 𝑛 is a total number
of datapoints, and 𝛼 is the learning rate. Learning rate is a very
important hyperparameter of the neural networks. It determines the
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Adam is a different optimization algorithm, optimized for
stochastic objective functions. It adaptively adjusts estimates of
lower-order momentums and is designed to be computationally
efficient. It adjusts the gradient in equation (4) in the similar manner
as SGD does – shown in equation (6), but it uses two momentums
and adjusts them differently. The weight in Adam algorithm are
updated through [20]:
𝛩𝑛𝑒𝑤 = 𝛩𝑜𝑙𝑑 − 𝛼 ⋅

𝑚𝑡
𝑣𝑡 + 𝛩′

0.75, 0.8, 0.99
0.99, 0.95, 0.9, 0.8,
6
0.75, 0.85
AMSGrad True, False
2
The technique used for testing out parameter combinations is grid
search. In grid search all the possible combinations of values are
created. For this paper, with the values listed in Table 3. the total
number of combinations for SGD solver is 140 and 720 for the
Adam solver.
The quality of the trained neural networks is determined through
the use of root mean square error (RMSE), defined with:
𝛽2

.# 8

The equation Adam uses to adjusts the momentums are given by:
𝑚𝑡 =

𝑚𝑡−1
,# 9
1 − 𝛽1𝑡

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 =

𝑛
𝑖=1

𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖
. # 11
𝑛

and
𝑡

𝑣𝑡 = 1 − 𝛽2

𝑖=1

The solution with a lower RMSE is considered a better solution, due
to having a lower regression error compared to the solution with a
higher RMSE value. Each parameter combination is executed three
times, to avoid poor results in a single run due to randomization of
initial weights, and the best solutions are then executed 20
additional times to achieve statistical significance.

2

𝛽2𝑡−𝑖 ⋅ 𝛩′ 𝑡 , # 10

with t being the current epoch (training iteration) – this means that
weights are adjusted using all historical gradient values. Parameters
𝛽1 , 𝛽2 ∈ [0, 1 are constants with determine the exponential decay
of the momentum values, or – in simpler terms, determine the speed
of change for momentums 𝑚, 𝑣 respectively [20, 21].
AMSGrad is an expansion of the Adam algorithm, in a similar
way to NAG for SGD. AMSGrad was designed to help with
convergence problems Adam exhibited in some cases, for example
when momentum 𝑣𝑡 is larger than the gradient Θ′ . The difference
between standard Adam and AMSGrad is that it stores the
maximum historical average of the second momentum 𝑣𝑡 , up to the
current step and uses that value to normalize the gradient. With this,
the learning rate change is stopped from increasing which results in
easier convergence [21].
Both algorithms have default parameters, which are commonly
used in research. Default SGD parameters are [22]: 𝛼 = 0.01,
𝜇 = 0.0, and NAG not used. The default parameters for Adam are
[22]: 𝛼 = 0.001, 𝛽1 = 0.9, 𝛽2 = 0.99, and AMSGrad not used.

6. Results
SGD algorithm has achieved the best results with following
parameters:

𝛼 = 0.05,

𝜇 = 0.02, and

NAG used.
Over the course of 20 runs the average RMSE for given parameters
was 4.275 [MW] with standard deviation of 0.08369.
Adam algorithm has achieved the best results with the following
parameters:

𝛼 = 0.001,

𝛽1 = 0.95,

𝛽2 = 0.99, and

AMSGrad not used.
Over the course of 20 runs the average RMSE with given
parameters was 4.259 with the standard deviation of: 0.046395.
The achieved results show the average improvement over the
results from the previous research of 0.03 [MW] for SGD and 0.046
[MW] for Adam.

5. Parameter choice
Hyperparameters of the neural network are those values that
determine its architecture. In presented research previously
determined parameters are shown in Table 2. Values for each
hidden layer (HL) are combined and written that the left most value
is the hidden layer nearest the input.

7. Conclusion
Table 2. Predefined hyperparameters of the used ANN.
Hyperparameter
Number of HL
Neuron per HL
Activations per HL
Epochs

Obtained results show only the slight improvement over the
results previously obtained. While there is improvement, it is
questionable whether the solver parameter adjustment beyond the
default values is strictly necessary, considering the added
complexity and the time needed to test all the combinations. It is
also apparent that the values of best parameters are close to the
default values for both algorithms. Still, if higher precision is
needed the results point towards the fact that solver parameter
adjustment can provide that. Further tests on different datasets are
necessary to test the effect of solver parameter changes. Future
work could also include the comparison between various
implementations of solver algorithms, as different implementations
could demonstrate different results (Keras framework has been used
in this research). Furthermore, the difference in training times with
different solver algorithms is apparent and further research in
optimizing the parameters with the goal of faster training could be
performed.

Value
5
80,65,25.75.80
Sigmoid, Tanh, ReLU, ReLU, ReLU
13

These parameters are fixed and variations are introduced via a
modification of solver parameters. Parameters varied for each
solver, along with their possible values are presented in Table 3. for
SGD and Adam solver.
Table 3. Parameters used in the Grid Search for each of the
optimized solvers
Solver
Both

Parameter
𝛼

SGD

𝜇

Adam

NAG
𝛽1

Possible Values
0.001, 0.005, 0.1,
0.01, 0.2, 0.02, 0.1,
0.5, 0.05, 0.5
0.0, 0.02, 0.005,
0.1, 0.01, 0.5, 0.9
True, False
0.9, 0.95, 0.85,

Count
10
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Study of energy parameters in alternative power source microgrid systems with multilevel
inverters
Исследование энергетических параметров в microgrid системах с альтернативными источниками
энергии при использовании многоуровневых инверторов
Volodymyr Nerubatskyi1, Oleksandr Plakhtii2, Denys Hordiienko3, Hryhorii Khoruzhevskyi4
Faculty of Mechanics and Energy 1, 2, 3, 4 – Ukrainian State University of Railway Transport, Ukraine
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Abstract: Microgrid-systems with alternative energy sources in which multilevel inverters are used are becoming more widespread.
Possible circuit implementations of multilevel inverters for thus systems are shown. A comparative analysis of the energy parameters of
multilevel inverters using various modulation algorithms is presented. important requirement of multilevel voltage inverters is to ensure high
quality output voltage, as well as ensuring minimum power loss and maximum efficiency. An overview of known modulation algorithms for
output voltage generation in multilevel inverters is presented. The analysis of existing algorithms was performed and the choice of the
optimal algorithm for use in the scheme of solar power plants was carried out.
KEYWORDS: MICROGRID SYSTEM, MULTILEVEL INVERTER, SOLAR POWER PLANT, PWM, AMPLITUDE MODULATION.
Different types of semiconductor converters as well as
different control systems can be used to form a sinusoidal output
voltage [12, 13].
At the same time, the urgent task is to create and research
transformer systems that provide the creation of autonomous power
supply systems with stable voltage.

1. Introduction
Researchers are increasingly paying attention to alternative
power sources [1, 2]. A wind power plant is designed to convert the
kinetic energy of a wind stream into mechanical energy of rotation
of the rotor with its subsequent conversion into electrical energy [3,
4]. Schematic diagram of a wind farm is shown in Fig. 1.

2. The power part – conversion systems
It is possible to use different topologies of semiconductor
converters in microgrid systems with alternative power sources [14,
15]. The most common topologies are as follows: multilevel
inverters with fixed diodes (Fig. 3), modular multilevel inverters
(Fig. 4), cascade multilevel inverters (Fig. 5). Each of these
topologies has its advantages and disadvantages [16, 17].

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of a wind farm
A solar power plant is designed to convert solar radiation into
electrical energy [5, 6]. The most common type of solar power
plants is based on flat photovoltaic modules of single crystalline or
polycrystalline type, which provide conversion of solar radiation to
direct current. Depending on the circuit used, the direct current can
be inverted to AC or stabilized to charge the batteries [7, 8].
Schematic diagram of a solar power plant is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 3. Multilevel inverter with fixed diodes
Advantages of multilevel inverter with fixed diodes include
adjusting the amplitude of the first harmonic of the output current,
which is necessary for scalar and vector control. At the same time,
the disadvantages include high switching frequency of the power
keys, which leads to the heating of semiconductor elements, parts of
the isolation of the converter, increasing the dynamic losses and
consequently reducing the efficiency of the converter. Other hybrid
control systems are known, such as:
– phase disposition;
– phase opposition disposition;
– alternate phase opposition disposition;
– inverted sine carrier.

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of a solar power plant
The peculiarity of a solar power plant is that a large number of
solar panels can be connected in series. In this case, the voltage on
the solar panels, depending on the degree of illumination is variable
[9, 10].
The task of the conversion system of both solar and wind
power plants is the formation of sinusoidal output voltages with
stable amplitude and frequency [11].
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The sine wave of the output voltage in multilevel inverters is
accepted to be estimated by the total harmonic distortion (THD),
which is an integral indicator of sine wave, which determines the
rms content of higher harmonics [24, 25].
The realized sinusoidality of the output voltage are directly
dependent on the modulation type implemented. There are many
different modulation algorithms for output voltage generation in
multilevel inverters. The most common of them are: various
variations of sinusoidal PWM (level-shifted, phase-shifted, levelphase-shifted), space-vector PWM, amplitude modulation, etc. [26,
27]. At the same time, all these algorithms cause different
sinusoidality (THD) of output voltage and current, as well as
different power losses in the converter. This is due to the fact that
higher voltage harmonics cause the presence of higher current
harmonics, which causes additional power losses in the power lines
and load. Among the described algorithms, the best indicators of
sinusoidal output voltage are algorithms based on a single
modulation [28, 29].
The main varieties of sinusoidal PWM are shown in Fig. 6.
Fig. 4. Modular multilevel inverter

a

b
Fig. 5. Cascade multilevel inverter
One of the basic requirements for multilevel inverters is to
provide high sinusoidal output voltage and output current.
Particularly relevant requirements for the form of output voltage for
converters that operate as a power source for their own power
supply [18, 19].
Therefore, the most critical requirements for the output
inverter are:
– maximum efficiency;
– increased reliability (work in case of failure);
– providing maximum sinusoidal output voltage.
In this case, the realized parameters depend not only on the
applied power scheme, but also on the applied modulation
algorithm [20, 21].

c
Fig. 6. Variations of pulth-width modulation:
а – level-shifted; b – phase-shifted; c – level-phase-shifted
Spatial-vector PWM modulation algorithm is shown in Fig. 7.
Space-vector modulation is used to control active three-phase
converters. With vector-modulation, it is not instantaneous voltage
values applied to the windings that are calculated, but the moments
of connecting the windings to the power bridge in order to form a
given voltage vector.
The switch management algorithm of the autonomous inverter
in the space-vector modulation mode is based on the formation of

3. Modulation algorithms in multilevel inverters
One of the most important parameters of multilevel inverters is
the sinusoidality of output voltage. There are quite a number of
different modulation algorithms that allow to obtain different
sinusoidality of the output voltage and different contents of higher
harmonics [22, 23].
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the required position of the voltage vector in space at each time
interval.

Fig. 7. Space-vector PWM
The amplitude modulation algorithm is shown in Fig. 8.
The switching time of each level is determined during the
intersection of sine amplitudes of 0.5; –0.5; 1.5; –1.5; 2.5; –2.5.
The effect of amplitude sampling is the amplitude quantization
of a sinusoidal signal into a stepped view. The output is calculated
using the rounding method to the nearest value, which creates an
output signal symmetric about zero [30, 31].
The number of quantization steps is determined by the physical
number of possible stages when forming the output voltage in a
multilevel inverter. Form optimization is achieved by determining
the value of the Asin amplitude, in which the rms content of the
higher harmonics will be minimal [32, 33].
The concept of obtaining the optimum form of gradual-discrete
voltage is reduced to minimizing and symmetrizing the area of
higher harmonics with respect to the fourth period of the output
voltage form [34].

Fig. 8. The algorithm of amplitude modulation
Comparison of the harmonic distortion coefficient for different
modulation algorithms is shown in Table 1.

Table 1
Comparison of harmonic distortion coefficient for different modulation algorithms
Сell type and modulation
Output voltage
Output voltage of
THD of the output
THD total output
algorithms
CMLI,
one cell,
voltage of one cell,
voltage,
V
V
%
%
2-level cell with sinusoidal
2571.44
2998.5
99.29
68.27
PWM
2-level phase-shifted PWM
2284.67
2392.47
51.74
40.05
cell
2-level cell with phaseshifted
PWM
without
2320.9
2395.27
51.74
44.06
interleaving
3-level cell with level-shifted
2666.4
2390.03
52.82
32.22
PWM with interleaving

THD output
current,
%
14.91
4.54
5.77
3.91

sinusoidal signal with 25 % remodulation relative to the highest
discretion.

4. Results and discussion
Of the presented algorithms, the best performance is the
algorithm of amplitude modulation, which allows to obtain the form
of output voltage of a multilevel inverter with any number of
degrees, optimized by the content of higher harmonics, namely by
the minimum of the coefficient of harmonic distortions.
The proposed algorithm allows to obtain the lowest possible
THD for any voltage level. The advantage of the proposed
algorithm in comparison with similar optimization algorithms is the
provision of smaller harmonic distortions and its relative simplicity.
The presented algorithm is based on the amplitude modulation of a

5. Conclusion
The paper presents an overview of energy parameters of
cascade multilevel inverter with different modulation algorithms.
The best power parameters has MVSI with level-shifted PWM in
interleaving mode. The analysis of existing algorithms was
performed and the choice of the optimal algorithm for use in the
scheme of solar power plants was carried out.
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Abstract: The main issues are considered in this topic: the main problems of the design and implementation of high-level systems for the
automation of production processes are considered. As part of the digitalization of production, there is a need for the operational
management of all enterprise processes at all levels of the system. The work highlights several recommendations for the development of
integration of such systems. The research describes the interoperability of various systems of resource management, processes, laboratory,
planning for obtaining quality products.
KEYWORDS: DIGITALIZATION, MES, LIMS, ERP, AUTOMATED SYSTEMS, PRODUCTION PROCESSES
sample base. All data is synchronized with the subsystems of the
production process control system for optimized, continuous
management, control and planning. The full production process,
taking into account quality control of products and raw materials, is
shown in Figure 1.

1. Introduction
Due to the development of microcontrollers and microprocessors,
modern production, industry is very different from what it was 50100 years ago. This is a natural process of replacing manual human
labor with automated production, in which a person is no longer
standing at the machine tool or with a plow in the field, and for the
most part the role of a person in it is assigned to controlling and
replacing faulty blocks. This makes it possible for a modern person
to develop as a creator, to pay more attention to the qualitative
development of himself.

Raw materials

Sample selection

Data entry

Research

Conclusion on the
result

Production

Figure 1. Structure manufacturing process

2. Problem discussion

The structure of the interaction of devices for working in the LIMS
system is shown in Figure 2. A simple system includes one server
with a database and a web server, and several clients.
Clients can be stationary computers, PDAs or smartphones, a
prerequisite is access to a local network or a WI-FI network. An
employee, for example, having a smartphone or tablet connecting
to a local network, enters data, performs various operations with
test samples, analyzes the data received, accesses the web
application of an automated laboratory. All test results, or quality
control of products and raw materials, are automatically entered
into a report, which is subsequently sent to MES. MES accepts the
results and forms a series of tasks for further production.
If necessary, a data center is possible, which will include a database
server and a web server, such a structure is shown in Figure 3. All
clients are connected to a web server. Storage, collection and
processing of information is carried out using databases as the
system exchanges a huge stream of information data.

Information technology today has become an integral part of
systems automation. The fast pace, the lightning speed of change
and updating of information technology introduces tangible
adjustments to the automation of systems and processes in general.
As part of the "Industry 4.0", it's time to talk about the automation
of production processes, when the control object is considered not
only processes, but also the labor, financial and commodity flows
and resources. When the level of digitalization of production allows
for the operational management of all tasks at all levels of
production, to plan all processes and tasks for effective
management and control. To solve the problems of operational
control of production processes, such a concept as MES
(manufacturing execution system) systems appeared. Many
enterprises faced a number of problems that arose during the
transition to a system of automation of production processes, since
there are no ready-made solutions, or clear guidelines, structures,
algorithms for the implementation of such complex systems.

Clients

3. Objective and research methodologies
The main purpose of this work is the research of the general
concept of realization of automation tasks and digitalization of
production processes using innovative high-level decisions. The
work reflects a study of the authorization problem using a solution
in the field of building systems in terms of innovative software
products and industrial network systems.
The work presents recommendations for building a network
structure using the example of a testing laboratory. The Testing
Laboratory provides measurement data on product quality,
including in real time, collected from the production level, ensuring
proper quality control and focusing on critical points. Laboratory
can propose actions to correct the situation at this point based on
the analysis of correlation dependencies and statistical data on
cause-effect relationships of controlled events. All processes are
automated using the LIMS (Laboratory Information Management
System) package. The LIMS system is designed to optimize the
processes of the testing laboratory, improve the quality of
information processing, with an integrated analytical analysis
package.
Upon receipt of an order for a new batch of products, a task for
sampling arrives. A sample entering the laboratory is marked with
a QR code or NFC labels and an identifier for entering a common

Web
application

DB Server and
WEB Server

Figure 2. Structure of the interaction of devices for working in the
LIMS system
Clients having access to a web browser after passing certain
procedures to protect security (entering a password, login, having
passed authentication levels), depending on their access level, can
carry out various procedures and operations. For security purposes,
the enterprise has its own internal local area network without
access to the global network; all information may be available for
other systems, production subsystems, such as ERP (Enterprise
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Resource Planning), MES, operational planning systems,
automated technological process control systems ATPCS [1].

of production, making everyone speak the same language is quite
problematic, since a huge number of devices, types of interfaces,
networks, taking into account the huge data stream that must be
translated into an understandable language for the rest.
One solution to this problem is the use of services such as
Uniconnect Agent, Uniconnect and Unilink, namely the transfer of
XML files in which information is generated in the form of tags,
with an identifier of all the necessary data.

Clients

WEB Server

Web
application

XML file

XML file

DB Server
From external
systems

XML file

Uniconnect
Agent

Uniconnect

WEB Server

Data

Unilink
Data Base

Figure 5. Data transfer process
Figure 3. Complex structure of the interaction of devices for
working in the LIMS system

Figure 5 shows the process of transferring data from external
systems to the LIMS system. A file is generated that is sent to the
exchange folder, then the Uniconnect Agent polls the folder for the
presence of the file, and sends the file to Uniconnect. Uniconnect
parses incoming files and converts the file to Unilink-friendly
syntax. Unilink stores data in a database. All data stored in the
database is available to the user and further processing and
analysis.
In the printers, the same principle of communication via XML files
is applied, or using customization of the Web application,
prescribing the relationship with devices integrated in the
application, but this option requires programming skills case of
establishing communication with laboratory equipment, various
analyzers, electronic scales, C #, HTML 5, CSS3 , Java Script. The
data exchange process between laboratory equipment and the
database is shown in Figure 6.

LIMS interacts with various systems for data exchange, and
continuous, operational management of all production processes.
Quality control of raw materials and finished products is an integral
part of any production, the efficiency, and most importantly the
image of the company, and therefore the income and profits of the
enterprise, depend on this. The structure of the LIMS interaction
with other systems is shown in Figure 4. The ERP system
exchanges data on resources, raw materials, the amount of material
resources, and also contains information about suppliers and orders.
The MES system performs operational control of all production
tasks, forming a task list for all systems, tracking the status of all
processes from receipt of an order to shipment of finished products
to the customer. LIMS sends a report on the results of sample tests,
or research of new formulations, on the basis of which MES forms
production tasks. The operational planning system creates a
schedule for all tasks, taking into account restrictions. The status of
equipment, its readiness for the process, the timing of repairs, or
inactivity in the event of a breakdown, the status of labor resources,
taking into account the number of employees, shifts, and their
qualifications, the status of processes, and standards for their
implementation, etc. The process control system already carries out
all the tasks taking into account the report on product quality
control at various stages.

Web
application

DATA

Unilink
Uniconnect
Agent

LIMS DB

Figure 6. Data from laboratory equipment

Automated
Technological
process control
system

ERP

4. Conclusion
This work highlights the problems encountered in the design and
implementation of automated systems for production processes.
When the task is to efficiently and effectively manage the
production process from the receipt of the order and raw materials,
after production, and the receipt of finished products, shipment to
the customer and complete quality control at all stages of
production. The complexity of introducing such systems to manage
and plan the full production cycle lies in the lack of ready-made
algorithms or recommendations for implementation, construction
and integration into an existing production without possible losses.
This study shows one of the solutions for the integration of such
systems, allowing production facilities to step closer to the
digitalization of production.

LIMS

MES

Operational
planning system

5. Literature

Figure 4. Structure of the LIMS interaction with other systems

1 Kopesbaeva A.A., Kim Y.S. Research and implementation of
robust controllers for controlling objects with an unknown or
incomplete mathematical model. “Vestnik AUES” of the Almaty
University of Power Energy and Telecommunications, No. 2-25,
2014 p. 32-37.

For the interaction of all systems, a number of services are required
that will integrate the current, necessary information into various
systems without data loss and using data transfer standards
understood by all production participants. The system needs to
speak the same language so that the rest of the participants
correctly understand and express their thoughts. In the framework
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A generalization of approaches to creating a digital passport supporting the stages of the
electronic product life cycle and the features of the formation of design decisions based on it
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Abstract: The paper substantiates the need to generalize approaches to creating a digital passport supporting the stages of the life cycle of
an electronic product. For this, the results of the analysis of design and production procedures and product data at the stages of the life
cycle are presented, on the basis of which the components of a digital passport are formulated as pairs of values “information object design and production procedure”. Information objects are determined by PDM, ERP, MES, QMS systems and electronic document
management systems. The list of design and production procedures is determined by the automated processes of a particular enterprise,
which determines the variability of the digital passport. Also, the work substantiates the need for the formation of design decisions and the
features of the formation of design decisions based on them are shown. The formation of design decisions is associated with the
corresponding tasks formulated in the form of linguistic variables, which allowed to develop the generation of design solutions, according to
which their desired version contains the associated components of a digital passport that fall inside the area specified by the values of the
linguistic variable. The results obtained can be used in order to create signatures and semantics of applied unified services for a digital
passport in the instrument-making industry, used in the development, delivery and maintenance of electronic products.
KEYWORDS: DIGITAL PASSPORT, SELECTION OF COMPONENTS OF A DIGITAL PASSPORT, TASKS OF DESIGN DECISIONS
FORMATION.

2. Procedures and data analysis on the
electronic product at the stages of the life
cycle

1. Introduction
A modern electronic product is a complex hardware-software
complex, the creation of which is peformed on the basis of a
customer’s application. The application determines the lists and
terms of the work, as well as their executors, both from the number
of divisions of the instrument-making enterprise and organizations,
which sets the task of operational interaction between them - the
exchange of relevant data on the product. The solution to this
problem is provided by the operation of a variety of PDM, ERP,
MES and / or QMS systems [1-4], including electronic document
management systems (EDMS), which creates each enterprise's own
integrated environment.
This increases the efficiency of interaction between divisions
of one enterprise [5], but not interaction between enterprises. In
most cases, it is implemented in the traditional way correspondence by e-mail and the exchange of technical
documentation on paper. At the same time, new methods are
gaining popularity, which consist in introducing the same systems
with synchronization of versions and models of stored data by all
participants in the interaction [6-10] or in using a neutral data
exchange format in the STEP language, which also requires prior
coordination. The obvious disadvantages are as follows:
1) simultaneous support of several versions of the same
software for interaction with various enterprises;
2) сoordination of models and formats of data exchange
between all participants of electronic interaction when
concluding contracts;
3) coordination of the types of systems being introduced
since it is impossible to transfer data about the product
and the design and production procedure if the system is
not implemented at the enterprise or information storage
is not provided;
4) own interpretation of the contents of a file of a neutral
data exchange format by each enterprise, which creates
difficulties when reading it in other organizations.
The disadvantages are even more significant if we take into
account the development vector of Industry 4.0 [11-15] minimization, up to the complete exclusion, of the influence of the
human factor on production processes. For the instrument-making
industry, this means the selection, collection and analysis of product
data and design-production procedures, which corresponds to the
creation of a digital passport supporting the stages of the life cycle
of an electronic product [16, 17] for making design decisions.
Thus, it is advisable to solve the following problem - a
generalization of approaches to creating a digital passport and
formulating the features of the formation of design solutions based
on it at the stages of the life cycle in the instrument-making
industry, which this article focuses on.

According to the research results, the content of the digital passport
is determined by the types of data on the electronic product that are
generated and modified in accordance with the design and
production procedures at the stages of the life cycle.
Therefore, at the stage of concluding a contract, the
company’s employees consider applications received from
customers, based on which they prepare materials for concluding
contracts.
If an application for development is received, then with its
agreement upon and approval, lists of the developed and supplied
component parts of the product are formed, indicating the
contractors in the form of divisions of the enterprise and
organizations. If an application for the supply of products is
received, then lists of the developed and / or corrected design and
program documentation are formed, indicating the contractors in the
form of enterprise units, as well as lists of supplied components and
relevant organizations [18].
The data obtained in this case are the initial information in the
form of lists and deadlines for the execution of work stages when
drawing up contracts for the development or delivery of products,
including contracts with co-contractors.
The development stage is to create sets of new or revised
design data on the product in the form of an electronic product
structure in a PDM system (ESI-PDM) containing 3D models,
design and program documents for the product and its original
components. Component parts supplied by third parties are
designated as ESI-PDM elements and may not have associated
documents and / or 3D models. It should be noted that the lists of
developed and revised documentation are determined by the
annexes to the concluded agreements with the customer.
The stage of production preparation is to create sets of
technological data on the product and its components in the form of
ESI-PDM, corresponding to ESI-PDM obtained at the development
stage. Technological data includes routing or process maps,
technological instructions, control programs, typical processes and /
or documentation for technological equipment. They are developed
according to the design documentation or 3D-models for each
component part of the product, which is the company's own
development [19].
In addition, the stage of preparation for production includes
procurement procedures for purchased component parts, such as
standard, other products and materials, according to the content of
ESI-PDM of manufactured component parts of the product. These
procedures are characterized by the conclusion of contracts with
suppliers.
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schedule of work, including in the form of a ―Document‖
object of the ―Unified Assignment‖ type [21].
3. The procedures "Development and design change of the
printed circuit board", which is performed by CAD tools
under the control of PDM, which allows to create ESIPDM devices in the form of their circuit components.
4. The procedures ―Development and design change of the
product‖, which is performed by CAD tools under the
control of PDM, which allows to create ESI-PDM
devices in the form of their designs.
5. The procedures ―Updating the database of purchased
components (PC)‖, for the implementation of which ERP
or PDM are used when synchronizing with CAD and
MES.
6. Procedures "Development and change of software for the
product", which allows to create the appropriate ESIPDM using PDM.
7. Procedures ―Development and change of operational data
for the product‖, during which the ESI-PDM created
earlier is supplemented with operational documentation.
8. The procedures "Coordination, approval and delivery to
the archive of a set of design and program documentation
(DD and PD) for the product and its components",
performed by means of PDM.
The ESI-PDM developed at the same time is called the ESIPDM of the design presentation and is the basis for performing such
work at the stage of production preparation, as:
1. The procedure ―Development and signing of an
application to start production‖, which is performed by
means of PDM, ERP or EDMS, forming a list of works,
including in the form of a ―Document‖ object of the
―Unified Assignment‖ type [21].
2. The procedure ―Development and change of
technological documentation (TD) for the product‖,
during which the ESI-PDM of the technological
presentation is created, characterized by the unambiguous
correspondence of the ESI-PDM of the design
presentation.
3. The procedure "Coordination, approval and delivery to
the archive of technological documentation" performed
by means of PDM.
4. The procedure ―Recording comments and decisions
during the technological preparation of production‖
performed by PDM, which allows to create objects
―Note‖ associated with objects ―Document‖ type design
documentation [4, 20].
5. The procedure ―Recording remarks and decisions during
the planning of procurements‖ performed by PDM,
which allows to create objects ―Remark‖ associated with
objects ―Document‖ type of design documentation [4,
20].
6. The procedure "Preparation and registration of contracts
for the supply of PC, materials and products of IPC",
which is performed by means of EDMS, PDM or ERP. In
this case, ―Document‖ objects are created in the form of
―Contract with the supplier‖.
7. The procedure ―Fixing and recording the receipt of a
batch of PC, materials and products of the MPC‖, which
is performed by means of ERP or MES and PDM and
means the formation of ―Instance‖ objects corresponding
to the received batches of products [4, 18].
8. The procedure ―Formation of a production plan for
manufacturing products‖, which means planning work
using MES tools in the form of lists of parts and
assembly units to be manufactured at the factory. As a
result, a production plan is generated, which is part of the
―Unified Assignment‖ containing an application to start
production.
A registered batch of products formed lists of manufactured
component parts of the product allow to perform the actions of the
production stage. These include:

If the development of a technological document or the
purchase of a product cannot be performed due to an error in the
documentation or the absence of a supplier, the employee of the
technological unit or supply service fixes a comment on the
corresponding design documentation [20].
Production stage means the production of parts and assembly
units, including the assembly of the product itself, based on the
developed sets of design and software documentation. The result is
a product copy with parameter values characterizing the quality in
the form of the product copy structure, as well as, if available,
comments on the design and program documentation.
The operation and repair phase is characterized by sending a
service request or complaint to the company. The receipt of the first
document means the formation of an additional agreement to the
contract, verification of the need and planning for adjustments of
previously issued documentation for the components of the product.
This includes planning for the manufacture of component parts of
the product for the assembly of spare parts for the products
necessary for the customer during the operation of the product.
Upon receipt of a complaint, the employees of the enterprise
investigate the causes of the failure, in accordance with which a
decision is made to change the supplier of components, products for
inter-factory cooperations or to adjust design, software or
technological documentation.
Thus, at each stage of the life cycle, design and production
procedures are performed on the basis of the generated design
decisions, which allows to formulate their features and generalize
approaches to creating a digital passport.

3. A generalization of approaches to creating a
digital passport supporting the stages of the
electronic product life cycle
The list of data is set by the information objects of PDM, ERP,
MES and / or QMS systems, including EDMS, and the list of design
and production procedures is set by automated processes.
This allowed to analyze the activity of enterprises of the
instrument-making industry at the stages of the life cycle and form a
set of pairs ―information object - design and production procedure‖,
which are components of a digital passport.
Thus, at the stage of concluding a contract, a digital passport
generally contains:
1. The procedure "Consideration and approval of an
application for the development or delivery of products",
which is performed by means of EDMS or PDM. In this
case, information objects ―Document‖ of the type
―Application for development‖ or ―Application for the
supply of products‖ are created.
2. The procedure "Preparation, registration and signing of
an agreement with the customer", which is performed by
means of EDMS, PDM or ERP. In this case, ―Document‖
objects are created of the ―Contract with the customer‖
type.
3. The procedure ―Registration and signing of an agreement
with a co-executor‖, which is also performed by means of
EDMS, PDM or ERP. In this case, ―Document‖ objects
are created of the ―Contract with co-executor‖ type.
The research results show that the objects being formed are
interconnected and allow the content of the digital passport to be
formed at the development stage in the form of:
1. The procedures ―Development, coordination and
approval of an enlarged work schedule‖, which is
performed by means of PDM, ERP or EDMS, forming a
work schedule, including in the form of a ―Document‖
object of the ―Unified Assignment‖ type, and an enlarged
ESI-PDM, in the form related objects designating the
main components - product devices.
2. The procedures ―Development, coordination and
approval of the operational schedule of work‖, which is
performed by means of PDM, ERP or EDMS, forming a
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type of product, component — complex, assembly unit,
part, kit;
 manufacturer of the product, component - own
production, purchase;
 feature of the component of the product - newly
developed, borrowed, IPC;
 comments on the DD - no comments, there are unworked
comments, there are worked-out comments;
 the presence of comments on the PD - there are no
comments, there are unworked comments, there are
worked-out comments;
 availability of comments on the TD - no comments, there
are unworked comments, there are worked-out
comments;
 a sign of products of inadequate quality - there are no
problems, there are small problems, there are serious
problems.
Another task is the task of searching for data on PC, materials,
products of IPC and their suppliers, which consists in analyzing the
values of parameters such as:
 type of product - a standard product, other product,
materials, products IPC;
 availability of products in stock - not in stock, in stock;
 the presence of prohibitions on use - there is no
prohibition, a complete ban, a ban for new developments;
 availability of restrictions on use - there are no
restrictions, there are restrictions;
 the possibility of acquisition - there are no suppliers,
there is only one supplier, there are several suppliers;
 a sign of products of inadequate quality - there are no
problems, there are small problems, there are serious
problems.
The next task is the task of finding data for the development
and adjustment of documentation, which consists in analyzing the
values of parameters such as:
 type of document - list of elements, specification,
statement of specifications, statement of purchased
products, statement of electronic documents, statement of
spare parts, statement of spare parts for repairs, statement
of documents for repairs, ESI;
 type of ESI - functional, constructive, production and
technological, physical, operational;
 comments on the DD - no comments, there are unworked
comments;
 comments on the PD - no comments, there are unworked
comments.
Another objective is the task of searching for data on DD, PD
and TD on the components of a product to be developed or
adjusted, which consists in analyzing the values of parameters such
as:
 type of component of the product - complex, assembly
unit, part, kit;
 feature of a component of a product - newly developed,
borrowed;
 sign of the document - new DD, adjustment of DD, new
PD, adjustment of PD, new TD, adjustment of TD;
 comments on the DD - no comments, there are unworked
comments;
 comments on the PD — no comments, there are
unworked comments;
 availability of comments on the TD - no comments, there
are unworked comments.
The next task is the task of monitoring the results of the
implementation of the positions of the unified task, which consists
in analyzing the values of such parameters as:
 type of work - development of DD, development of PD,
development of TD, adjustment of DD, adjustment of
PD, adjustment of TD, purchase, production;
 controlled condition - ―Under development‖, ―At check‖,
―Delivered to the archive‖, ―At revision‖, ―Litera ...‖,
―Completed‖.

The procedure ―Dispatching the production process‖, like
the previous one, does not generate new digital passport
objects, is performed by MES tools and contains lists of
parts and assembly units to be manufactured in a specific
production workshop. At the same time, a production
plan is generated in the workshop, which is part of the
―Unified Assignment‖ containing an application for
production launch.
2. The procedure ―Fixing the manufacturing operations of
manufacturing parts and assembly units‖ is performed
using MES tools, and its results are recorded as a set of
―Instance‖ objects forming the product instance structure
(SEI) using PDM tools.
3. The procedure ―Recording remarks and decisions in the
production process of parts and assembly units of the
product‖, performed by means of PDM, which allows to
create objects ―Note‖ associated with objects
―Document‖ type of design and / or technological
documentation [4, 20].
The final stage is the operation and repair, characterized by
such works as:
1. The procedure "Registration of shipment of finished
products from the warehouse", performed by means of
ERP and / or PDM. At the same time, the PIS is
supplemented by ―Document‖ objects containing
documentation on the shipment of products to the
customer.
2. The procedure "Registration of the complaint and the
result of the investigation of the refusal", performed by
means of QMS and / or PDM. At the same time, the
essence of the failure of the product instance — the
―Remark‖ object — is associated with the corresponding
―Instance‖ object, as well as the reason for its occurrence.
3. The procedure "Registration and control of service
requests", which is performed by means of EDMS or
PDM. In this case, information objects ―Document‖ of
the type ―Application for service‖ and associated objects
―Document‖ of the type ―Additional agreement to the
contract‖ are created. After that, using PDM, ERP or
EDMS, a work schedule is formed in the form of a
―Document‖ object of the ―Unified task‖ type.
Consequently, k sets of digital passport components are
obtained.
𝐶1 = (𝑐11 , 𝑐12 , … , 𝑐1𝑛 1 ), 𝐶2 = (𝑐21 , 𝑐22 , … , 𝑐2𝑛 2 ), …,
𝐶𝑘 = (𝑐𝑘1 , 𝑐𝑘2 , … , 𝑐𝑘𝑛 𝑘 ),
the elements of which are given by the pairs ―object - design
and production procedure‖ such that
𝑐𝑖𝑗 = < 𝐷𝑖 , 𝑃𝑟𝑗 > (𝑖 = 1 … 𝑘, 𝑗 = 1 … 𝑛𝑘 ),
where 𝐷𝑖 – an information object containing data about the
electronic product;
𝑃𝑟𝑗 – design and production procedure that forms a specific
type of product data.
In addition, research results show that the implementation of
these procedures requires the generation of design solutions for
managing product data and design and production procedures based
on them.
1.

4. Features of the formation of design
decisions based on a digital passport
For this purpose, the corresponding tasks were formulated, which
are further associated with specific design and production
procedures and stages of the life cycle. The result of each of them is
the same list of components of a digital passport that are
interconnected.
In this case, the tasks are characterized by lists of the analyzed
parameters that determine the range of permissible values of the
formed design decisions. The first of them is the task of searching
for data on products and their components, which consists in
analyzing the values of parameters such as:
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Another task is the task of managing production operations,
which consists in analyzing the values of parameters such as:
 type of component of the product - complex, assembly
unit, part, kit;
 comments on the DD - no comments, there are unworked
comments;
 availability of comments on the TD - no comments, there
are unworked comments;
 availability of products in stock - not in stock, in stock;
 sign of the production process - started, completed,
suspended;
 sign of products of inadequate quality - no problems,
there are problems.
And the last task is the task of creating design and production
procedures, which consists in analyzing the values of parameters
such as:
1) the current stage of the life cycle - the conclusion of the
contract, development, preparation of production,
production, operation, repair;
2) type of document from the customer - application for
development, reclamation certificate, application for the
supply of products, application for service;
3) the task of forming a design solution - a list of tasks listed
earlier.
Therefore, for any design and production procedure at each
stage of the product life cycle, the task of forming a design solution
will be formed in the form of a linguistic variable, the output of
which is based on elements of fuzzy logic.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.
13.

14.

5. Conclusion
Thus, the results of a generalization of approaches to creating a
digital passport and the features of the formation of design decisions
based on it were obtained:
1) the content of the digital passport is determined by
the components in the form of pairs ―object - design
and production procedure‖;
2) the combination of components allows to create a
product structure that contains not only its
composition, but all related documents, including
lists of procedures used;
3) the content of the digital passport is used to generate
design decisions for managing product data and
design and production procedures;
4) the formation of design decisions is associated with
the corresponding tasks formulated in the form of
linguistic variables, which allows to set the range of
acceptable values for the generated solutions.
This allowed us to develop an algorithm for the generation of
design solutions, according to which their desired version contains
the associated components of a digital passport that fall inside the
area specified by the values of the linguistic variable. The results
obtained can be used to create signatures and semantics of applied
unified services for a digital passport in the instrument-making
industry, used in the development, delivery and maintenance of
electronic products.
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Magnetothermal finite element model of a new two-coil crucible induction furnace through
the altair flux3d® software
Fireteanu Virgiliu, Constantin Alex-Ionel
EPM-NM Laboratory – POLITEHNICA University of Bucharest
313 Splaiul Independentei, 060042 Bucharest, Romania
virgiliu.fireteanu@upb.ro
Abstract: A new two-coil cylindrical crucible induction furnace with the lateral coil connected to the one-phase electric power supply and
the bottom coil connected to a capacitor bank with an appropriate value of the capacity is able to realize a desired balance between the
diffusion of the power induced in the furnace bath through the lateral and the bottom faces of the crucible. Finite element magnetothermal
model of the furnace is used to compute the temperature field, the thermal losses and the thermal efficiency associated with the furnace
operation and to study three variants with the same bath volume of the new furnace related the diameter of the furnace bath,.
Keywords: CRUCIBLE INDUCTION FURNACE, TWO-COIL INDUCTOR, FINITE ELEMENT MULTIPHYSIC ANALYSIS,
MAGNETOTHERMAL MODEL, FURNACE EFFICIENCY

1. Introduction
The induction furnace of crucible type continue to be one of the
most wide-spread device for melting, alloying, holding of metallic
and non-metallic materials like glasses, salts and oxides [2, 4, 6].
Taking into account the evolution in the last decades of the
hardware and software for numerical computations, the deeper
investigation of phenomena associated with induction furnaces
operation and the study of new configurations are becoming more
and more accessible to peoples involved in research and industrial
developments [1, 5, 7, 9, 11].
In a usual crucible induction furnace the molten bath is placed
in a cylindrical volume surrounded by the inductor. The inductor
produces the AC magnetic field, whose penetration/diffusion in the
furnace charge is associated with the generation of induced currents
in the electro-conductive material of the furnace bath.
In the usual crucible induction furnaces, one-phase electrically
supplied, the mean value of the power associated with the Joule
effect of the induced currents is much lower on the bottom face than
on the lateral face of the furnace bath. As consequence, the
induction heating of the bath bottom face is much less intense than
the heating of the lateral face. The two-coil inductor configuration
studied in this paper consists in a lateral coil, electrically supplied,
and a bottom pancake coil, connected to a capacitor bank. The
optimum design of such a two-coil one-phase inductor studied in
the paper [1] ensures the same mean value of the induced power on
the lateral face and on the bottom face of the furnace bath. As
continuation, this paper considers the finite element magneto
thermal model of the new furnace, able to evaluate the temperature
field associated with the furnace operation, the thermal losses and
the thermal efficiency of the furnace.

Fig. 1. Geometry of the finite element magneto thermal model of
the new two-coil crucible induction furnace
The finite element analysis of the steady state AC
electromagnetic field and of the steady state temperature field
associated with furnace operation uses Flux3D models [13] with the
meshing presented in Fig. 2.
As in the previous paper [1] the electromagnetic problem of the
new magneto thermal model of the new two-coil furnace considers
the electric supply for which the Joule/active power in the charge
has the value P2 = 400 kW. The optimal value of the capacity
connected to the bottom coil - for equal powers diffused through the
lateral and bottom faces of the furnace bath, is considered.

All applications of the Multiphysics – electromagnetic and
thermal analysis in this paper correspond to the frequency supply
300 kHz and the volume of the molten glass bath 110.8 dm3. The
reference value 550 mm is considered for the inner diameter of the
furnace crucible and 45 mm is the thickness of the wall of the
nonmagnetic and non-electro conductive crucible of the furnace.
The steady state furnace operation with P2 = 400 kW induced power
in the charge inside the nonconductive and nonmagnetic crucible
and 1500 Celsius degrees for the maximum value of the temperature
of the molten glass charge are considered.

2. Geometry, mesh and physical properties of the
magneto thermal model
The images in Fig. 1 show the main components of the new twocoil crucible induction furnace with cylindrical bath. The inductor
contains the one-turn LATERAL coil, with eight conductors
parallel connected, and the five-turn BOTTOM spiral coil.
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Fig. 4. Volume density of induced power along a path, one-coil furnace

Fig. 2. Finite element meshing of all regions of the computation domain.

In the thermal problem of the magneto thermal models of the
furnace the volume of the crucible is a thermal conduction region.
All surfaces of the crucible to the neighboring air, yellow colored in
Fig. 3, are face regions with thermal transfer through convection
and radiation. The same type of boundary is the upper circular face
of the furnace bath.
Since both coils of the furnace, tubular cooper made, are water
cooled, their correspondent faces in opposite position with respect
the crucible, yellow colored in Fig. 3, are thermal boundaries with
imposed values of the temperature.

Fig. 5. Volume density of induced power along a path, two-coil furnace

The path in turquoise consisting in two radiuses and a vertical
line on the lateral cylindrical face of the furnace bath starts in the
center of the upper circular face and end in the center of the charge
bottom. The variations of the volume density of induced power
along this path in Figs. 4 and 5 shows clearly the decrease of the
induction heating effect in the upper half of the charge and the
displacement of the maximum of this effect to the bath bottom
when pass from the one-coil furnace to the two-coil furnace.

Fig. 3. Thermal boundary conditions of the furnace magneto thermal model

2. The electromagnetic results of the magneto
thermal models of the one-coil and two-coil furnaces

The results of the electromagnetic problems, Table 1, for the
same value P2 of the induced power, show lower values of the
current, of voltage supply and of the Joule losses related the
LATERAL coil in case of the two-coil furnace in comparison with
the one-coil furnace. Compared with the one-coil furnace, the
electric efficiency of the two-coil furnace is affected by the very
important Joule losses in the BOTTOM coil. This disadvantage of
the two-coil furnace disappears if this coil is of stranded conductor
type instead of solid conductor type, as considered in this paper.

The maps of the volume density of induced power in the molten
glass of the furnace charge in Figs. 4 and 5, put in evidence the
differences between the one-coil furnace and the two-coil furnace
related the distribution of the induced power in the furnace bath.

Table 1: Comparison between the one-coil furnace and of the two-coil
furnace – results of electromagnetic problems
Furnace type
One-coil
Two-coil
Charge induced power [kW]
400 (400.36)
400 (398.76)
LATERAL coil voltage [V]
1560.6
1383.6
LATERAL coil current [A]
1777.0
1361.6
BOTTOM coil voltage [V]
3874.2
BOTTOM coil current [A]
607.07
LATERAL coil losses [kW]
1.746
1.027
BOTTOM coil losses [kW]
23.69
Furnace electric efficiency [%]
99.56
93.80
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3. Temperature field and thermal losses of
the one-coil and of the two-coil furnaces
The most important component of the P2 = 400 kW active
power induced in the furnace bath ensures to the increase of the
temperature and to the melting of the molten glass components. The
rest of the power represents the furnace thermal losses, involved in
the evaluation of the furnace thermal efficiency.

Fig. 7. Temperature in the volume of the two-coil furnace bath and
along a path

The thermal steady state model of the furnace for the
computation of the furnace thermal losses and of the temperature
field considers as thermal source the field of volume density of
induced power evaluated in the electromagnetic problem multiplied
by a subunit scaling factor k. This factor is iteratively determined so
that the maximum of the bath temperature field have the value
1500 Celsius degrees. In a steady state thermal problem, the total
power of the temperature field sources is equal with the power
losses. Thus, the power losses of the furnace correspondent to
1500 Celsius degrees on the molten glass temperature are Pt = P2 x
k and the thermal efficiency of the furnace in % is 100(P2 – Pt)/P2 =
100(1-k).

There are no significant differences related the temperature field
in the LATERAL coils, Fig. 8, between the one-coil furnace and the
two-coil furnace. The temperature field of the BOTTOM coil in the
two-coil furnace, Fig.
9, reflects the boundary conditions
considered here, respectively the imposed values 50, 60, 70, 80 and
90 Celsius degrees on the outer faces of the five turns of this coil.

The scaling factors k in the thermal problems whose results are
further analyzed are k1 = 0.0506 for the one-coil furnace and
k2 = 0.04811 for the new two-coil furnace. The values of the
thermal conductivity in these steady state thermal problems are
20 W/m/Celsius degrees for the molten glass bath, 0.3 W/m/Celsius
degrees for the refractory material of the furnace crucible and
390 W/m/Celsius degrees for the cooper of the furnace coils.

Fig. 8. Temperature field in the LATERAL coils of the one-coil furnace
and two-coil furnace

The comparison of the maps of the temperature field in the
molten glass and of the variation of the temperature along a path,
for the one-coil furnace in Fig. 6 and for the two-coil furnace in
Fig. 7, shows the improvement of the temperature field to the bath
bottom in the two-coil furnace. As result of the relatively high value
of the molten glass thermal conductivity, the increase of mean value
of the temperature in this part of the bath of the two-coil furnace is
lower than the increase of the volume density of induced power.
Fig. 9. Temperature field in the BOTTOM coil of the two-coil furnace

The maps of the temperature in an axial cut plan, Fig. 10, show a
slight difference between the one coil-furnace and the two-coil
furnace related the variation of the temperature in the molten glass
volume inside the crucible. The results of the thermal problems for
practically the same maximal value of the molten glass temperature
1500 Celsius degrees, Table 2, related the mean value of the
temperature and the difference between the extreme temperatures of
the molten glass emphasize slight differences between the one-coil
and the new two-coil furnace. Since the thermal losses of the twocoil furnace is about 5 % lower, the thermal efficiency of this
furnace is slightly higher than the same efficiency of the one-coil
furnace.
Table 2: Results of the thermal problems for the one-coil furnace and the
two-coil furnace
Furnace type
One-coil
Two-coil
CHARGE temperature max [C]
1501
1506
Mean CHARGE temperature [C]
1383.2
1351.7
Maxi - Mini CHARGE temp [C]
472
520
Furnace thermal losses [kW]
20.24
19.24
Furnace thermal efficiency [%]
94.94
95.19

Fig. 6. Temperature in the volume of the one-coil furnace bath and
along a path
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diameter. For this geometry, the BOTTOM coil losses and the
voltages of the two coils of the furnace are minimal. On the other
hand, if the non-homogeneity of the molten glass temperature is
characterized through the difference Maxi - Mini CHARGE temp,
Table 3, the most advantageous is the geometry with the bath
diameter 670 mm.

8. Conclusions
Through the magneto thermal 3D finite element model of
the new two-coil crucible furnace Joule losses and thermal
losses, the correspondent efficiencies and the global
efficiency of the furnace are evaluated. Although the
presence of bottom coil ensures the displacement of the
maximum of induced power toward the furnace bottom, the
temperature field in the bath volume is not much different in
comparison with the one-coil furnace.
Related the influence of the furnace geometry, it was
found that a bath svelte geometry is favorable to the increase
of the furnace efficiency, while a relatively flat bath ensures
the decrease of the molten charge temperature non uniformity.
Fig. 10. Temperature in an axial cut plan, one-coil furnace and two-coil
furnace
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4. Influence of the two-coil furnace geometry
In the context of simulation driven optimal design of the studied
crucible furnace for molten glasses it is important to see the
influence of the furnace geometry for imposed values of the bath
volume, of the induced power in the furnace bath and of the
maximum of molten glass temperature. Until now, the reference
value 550 mm of the bath diameter, which correspond to the image
in the middle of Fig. 11, was considered. Together with two other
values of this diameter, 430 mm and 670 mm, there are presented in
Table 3 important results related the influence of the two-coil
furnace geometry. The same volume 110.8 dm3, the same induced
power 400 kW and the same maximum 1500 Celsius degrees of the
molten glass temperature characterize the three variant of the twocoil furnace.

Fig. 11. Different diameters, the same volume of the CHARGE region
Table 3: Results for three two-coil furnaces with different bath diameters
CHARGE diameter [mm]
Maxi CHARGE temperature [Celsius]
Mean CHARGE temperature [Celsius]
Maxi - Mini CHARGE temp [Celsius]
Furnace thermal losses [kW]
Furnace thermal efficiency [%]
Furnace electric efficiency [%]
Furnace efficiency [%]

430
1517
1358.1
584
15.72
96.07
94.52
90.80

550
1506
1351.7
520
19.24
95.19
93.80
89.29

670
1503.3
1357.4
446
25.98
93.51
93.78
87.69

The maximum of the furnace electric, thermal and global
efficiencies corresponds to the first value 430 mm of the bath
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Abstract: This work is a continuation of the development of hydrophilized unsaturated polyester resin (HUPER). Again, the authors’ main
aim is a possibility for hydrophilization of unsaturated polyester resin (UPER), but in this case the previously selected hydrophilizer cement
‘milk’ was replaced by the water glass component without disregarding the contribution of cement to the multicomponent hydrophilizing
system. The special thing about this case is that there are a number of hydrophilizers, all of which individually have a hydrophilizing effect
on resin, and that they are influenced by each other. This is of utmost importance not only for the hydrophilization technology but also for
the research into important accompanying issues, such as kinetics, mechanical strength characteristics, spectrum and derivatographic
analysis. This study only addresses some of the issues mentioned for reasons of volume of work. However, due to the possible interest they
could arouse in the different fields of chemistry, in medical and technical terms, they are to be developed and resolved in the future.
KEYWORDS: HYDROPHILIZATION, RESIN/MINERAL DISPERSE SYSTEM, CEMENT, WATER GLASS.

1. Introduction

2.2. Methods

The development of UPER-based polymer/silicate composites is
carried out by different types of cement [1,2,4], which are
principally known to impart strength to materials and high corrosion
resistance. Since literature [1] reports of some negative properties
associated with cement impact – deformability, plastic deformation
(sagging) – a new approach was sought to develop HUPER. The
hydrophilizing system can be a two-component system composed,
for example, of sulfate resisting blast furnace cement (SC) and
water glass (WG) in different proportions. Thus obtained composite
materials can overcome the above-mentioned disadvantages and
add a valuable property, such as high relief, to the polymer-silicate
surface.
An important motive for research activity is to obtain polymer
concrete of high physical and mechanical properties on the basis of
aggregate waste. In principle, such recycling of materials is not new
[3] but the idea could be developed as the two-component SC/WG
system hydrophilizes the resin while influencing the curing time,
mechanical indicators (impact strength, tension strength),
technological nature of HUPER developed (obtaining at room
temperature, capability to be cast into different molds, predictability
of casting time, etc.). To achieve the derived factors it is essential to
add water, which is a stable, constant and corrective factor for the
SC/WG system, as it has a diluting, plasticizing and modifying
effect not only on the two-component hydrophilizing system but
also on UPER that cures in its presence.
The purpose of this work is to develop HUPER-based polymersilicate composites using SC and WG, and to establish the
dependence of some mechanical properties on the composition of
the polymer/silicate system.

Methods for obtaining compositions based on unsaturated polyester
resin hydrophilized with cement were developed at fixed amount of
water compared to cement (50%) in the presence of WG, at fixed
CN/CHP ratio compared to resin.
Test pieces were examined for impact strength according to Izod by
Izod impact testing machine GB1843-2008.
Test pieces were examined for tensile strength and compression
strength by means of HZ-1005 Computer-type Tensile Testing
Machine. Dumb-bell test pieces for examining the tensile strength
are placed in the jaws of the machine. Flexural stress and flexural
modulus are calculated according to EN ISO 178:2019.

3. Results and discussion
Polymer compositions with two-component hydrophilizing systems
containing WG and SC were developed. The two hydrophilizers
were applied according to the following pattern: at constant amount
of resin and the relevant CN/CHP redox system, the same amounts
of water glass and three different quantities of SC were used. Other
two polymer compositions were developed accordingly. Each of
them contained a higher amount of WG as compared to the previous
composition, and the quantities of SC increased in the same order.
Kinetic relations of nine test samples were studied based on that
order (Table 1-3):
Table 1. Data on the obtaining of compositions based on UPER
hydrophilized by different quantities of SC at constant amount of
WG (3% ± 1%) and 50% water of the SC quantitiy.
Composition SC quantity Time
Temperature
No.
%
[τ, min] T max., ˚C]
1
0
18
99.5
2
12
40
54.5
3
25
29
55.5
4
35
29
43.5

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Materials
We used:
Resin of type Vinalkyd 550 PE-R (Orgachim Resins – Ruse)
containing 35% styrene and 65% unsaturated polyesters, which is a
condensation product of propylene glycol and maleic anhydride. A
50% solution of cyclohexanone perodxide (CHP) in
dibutylphthalate was used as a curing initiator, and a 10% solution
of cobalt naphthenate (CN) in styrene was the accelerator.
Sulfate-resistant blast furnace cement CEM III A-S 42.5 N SR –
Devnya Cement, town of Devnya (SC).
Sodium silicate solution (Water glass - WG) – BEKO Water Glass
and Detegrents Factory, town of Troyan.

The kinetics of the polymerization process can be presented on the
basis of the temperature change at regular intervals. This kinetic
relation was examined due to the fact that it generate a certain
amount of heat corresponding to the set time intervals in the course
of radical copolymerization. Thus, the time tracked from the
beginning of polymerization to gelation proves that an exothermic
process takes place enabling tracking of the kinetics of formation of
any polymer composition. Such kinetic relations are presented in
Figures 1-3.
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Figure 3. Kinetics of the polymerization process, where curve 1 0% SC, curve 2 – 10.85% SC, curve 3 – 24.56% SC, curve 4 –
32.87% SC (according to Table 3)

Figure 1. Kinetics of the polymerization process, where curve 1 0% SC, curve 2 - 12% ± 2% SC, curve 3 - 25% ± 2% SC, curve 4 35% ± 2% SC (according to Table 1)

It is observed that, irrespective of the increase in the amount of WG,
gelation time is always the highest at the lowest quantity of cement
(12% ± 2%). The increase in SC results in decrease in the gelation
time, irrespective of the amount of WG. A large number of studies
have been carried out on different polymer compositions, which
resulted in deriving temperature/time kinetic relations and seeking
the ratio between the two components (SC/WG) where the gelation
time changes smoothly or goes to extremes. A determining factor
therefore is the gelation time. The change in gelation temperature
and underlying conditions, e.g. addition of different fillers,
colorants, etc. will be a subject of a subsequent work.
The nine polymer compositions underwent impact strength, tensile
strength and flexural strength tests (Figure 4 and Figure 5):

Table 2. Data on the obtaining of compositions based on UPER
hydrophilized by different quantities of SC at constant amount of
WG (8% ± 2%) and 50% water of the SC quantity.
Composition SC quantity Time
Temperature
No.
%
[τ, min] T max., ˚C]
1
0
20
73.5
2
12
33
40.5
3
25
27
45.5
4
35
25
39.5

Figure 4. Data on the impact strength in polymer compositions with
a constant amount of WG and change in the SC quantity
Figure 2. Kinetics of the polymerization process, where curve 1 0% SC, curve 2 - 12% ± 2% SC, curve 3 - 25% ± 2% SC, curve 4 35% ± 2% SC (according to Table 2)
Table 3. Data on the obtaining of compositions based on UPER
hydrophilized by different quantities of SC at constant amount of
WG (12% ± 2%) and 50% water of the SC quantity.
Composition SC quantity Time
Temperature
No.
%
[τ, min] T max., ˚C]
1
0
17
48.5
2
12
26
42.5
3
25
26
34
4
35
24
38

Figure 5. Data on the tensile strength in polymer compositions with
a constant amount of WG and change in the SC quantity
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Figure 4 and Figure 5 show that there are sharp hikes in mechanical
indicators, which prove the strong influence of the two-component
hydrophilizing system. This can be both related to the ratio of two
hydrophilizers and to a change in the chemistry of curing reaction.
These assumptions will be proven or rejected in subsequent works.
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4. Conclusion
The results of this work can be summarized by the following
important conclusions:
1. Polymer compositions were developed based on UPER
hydrophilized with SC and WG, in different proportions,
that can be used as composite materials, and the
temperature/time kinetic relations were examined based
on the exothermic effect of the radical copolymerization;
2. When obtaining different polymer compositions, the
effect of the quantitative ratio of the two main
hydrophilizers on kinetic relations is significant. For
instance, temperatures are highest (between 50˚C±5˚C) at
WG amounts of up to 20% and SC quantities of up to
80%. At 50/50 quantities for the two hydrophilizers, the
temperature decreases to 40˚C±5˚C; at the highest amount
of WG – 80% and 20% SC quantity, the temperature is
30˚C±5˚C. By increasing the WG amount the gelation
temperature gradually decreases by 10 ˚C.
3. The gelation time dependence on the same quantitative
ratios of the two hydrophilizers was monitored: up to 20%
WG the time was 40±2 min, at 50% WG the time was
35±2 min, and at 80% WG the time was 25±2 min.
Therefore, the gelation time also depends on the amount
of WG, as it gradually decreases by 6±2 min in the order
of 20,50, and 80%;
4. The impact strength goes through an increase and sharp
decrease with the best indicators at 8% WG; at 3% WG it
increases to the least extent but retains good performance
up to the highest content of SC. The split peak of impact
strength is most probably due to multivariable interaction
in the cross-linked structure of samples;
5. The tensile strength for 8% and 12% WG gradually
decreases, as the areas corresponding to the peaks in
impact strength show noticeable partial increases in
tensile strength. 3% WG manifests strength doubling and
sharp drop to the value at 8% and 12% WG, as it develops
a second smaller peak similar to that at 8% and 12% WG.
Young’s modulus results, relative elongation and flexural strength
should be presented and summarised in another work.
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Abstract: Fourth industrial revolution also called Industry 4.0, is considered as the most discussed topics among experts nowadays. The
excitement for the Industry 4.0 goes two ways. First says that the fourth industrial revolution deals with the question of “a priori” and not
“ex-post”. Organizations and research institutions gain opportunities for active building and forming of the future. Secondly, it has
significant economic impact, which promises much higher operational efficiency, as well as development of brand-new business models,
services and products. At the moment, organizations are able to run without elements of the Industry 4.0, but only for a limited time. They
have to look for a path of further development, and that is digitalization in each field of business. With help of human resource management,
organizations are able to form skills, abilities, behaviour and attitude of employees in order to achieve the targets of organization. Human
resources represent significant factor for competitive advantage in the knowledge economy. In the Industry 4.0 considering human resource
management, managers have to mainly focus on supporting of innovation and learning in the organization. The main goal of this article is to
identify changes in methods and techniques during realization of human resource management in the context of the impact of fourth
industrial revolution in theory, based on research of available scientific literature. Attention is mainly focused on selected functions of
human resource management like job design, staffing, training and performance appraisal.
Keywords: FOURTH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION, HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT, INNOVATION, AUTOMATIZATION,
DIGITALIZATION

1. Introduction

2. The Fourth Industrial Revolution

The dynamic development of the fourth industry revolution is
the result of several processes. It was mainly influenced by
internationalization, the development of information technologies
and also by hypercompetition. The fourth industrial revolution
describes the growing digitization of the value chain and the
resulting interconnection of subjects, objects and systems through
real-time data exchange. [1] The term fourth industrial revolution is
often referred to as Industry 4.0. This period expanded the
possibilities of digital transformation, and also emphasized its
importance for business. Industry 4.0 connects and combines digital
and physical technologies - artificial intelligence, the internet of
things, robotics, cloud computing and more, with a view of more
flexible and efficient management, and the interconnection of
companies, that are able to make decisions based on more detailed
information. [2]
Nowadays, Industry 4.0 is considered as a heart of today´s
discussions of modern business. It is considered to be a sociotechnical system that organizes the relationship among human
capital, companies, technologies, production systems, production
and consumption, thus creating a newly created relationship
between industry and society in the process of digitalization. [3]
The effects of Industry 4.0 are expected to reflect in all areas of
scientific progress. Although, it is very difficult to predict certain
facts, there are assumptions that human resource management
theories will need to rely on building stronger environment, social
responsibility and ethical dimensions, as communities and workers
demand, that companies increasingly respond to these global
challenges more strategically. In the evolving "fight" for talent,
companies, that do not respond to a changing environment will have
difficulty competing, because branding of employers becomes an
essential part of selecting a young generation of workers. Human
resource professionals will need to focus more intensively on
proactive human resource planning, global and local environmental
problem-solving, which will transfer many traditional functions to
managers, external service providers using artificial intelligence and
robotic technologies. The growing interest in "big data" and a more
sophisticated human resource information management system will
become an essential part of modern business, as well as greater
responsibility for individual strategies, processes and results. [4]
The aim of this presented article is to identify, at a theoretical
level, changes in human resource management in the context of the
impact of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, through the available
scientific literature.

The Fourth Industrial Revolution brings endless and unlimited
opportunities for technological investment. Companies during the
digital transformation should consider several questions: "What
would they like to transform thanks to digitalisation?"; "Where to
invest resources?"; "What advanced technologies to use to improve
strategic needs?" During answering these questions, it is important
to realize, that a real digital transformation has significant
implications for companies. It influences the company's strategy,
talents, business models, and even the way the company is
organized. [2]
We share the view of PwC director Kumar Krishnamurthy, that
while the Third Industrial Revolution focused on the automation of
individual machines and processes, the Fourth Industrial Revolution
focuses mainly on the digitization of all physical assets and the
integration of digital ecosystems with value chain partners. [5]
Industry 4.0 is thus surrounded by a diverse network of
advanced technologies throughout the value chain. Services,
automation, artificial intelligence, the Internet of Things and
additive manufacturing bring a whole new era of production
processes. The boundaries between the real world and virtual reality
are blurring and causing a phenomenon known as cyber-physical
production systems. [6]
Advanced digital technology has been used in industry for a
long time, but thanks to Industry 4.0 it can transform the entire
production. This will ensure greater efficiency and change the
traditional relations in production among suppliers, manufacturers
and customers. Technological trends, which form the building
blocks of Industry 4.0, play an important role. [8] According to the
mentioned technological trends, the Boston Consulting Group
proposes following trends: simulation, autonomous robots, internet
of things, cyber-physical systems, cloud computing, virtual reality,
communication among machines and cyber security. [7]
Companies face major challenges in adopting and implementing
these new technologies. In order to build and keep leading position,
they need to broaden and deepen their practical knowledge about
digital technologies and the way, how to use them. [7]
Subsequently, they need to develop and implement customized
digital production strategies. With the implementation of new
technologies in companies, mechanical industries have been
transformed into highly automated industries. These industries are
sensitively adapting to changing environmental conditions, and
customer requirements. When implementing Industry 4.0
techniques, it should be borne in mind, that companies may face
several challenges [9], which are listed in the following table.
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Table 1: Overview of Industry 4.0 challenges

Number

company is a place to meet the needs of the employee, and the
employee represents an effective benefit for the company. [13]
Given this fact, human resource management can be defined as
a strategic and logically thought-out approach for managing the
most valuable thing a company has - people who work in the
company, who individually and collectively contribute in achieving
business goals. [14]
We consider human resources management as a strategic and
active integrated system approach in management, focused on
achieving a match among personnel needs and the real potential of
human resources. By personnel needs we understand the required
number of employees of individual categories, that are
characterized by the required skills, knowledge and competencies.
The real potential of human resources can be activated in fulfilling
the company's goals. Employees must be adequately motivated and
willing to do their job for the company. [15]
The role of human resource management is to ensure that
people in the company - human resources - are used in a way that
brings the employer the greatest benefit from their abilities, and
consequently, employees receive material and psychological
rewards for their work. The importance of human resource
management lies in addressing the consequences of organizational
decisions for productivity and the conditions under which the
company's employees work. We can therefore conclude, that the
main importance and purpose of human resource management is to
realize the potential of employees, and to state, that employees are
not only necessary expenses and costs in business, but are the most
important assets, a source of competitive advantage and thus an
investment producing significant added value. [16]
The basic functions of human resource management include:
personnel planning, job analysis and job design, recruitment, staff
selection, staff adaptation, staff training, career management and
planning, performance appraisal and management, employee
remuneration, working conditions and employment relationships,
redundancies employees and termination of employment. In the
article we will focus only on selected functions, which will be
mentioned in the next part of article.
From the above, we come to a conclusion, that human resources
are an integral part of any business. They are a source of
competitive advantage and contribute to the achievement of
business goals.

Challenges

1.

Modernization of existing elements

2.

Capital requirements

3.

Errors in data processing

4.

Compatibility of workers with new technology

5.

Cyber-attacks – data sensitivity

6.

Low availability of standard and
processes

7.

High accuracy of data collected from systems without
loss of quality

8.

Automation as a substitute for shortcomings cheap
labor

9.

Impact of automation on faster depletion of nonrenewable resources

10.

The need for new business models

comparison

Improving the quality of Industry 4.0 can be achieved by
properly integrating existing new technologies. With more
advanced technologies, such as cyber-physical systems and
industrial information integration, it builds on the overall quality of
Industry 4.0, as it is based on interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary
integration, including industrial information integration. In recent
years, there have been significant developments in technology, as
well as actual and potential applications in various industries.
However, the development of advanced methodologies, in
particular formal methods and system approaches, must be aligned
with rapid technological developments. [10] As Weber said,
Industry 4.0 is primarily about the application of advanced
manufacturing technologies. [5] The US National Science
Foundation has noted, that significant advances have been made in
cyber-physical systems, however, we still have insufficiently
advanced science to support the system engineering of highly
confidential cyber-physical systems. [11] Despite progress in
Industry 4.0, new challenges are still emerging in academia and
industry. Sufficient attention needs to be paid to them, in order to
realize the full potential of the Fourth Industrial Revolution. [10]
We can come to the conclusion that today technological
development and innovation play an important role in every
company. This is reflected mainly in increasing the competitiveness
of the business. It is the Fourth Industrial Revolution that seeks to
lead to possible profound changes in a number of areas that go
beyond the industrial sector. Industry 4.0 blurs the line among
people and technology.

4. Results and discussion
The Fourth Industrial Revolution obscures the boundaries
between human capital and technology. The resulting changes
affect people, as well as the value produced by companies, and
redefine the future of work. An impetus is being created for
transformation in human resource management. Thus, human
resources are not immune to the situation, that has arisen, and they
must also adapt to the modern phenomenon. The following part
draws attention to the importance of intelligent human resource
management, the so-called "Smart HR 4.0". There is pressure on
existing companies to align personnel processes with the changing
technological environment.
Smart human resources 4.0 is a new concept that is evolving as
part of the Fourth Industrial Revolution and features innovations in
digital technologies such as the Internet of Things, big data,
artificial intelligence and fast data networks such as 4G and 5G to
effectively manage next-generation employees. [17]
Smart HR 4.0 has its own set of implementation challenges, and
a set of benefits based on the customization of individual
companies. Implementation challenges include:
 Choosing the right set of new technological tools;
 Transformation of the existing organizational structure;
 Managing the expectations of multiple generations of
employees.
The implementation of Smart HR 4.0 brings many benefits.
Among the most important we can include:
 Attracting, developing, retaining new talent;
 Slimmer human resources departments;

3. Human Resource Management
Human resources are a term used for employees, company
managers, and possibly for some external collaborators. It is an
awareness of the importance of the workforce compared to other
resources (land, capital). In the scientific literature, we also meet the
term human capital. Thus, human resources constitute significant
assets for any business, or a significant loss. [12]
Recently, it has been pointed out that we consider human
resources to be the basic and primary sources of a company's
competitive advantage. Based on them, the goals of the company
are determined, the strategy is formulated and subsequently
implemented. The challenge of recent years is to focus on key
successful progress, meaning it focuses on the quality of human
resource management. The intention of the newer view is to point
out, that combining the efforts of both stakeholders (employee company) into a compact unit is very important and significant.
There is mutual satisfaction, under what we understand, that the
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in real time, which helps to reduce the number of days of incapacity
for work. [18]

More efficient and faster processes within human resources.
[18]
The human resource department is responsible for managing all
aspects related to the employee's life cycle, from recruitment to
termination of employment. While the role of human resources is
the key to organizational growth, most human resources
departments in various companies perform mainly operational
activities due to highly inefficient processes caused by insufficient
and outdated technological infrastructure. However, it should be
noted, that technology is undergoing rapid change. New
technologies, such as the Internet of Things, allow physical things
to connect to the digital world, causing a huge amount of "realtime" organizational data to be generated and stored on cloud
technology. Not only major changes have happened in field of
technology, but Industry 4.0 is also affecting generations of
employees. In 2020, half of the workforce is expected to be made
up of "millennials" or Generation Y (born among 1980 and 2000).
Generations Y and Z (born after 2000) grew up and are growing up
in the period of the Internet, social media, smartphones and are
characterized by different expectations from employers. These
include: cooperation, which is possible anytime and anywhere;
immediate feedback, open culture and data-based decisions.
Powered by new technologies and next-generation employees,
Smart HR 4.0 has the potential to transform end-to-end human
resource processes covering all aspects of emerging talent. [18]

Evaluation of employee performance
A performance appraisal system that is appropriate for Industry
4.0 should focus on employee development. In particular, it is a
results-based approach and a behavior-based approach, as these
approaches support education and innovation. It is recommended
that employees receive feedback on their performance. [19]
The goal-based approach (MBO) is becoming increasingly
popular. The MBO is characterized by specific objectives, where
the objectives are brief statements of expected results. Managers
and employees set goals and ways to achieve them through mutual
discussion and consensus. An integral part of the MBO is also
feedback, which allows managers and employees to monitor
activities and take corrective action accordingly. MBO is a suitable
approach to performance evaluation, so that the company's
compatibility with Industry 4.0 is again ensured. [19]

Termination of employment
The employee's intention to leave the organization can be
predicted by analyzing the employee's profile. The human resources
department might take proactive steps to prevent high-performing
employees from leaving the company by providing better internal
opportunities. [18]
Low-performing employees can be identified on the basis of
ongoing annual evaluations instead of evaluations from their
superiors. Programs designed to enhance employee performance are
recommended to be automatically adjusted to employee deficiencies
within abilities, skills, knowledge. [18]
Although the prospects for implementing the Smart HR 4.0
concept seem to be optimal, HR departments should also pay
sufficient attention to changes in organizational structures and
management styles. [18]

Recruitment of talents into the company
The spreading of smartphones has led to the development of
intelligent applications. Generations Y and Z are increasingly being
approached by job advertisements in their mobile applications based
on the individual profile and preferences selected in the settings of
these applications. [18]
Big Data and artificial intelligence help automate the search for
a candidate's resumes and job preferences. This is a high probability
for meeting the requirements of the job. As a result, the amount of
time and manual effort currently expended is reduced. [18]
Interview techniques may include automated and customized
testing, instead of generic testing procedures that predict better
workplace performance in the future. The faster data network (4G /
5G) enables distance conversations via real-time remote video,
which helps to shorten the overall recruitment cycle. AI chat robots
can help interpret and verify candidates' reactions in real time,
reducing the number of candidates invited to the interview. [18]
After recruiting, it is recommended that induction programs will
be adapted to individuals, instead of traditional universal programs.
Augmented Reality / Virtual Reality (AR / VR) could help new
employees with different processes in the company and monitor
whether they are productive from day one. [18]

Organizational structure and leadership styles
The flat agile organizational structure creates a suitable
environment for the implementation of Smart HR 4.0. A flat
hierarchy will reduce communication levels and speed up decisionmaking. Decentralization of power will force project teams to work
more autonomously and will have to adapt immediately to project
requirements. [20]
Leadership styles need to be more open, help manage education
and innovation culture, focus on improving knowledge and reward
innovative thinking. Leadership is expected to have to initiate
changes in organizational culture in such a way as to avoid conflicts
among different generational groups. [20]
Smart HR 4.0 is required to modernize technology in line with
the company's long-term goals, in order to attract the most talented
human capital of the Y and Z generations. Automation of many
human resources processes is expected to reduce HR team size and
give HR departments more time to perform tasks in the company.
[20]

Talent development in the company
After starting working, increasing knowledge and skills is a
necessary requirement for success in today's competitive
environment. Artificial intelligence helps to identify knowledge
gaps for each employee, based on market requirements. [18]
Generations Y and Z are characterized by the fact, that they
want to do career planning themselves. They only want to undergo
training, that would help them achieve their professional goals.
Again, faster networks enable virtual training that can be done from
anywhere, anytime. [18]
As with training, performance goals should be set on an
individual basis, instead of setting the same goals for each
employee in the group, using artificial intelligence. Feedback would
be an ongoing activity in providing information on employee
performance. [18]
The structure of benefits and compensation should be derived
from the supply and demand for skills analyzed from employee
databases. [18]
In addition to compensation, employee health is an important
aspect of a company's productivity. Through health-oriented
applications, employees are able to monitor their fitness parameters

New concept - SMART HR 4.0
Emerging technologies such as the Internet of Things, big data
analytics, artificial intelligence and augmented reality, together with
changes in the generations of employees, where especially in
generations Y and Z dominates IT and the priority is "only me",
affect the new concept of SMART HR 4.0.
According to the previous statements, we can summarize the
basic facts, that create the new concept of SMART HR 4.0:
Recruitment of talents to the company:
• Intelligent job search applications
• Automatic search for CVs using AI
• Automated and customized testing
• Interview via video chat
• Induction programs via AR / VR
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Talent development in the company
• Identification of gaps in AI capability
• Virtual training anytime, anywhere
• Continuous performance feedback
• Data-compensated compensation
• Applications for the welfare of employees
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Evaluation of employee performance
• Evaluation system focused on employee development
• A behavioral approach
• Performance feedback
• Management by objectives – MBO
Termination of employment
• Reduction of wear and tear caused by analytics
• Data-oriented identification of persons
Organizational structure and leadership styles
• Slimming the hierarchy
• Agile and decentralized teams
• Multi-generation employee management
• Open and data-based styles

5. Conclusion
With digital conversion, all processes and customer
expectations change. With the widespread introduction of robots,
technological unemployment will emerge. Technological
developments will change the structure of the workforce in the short
term and partly cause unemployment. In the long run, the quantity
and quality of the workforce will increase. The strong hand of past
decisions will be replaced by thinking. Intelligence will increase the
level and quality of education. In the long run, highly qualified
individuals will be employed. Humans and robots will work
together in harmony. [21] It is up to each business to deal with the
situation. It has two options: either it will adapt to the reality and
move forward with time, in order to gain a competitive advantage in
its business, or it will succumb to situations, and sooner or later it
will disappear.
From the individual statements of this article, we can conclude,
that in order for companies to be able to cope with the
transformational challenges of Industry 4.0, it is essential, that they
develop a successful Smart HR 4.0 strategy. New technologies such
as Big Data and artificial intelligence will automate most processes
in the human resources department, leading to more efficient and
leaner HR teams. Intelligent mobile applications, along with virtual
and augmented reality will attract the next generation of talent to
businesses, and enable distance interactions between them. Changes
in organizational structures and leadership styles will be necessary
for the effective implementation of Smart HR 4.0, which will allow
it to play a more strategic role in the overall growth of the company.
[18]
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Abstract: The corrosion of high purity MgO refractories from molten iron-rich OBM converter slag has been investigated by performing
experiments in an electric laboratory furnace. Corrosion tests were conducted at 1600 - 1650oC for 1, 2 or 4 hours. Following lab
experiments, the mineralogical phases of MgO refractories, slags and the intermediate infiltration zone were identified by SEM/EDS. It has
been shown that Fe infiltrates and replaces Mg in MgO refractories, thus forming magnesiowustite ((Mg,Fe)O). The maximum depth of the
slag infiltration zone was estimated to 1.31 mm in the laboratory test where slag was in contact with the refractory for 4 h, at 1650⁰ C
Thermodynamic modeling of the slag and refractories equilibrium conducted with FactSage 7.0, confirmed the formation of magnesiowustite
in the intermediate zone, with progressively higher substitution rate of Mg by Fe. This increasing substitution results in a decrease of the
melting point of magnesiowustite, thus causing the collapse of the refractories even at temperatures lower than the operational temperature.
Keywords: REFRACTORIES, MAGNESIA, FERRONICKEL, FENI, CORROSION, SLAGS, CONVERTER, OBM

2. Materials and Methods

1. Introduction

Experiments were conducted using a sample of OBM slag from
LARCO metallurgical plant, Greece, and high purity (type A)
commercial magnesia refractories (CIMM Group Co, China) used
in the same plant for OBM converter lining. Chemical analyses of
both samples have been performed following digestion and AAS
analysis. The results are given in Table 1.

The conventional RKEF (Rotary Kiln-Electric arc Furnace)
method is applied by LARCO SA at the metallurgical plant in
Larymna, Greece, to treat Greek laterites for ferronickel production.
The nickel content in the ferronickel alloy produced from the five
submerged electric arc furnaces is around 10%. In order to refine
the alloy and meet the market specifications, this is further enriched
by prolonged blowing of oxygen in OBM converters. The molten
alloy is fed in the converters at temperatures around 1350°C and
due to the highly exothermic reactions of impurities oxidation and
preferential iron oxidation to iron oxides, thus forming an iron rich
slag, the working temperature inside the converter is usually around
1600 – 1650°C, but often reaches 1700°C. Due to high temperatures
in OBM converters and the corrosiveness of the iron-rich converter
slags, the refractory lining receives both thermal and chemical
stresses, resulting in refractories damage and furnace lining failure
thus posing significant risks to both the operations’ and personnel’s
safety. In addition, the total cost of refractories replacement
including the cost of magnesia refractories, the labor cost for lining
replacement and the inevitable waste of operational time is high.

Table 1: Chemical analysis of slag and refractory sample
Elements
Slag (%)
Refractory (%)
FeO
64.35
Fe2O3
17.64
0.90
NiO
0.42
CoO
0.04
SiO2
6.28
1.30
CaO
5.93
1.40
MgO
2.85
96.00
Al2O3
1.59
0.40
Cr2O3
0.82
MnO
0.08

X-Ray diffraction of magnesia refractories sample indicated the
presence of magnesia (periclase, MgO) and quartz (SiO2) (Fig. 1)

Chemical corrosion of magnesium refractories is a major
problem in pyrometallurgy. There have been several research
studies on the mechanisms of magnesia refractories corrosion by
various slags including ferronickel ones, however, almost all of
them refer to the corrosion of refractories of electric arc furnaces of
both steel and iron alloys production. However, in these systems the
working temperature as well as the iron content are significantly
lower compared to ferronickel converter slag and, consequently, the
refractory corrosiveness is lower.
Porosity plays an important role in the corrosion of refractories.
If the surface of the refractories has no pores, the corrosion
phenomenon occurs only on the front surface of the lining.
Otherwise, molten slag penetrates inside the refractory mass and
chemical reactions take place both on the external surface as well as
in the refractories, resulting in the reduction of the thickness of the
refractory lining at a faster rate. On the other hand, the temperature
is not constant throughout the mass of the refractory but, instead, a
temperature gradient is developed with the maximum temperature
occurring at the refractory and slag interface. It is therefore quite
possible that molten material penetrating the lining will
progressively solidify forming new phases when the prevailing
temperature is lower than the melting point.

Fig. 1 XRD pattern of magnesia refractories (1: MgO, 2: Quartz)

In order to investigate the corrosion of magnesia refractories in
contact with the OBM converter slag, laboratory experiments were
conducted using magnesia crucibles constructed from refractories
which were formulated into cubes with 7cm acne and a cylindrical
hole 4.5 cm in diameter and 5 cm deep (Fig. 2). Experimental tests
were conducted using a laboratory electric furnace. A slag sample
of 100 grams was placed in each crucible and the furnace operated
with a heating program of 4.5οC/min at ambient atmosphere. Tests
were carried out at 1600°C and 1650oC for 1, 2 and 4 hours
retention time (a total of 6 samples). Then, cross sections at the
slag-crucible interface were made and thin polished sections were
prepared for conducting Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
analyses and measurements. Thin polished sections were analysed
using a JEOL 6380LV electron microscope, with 10 to 300,000

In almost all studies of refractory-slag corrosion systems
presented in literature [1-4], the slag is characterized by high
concentrations of Si and Ca oxides, in contrast to the slag of Fe-Ni
converters of this study, where slag consists almost exclusively of
iron oxides and Si and Ca oxides are below 6%. This creates
different corrosion conditions, due to the more aggressive nature of
FeO that has not been studied in detail to date.
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times magnification capability for morphological observation taking
high quality Secondary Electron Images and Backscattered Electron
Images. The microscope was also equipped with a system for
elementary micro-analysis with scattered X-ray spectrometry (EDS,
Energy Dispersive System) for qualitative and quantitative microanalysis and element mapping.

refractories area. The depth of penetration depended on contact time
and temperature and there were significant differences in the form
of the penetration zone, with higher iron content near the slag which
gradually decreases when moving towards the refractory.
Significant differences were also observed at the same depth of
penetration.
Using the SEM images, the infiltration depth of slag in the
refractory mass was measured, as shown in Fig. 3. Then, the
average values of slag infiltration zone depth and the infiltration
rate were determined as shown in Fig. 4 and 5.

Fig. 2 Crucible constructed from magnesia refractories

A theoretical simulation of the slag-refractory system has also
been performed using the FactSage 7.0 thermodynamic software to
understand the processes of their interaction. The databases FactPS
and FToxide of FactSage were used.

Fig. 4 Depth of infiltration zone (μm) vs. contact time at
temperature 1600 and 1650oC

3. Results and Discussion
By the use of the SEM microscope, images of the corrosion area
were received for all six thin polished sections at the slag –
refractory interface. Fig. 3 presents the cross section of the sample
after contact of the slag with the refractory at 1650⁰ C for 1 hour.
All samples are characterized by clear contact borders between
refractory and slag. The slag on the right side is whiter due to the
presence of high iron content, unlike the refractory on the left,
which is almost pure magnesium oxide and dark in color. SEM
analysis indicated formations of cellular patterns consisting of iron
rich magnesiowustite in the periphery and successive magnesium or
iron rich either thick or thin layers, in the center.
Fig. 5 Rate of slag infiltration (μm/h) vs. contact time at
temperature 1600 and 1650oC

Ιn all samples, an infiltration zone (intermediate or penetration
zone) was present, where iron oxides from slag have penetrated the

Fig. 3 Refractory-slag interface after treating at 1650⁰ C for 1 hour 34
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Fig. 6 Mapping images of a sample after treating at 1650⁰ C for 1 hour (refractory on the left, slag on the right)As seen in Fig. 4, the increase of the retention time or the
temperature results in the increase of the slag penetration, as it was
expected. However, it was observed that there was no significant
difference of the depth of infiltration zone when increasing the
retention time from 1 to 2 hours at 1650°C, while the rate of slag
penetration decreased with increasing retention time (Fig. 5).

As it can be seen from Figures 3 and 6, the gradual decrease of
Mg, the increase of Fe content and the formation of the intermediate
zone was evident in all cases. The formation of calcium-silicate
compounds in slags upon their cooling is also observed.
In addition to the experimental process, a theoretical simulation
of the slag-refractory system was also performed using the FactSage
7.0 thermodynamic software. The software analyses and calculates
the thermodynamic equilibrium of the metal oxides contained in the
slag and the refractory at various mixing ratios declared by variable
A varying from 0 (refractory only) to 100% (slag only). For A = 0
the composition of the oxide mixture corresponds to that of the
refractory while for A = 1 the composition is the same as that of the
slag. The total mass of the system theoretically examined is 1 g. The
graphical representation of the mass of each constituent in the
different phases produced in relation to the relative participation
(variable A) of the refractory or the slag in the mixture, for
temperature 1600°C is given in Fig. 8. As can be seen from this
figure, only three phases appear in the system:

In order to illustrate the spatial distribution of the basic
elements in all the zones, mapping has been performed. The four
chemical elements examined were magnesium, iron, silicon and
calcium. Results are presented in Fig. 6, where the refractory mass
is seen on the left, the metallurgical slag on the right, and the
intermediate zone in the middle. In this zone, the iron of the slag
reacted with the magnesium of the refractory. More precisely, liquid
iron penetrated the refractory initially through the open pores on the
surface. As penetration evolves, diffusion of iron takes places,
gradually substituting magnesium in the periclase, thus forming
magnesiowustite ((Mg,Fe)O) with magnesium following the
opposite path to slag. The characteristics of the mixed magnesium
iron oxide formed do not favor its dissolution in slag. The constant
diffusion of iron in the penetration zone resulted in the creation of a
thin tree structure, which was expanded to give large formations of
iron-magnesium oxides of a characteristic white color as shown in
the Fig. 7. In addition to the penetration of iron, there was also a
small penetration of silicon and calcium.

a) Pure solid magnesium oxide (MgO(s)), which is the main
phase of refractories (A = 0); its percentage decreases linearly with
increasing percentage of slag in the mixture and becomes zero for a
value of A = 0.36 at 1600°C.
b) The mixture of magnesium and iron oxides
(magnesiowustite, (Mg,Fe)O) symbolized by FactSage as
MeO_A#1. The amount of this phase increases as iron gradually
substitutes magnesium forming (Mg,Fe)O. Thus, the amount of
solid MgO decreased as the amount of (Mg,Fe)O increases. In Fig.
8, the amount of FeO and MgO as constituents of phase MeO_A#1
are given. Upon increase of iron content in magnesiowustite the
melting point of magnesiowustite decreased; when the latter is
equal or below 1600oC, magnesium oxide reached its maximum
value since magnesiowustite melted thus being incorporated into the
liquid slag phase.
c) The liquid slag, which is symbolized as SLAGA # 1, was
formed even at very low slag/refractory ratios. At 1600οC it started
being formed when refractory impurities were liquified, but its
quantity decreased exponentially when slag ratios in the mixture
became very high.

4. Conclusions
Fig. 7 Formations of iron-magnesium oxides with a characteristic
white color

Refractories interact with iron-rich converter slags both at their
interface and through their pores. A zone of FeO infiltration in the
35
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Fig. 8 Phases formed and their composition in the magnesia refractory – slag system at 1600 oC determined by FactSage vs. their
mixing ratio (A=0 refractory no slag, A=1 pure slag)
magnesiowustite, resulted in melting of magnesuioowustite and its
dissolution in the liquid slag, thus contributing to the refractory
collapse and failure of refractory lining.

mass of refractories is formed, which is characterized by the
substitution of MgO by FeO thus forming magnesiowustite
((Mg,Fe)O). SEM analysis indicated the formation of a cellular
pattern consisting of dark and light grey formations associated to
the increased magnesium and iron content in magnesiowustite
respectively, with iron rich magnesiowustite in the periphery and
successive magnesium or iron rich thick or thin layers in the center.
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The thickness of the penetration zone increased with contact
time and temperature and reached up to 1.3 mm in 4 hours of
processing. The rate of increase of the penetration zone decreased
when retention time was increased.
The FactSage thermodynamic simulations indicated that pure
solid magnesium oxide (periclase) in contact with the iron rich slag
was progressively converted to magnesiowustite by substituting Mg
by Fe. When the content of iron in magnesiowustite substantially
increased, the consequent decrease of the melting point of
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An empirical investigation of hull and propeller vessel performance
under the ISO standard 19030
Nikolaos Papageorgiou, Ivaylo Bakalov
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Abstract: Inefficient energy utilization is intolerable amongst ship operators and regulatory authorities especially in the current era. When
the condition of a ship’s hull and or propeller-s degrades, in order to maintain speed, there is a need for more power thus more fuel. A
byproduct of the increased fuel consumption is increased Green House Gas emissions that are strictly regulated by international authorities.
In the present paper the Hull and Propeller performance will be assessed in terms of fuel consumption reserves and CO2 emissions based on
the required levels environmental footprint as indicated by the ISO Standard 19030 created by the International Maritime Organization.
hull/propeller collaborations [1]. This absolute resistance is
comprised of various components, which are brought about by an
assortment of elements and which interface with one another in a
somewhat mind-boggling design. So as to manage the inquiry all
the more proficiently, it is standard to consider the all-out quiet
water resistance as being comprised of four principle components
[2].

1. Introduction
Degenerative energy utilization is intolerable amongst ship
operators and regulatory authorities especially in the current era
where fuel prices are continuously increasing, and the
environmental footprint is amongst the most important aspects of
regulatory authorities. Losses in the performance of a vessel due to
deterioration of the propeller and or the hull sometimes are
substantial, but it is proven that it is difficult or time consuming
assuming all the means are available to quantify them.

(a)
Frictional resistance, because of the motion of the hull
through a viscous fluid.
(b)
Wave making resistance, because of the vitality that must
be provided persistently by the ship to the wave framework made
on the free surface.

Altering vessels and environmental conditions results to a large
degree of variability in the performance data that making the
separation of hull and propeller data a challenging task. A good
example beside the propeller and hull condition, is that the
performance of the ship will change when there is a change in the
draft, trim, rudder activity, wind, waves, currents, water depth and
other factors.

(c)
Eddy resistance, because of the vitality diverted by
vortexes shed from the hull or limbs. This is particularly extreme at
the stern where the water might be unfit to pursue the bend and will
split far from the hull, offering ascend to vortexes and partition
resistance.

Hull and propeller performance allude to the relationship between
the state of a ship's submerged hull and propeller and the power
required to move the ship through water at a given speed.
Estimation of changes in ship explicit hull and propeller
performance after some time makes it conceivable to show the
effect of hull and propeller support, fix and retrofit exercises on the
general energy efficiency of the ship being referred to. The increase
cost of fuel, the maintenance cost of the hull and the mounting
environmental regulations make the monitoring of hull conditions
an important tool for prudent ship operators, in order to decrease
energy waste when it comes to hull and or propeller malfunctions
has been regulated from the International Maritime organization
with the creation of the ISO 19030.

(d)
Air obstruction experienced by the above water some part
of the essential hull and the super structures due to the movement of
the ship through the air
In a genuine liquid, the limit layer modifies the virtual shape and
length of the body, the weight appointment at the stern is changed
and its forward part is reduced. For this circumstance there is a net
power on the body acting against the movement, offering rise to an
obstruction which is distinctively implied as structure drag, or thick
weight drag. The body moreover experiences frictional opposition
and perhaps whirlpool obstruction too. The liquid rapidly in contact
with the outside of the body is passed on close by the surface, and
that in the adjacent locale is gotten going a comparative path as that
where the body is moving. This result in a limit layer which gets
gradually thicker from the bow to the stern, and in which the speed
changes from that of the body at its surface to that reasonable to the
potential stream design at the outside edge of the layer [3].

In the context of the initial part of the ISO19030 it describes the
basic principles that exist in order to measure the changes in the
performance of the hull and the propeller. It also outlines some
performance indicators for hull and propeller maintenance and
repair. Further in the next part the basic method that help measure
the changes in the performance of the hull and the propeller are
described. Other than that, it helps calculate the indicators of
performance and provides guidance on the accuracy to be expected
by each performance indicator.

The power gave to the water in the limit layer by the hull is an
extent of the frictional opposition. If the body is to some degree
blunt at the after end the stream may seclude eventually, called the
parcel point, along these lines diminishing the total load on the
afterbody and adding to the opposition. This division obstruction is
demonstrated by an example of twirls which is a channel of
essentialness. A ship continuing forward the outside of the sea
experiences most of the above kinds of opposition also as finishes a
submerged body. Regardless, the closeness of the free surface
incorporates a further part. The ensuing weight flow on the hull
results really taking shape of a wave structure which spreads out
toward the back of the ship and should be industriously recreated.
This looks at to a channel of imperativeness given by the ship and is
named the wave making resistance [2].

The last part outlines some substitute methods that result in lower
accuracy but can assist the application of the standard methods.
Some can give same or higher accuracy but elements which are not
yet broadly used in commercial shipping may be included.

2. Resistance
The resistance of a ship at a given speed is the force required to tow
the ship at that speed in smooth water, expecting no impedance
from the towing ship. On the off chance that the hull has no
extremities, this is known as the bare–hull or towing resistance, and
albeit close to, it isn't equivalent to the drive resistance because of
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The frictional obstruction is commonly the most vital fragment of
the outright ship opposition. For modestly moderate ships with high
square coefficients it adds to about 85% of the full-scale
obstruction, while for quick streamlined dislodging hulls it may
drop to about half. These characteristics may finish up higher in
time due to the extended disagreeableness of the ship surface.
Froude's theory was imperative as in he had the choice to part the
supreme opposition coefficient in two segments that are weakly
dependent upon each other. The dependence of frictional opposition
on the Re number was not known during Froude's time and he was
experiencing some difficulty extrapolating his model tests to full
scale. Before long, his backslide results were particular, and they
were being utilized for a long time.

2.1 Hull resistance
A ship's calm water resistance is especially impacted by its speed,
displacement, and structure of the vessel. The absolute opposition
RT comprises of many source-protections R, which can be
partitioned into three principle types, frictional resistance (RF),
Residual resistance (RR) and air resistance (AR) [2].The impact of
frictional opposition relies upon the wetted surface of the body,
while the size of lingering obstruction depicts the vitality lost by the
ship setting up waves, whirlpools and by the gooey weight
obstruction, which all rely upon the structure lines. For moderate
moving boats, for example, tankers and bulkers, the frictional
friction and resistance is frequently of the best impact (70-90%)
though for quick going boats, for example, panamax compartment
transporters, the frictional obstruction may represent as meager as
half of the joined obstruction [4]. Air resistance ordinarily speaks to
about 2% of the absolute opposition, be that as it may, with a
noteworthy increment up to approx. 10% for boats with huge
superstructures, for example, holder ships with compartments
stacked on deck. On the off chance that breeze opposition is
considered; the figures may increment.

The wave making obstruction of a ship is related to the net power
upon the ship due to the normal liquid loads following up on the
hull, correspondingly as the frictional opposition is the delayed
consequence of the digressive liquid powers. In case the body is
going on or near the free surface this weight assortment causes
waves which transmit a long way from the body and pass on with
them a particular proportion of essentialness that is dispersed in the
ocean. The wave making obstruction would then have the option to
be in like manner depicted by the imperativeness utilized by the
ship that is critical to keep up the wave structure. Theoretical
affirmation of the wave making opposition requires learning of the
wave structure delivered by a moving ship.

Thusly, if water is all things considered ceased by a body, the water
will react outwardly of the body with the dynamic weight, realizing
a dynamic power on the body. This relationship is used as a reason
when figuring or evaluating the source-assurances R of a ship's
structure, by techniques for dimensionless resistance coefficients C.
As such, C is related to the reference control K, portrayed as the
power that the dynamic load of water with the ship's speed V
applies on a surface which is comparable to the structure's wetted
region AS. Eventually, the induced tally of a particular ship's
resistance, which is required for the hidden dimensioning, is
normally affirmed and streamlined by testing a model of the ship in
a towing tank (Kusuma et al., 2018). In research issues worried
about the partition of obstruction into its segments, techniques for
extrapolation to the ship, model–ship connection remittance and so

The principle real speculative undertaking towards estimating the
ship wave system was a result of Lord Kelvin in the late nineteenth
century. He considered a singular weight point going in a straight
line over the outside of the water, passing on waves which join to
outline a trademark design. This involves a course of action of
transverse waves following behind the point, together with a
movement of one of a kind waves transmitting from the point, the
whole example being dominatingly contained inside two straight
lines starting from the weight point and making edges of around 19
degrees on each side of the line of movement. The Kelvin wave
example speaks to and explains tremendous quantities of the
features of the ship wave structure. The whole wave example moves
with the ship, and for an onlooker on the ship the waves appear,
apparently, to be stationary. In spite of the way that at first it may
give the idea that replacing the ship by a singular weight point is
unnecessarily unraveled, it should be borne as a top need this is a
far field surmise significant a long way from the body where the
geometric qualities of the hull are not self-evident. Kelvin had the
alternative to meet up at his model using a general procedure in
asymptotic examination, called the method for stationary stage,
which he developed unquestionably for the wave obstruction issue.
The system allows the unpleasant appraisal of explicit integrals of
rapidly influencing limits and it produces two wave frameworks [2].

forth, the all-out opposition coefficient
is
generally utilized, plotted to a base of the logarithm of Reynolds
number Rn = V L/ν. Bends of this sort have been utilized in before
areas. In any predictable arrangement of units, both CT and Rn are
dimensionless [2].

3. Propeller factors
The operating conditions of a propeller according to the propeller
law are described for free sailing in calm weather. The influence of
the propeller size and speed is considered along with different
philosophies for optimizing hull and propeller interactions [4].

If frictional drag was the main segment of concern, the pontoons
would be exceptionally short to keep the surface territory contacting
the water (the wetted surface) to a base. On the off chance that
wave-production drag was the main drag, the vessels would be
exceptionally long to keep them thin and the waves they produce
little. The reality is in the middle of these two, yet streamlining the
length requires a somewhat definite information of the estimation of
each kind of resistance. A correlation of various producer's items in
your boat storage can indicate varieties of a meter or more long, all
intended for a similar class and weight of rower. Various
hypotheses and fluctuating background levels have prompted
various ends.

Propeller configuration is the specialty of orchestrating multidisciplinary prerequisites and restrictions into a strong last item that
proficiently meets the requirements of a ship. It is an iterative
strategy that can by and large be partitioned into three collaborating
stages: I) the issue portrayal, ii) the starter plan and iii) the structure
investigation and improvement stages [1]. In like manner building
structure issues, there is a fourth stage where the plan is assessed,
generally with a model. Be that as it may, this is occasionally
conceivable in propeller propulsion situation, because of the
uniqueness of the planned propeller and on the grounds that the
assessment happens utilizing full-scale ocean preliminary tests with
the last item. This way, propeller configuration requires specific
consideration in the structure examination and improvement stage.
Mechanized enhancement methodologies can bolster the creator in
discovering better plans quicker [5].
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ISO 19030 has been created to be generally satisfactory by
Shipbuilders, ship proprietors, motor producers, covering
organizations, grouping social orders, the IMO and so forth. It
empowers ship proprietors and operators to contrast hull and
propeller arrangements and straightforward and straightforward
information, that they can choose the most effective alternatives for
their vessels. Estimating the amount pretty much power is required
to move the ship through water at a given speed [7].

Early endeavors to clarify the instrument which is utilized by the
propeller to drive the ship centered around the force hypothesis. In
this the propeller is viewed as a "circle" fit for granting an
expansion of weight or speeding up to the liquid going through it,
the instrument by which it does as such being out of sight. Energy
hypotheses depend on right essential standards, however, give no
sign of the propeller structure which would create the required push.
Later advancement pursues the course hypothesis. In its most direct
structure, this yields the bleeding edge segment theory of propeller
movement, where the propeller is seen as made up of different
separate edges, which therefore can be detached into dynamic strips
over the edges, from provoking trailing edge [6]. The powers
following up on each strip can be surveyed from a data of the
general speed of the strip to the water and the geometry of the
section shape. The simple powers are then sunk into the parts of
push dT the forward way, and of torque dQ in the plane of propeller
turn. By plotting bends of dT and dQ along the edge from
supervisor to tip, bends of push and torque stacking are acquired
which when incorporated will give the all-out push T and torque Q
all in all propeller. The propeller efficiency is then characterized by

The standard is sorted out into three sections:
ISO 19030-1 frameworks general standards for how to gauge
changes in hull and propeller performance and characterizes the 4
performance pointers for hull and propeller maintenance, fix and
retrofit exercises.

The states of cutting-edge frameworks and
areas differ fundamentally as indicated by the sort of ship for which
the propeller is expected. On the off chance that we consider a
segment of the propeller cutting edge at a range r with a pitch edge
φ and pitch P, and envisioning the sharp edge to work in a relentless
medium, at that point in one upset of the propeller it will progress
from A to A , a separation called the pitch, P. On the off chance that
we unroll the chamber of span r into a level surface, the helix
followed out by A will form into a straight-line AM, and the edge

ISO 19030-2 characterizes the default technique for estimating
changes in hull and propeller performance. It likewise gives
direction on the normal precision of every performance pointer.
ISO 19030-3 plots options in contrast to the default strategy. Some
will result in lower generally precision however increment
appropriateness of the standard. Others may result in same or higher
in general precision however incorporate components which are not
completely approved in business shipping.
4.1 Performance indicators

is the pitch point. In the event that the screw is
turning at n cycles per unit time, at that point in that time it will
propel a separation P n and we can get a velocity outline for the area
[5].

Change in hull and propeller execution following present outdocking as contrasted and the normal from past out-dockings The
adjustment in hull and propeller execution following present outdocking as contrasted and the normal from past out-dockings
(where information/estimations are accessible) is valuable for
deciding the viability of the dry-docking.

As on account of resistance, a lot of learning concerning the
presentation of propellers can be picked up from examinations on
models and it is significant in this way to analyze the connection
among model and full-scale results. Dimensional examination can
be utilized to set up this connection and in what pursues an
articulation will be gotten for the push delivered by a propeller. The
push of the propeller, T, could rely on: Mass density of water,
ρ.Propeller size, represented by the diameter, D. Speed of advance,
VA. Acceleration due to gravity, g. Speed of rotation, n. Pressure in
the field, p. Viscosity of the water, µ.

4. ISO 19030
Today hull and propeller performance is a ship efficiency killer.
According to the Clean Shipping Coalition in MEPC 63-4-8, poor
hull and propeller performance accounts for around 1/10 of world
fleet energy cost and GHG emissions. This points to a considerable
improvement potential; 1/10 of world fleet energy costs and GHG
emissions translates into billions of dollars in extra cost per year
and around a 0.3% increase in man-made GHG emissions. The
culprits are a combination biofouling and mechanical damages.
Most vessels leave the new build yard or subsequent dry-docking
with their hull and propeller in a good condition. Then on account
of a combination of biofouling and mechanical damage, hull and
propeller performance begin to deteriorate.
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fouling system is less efficient. Marine fouling on the hull
increases the frictional resistance and the surface of the
propeller can be rough and fouled, making the propeller less
efficient. The resistance, caused by fouling, can increase
significantly throughout a docking interval, with a typical loss
in speed of 2-4 % per year. Increased focus on environmental
regulations and smaller profit margins at the shipping industry
make fleet performance and efficiency key topics within the
maritime world. For this, a Ship Performance Monitoring
(SPM) software with continuous monitoring can be of valuable
assistance to the ship crew and the owner.

The normal change in hull and propeller performance over the
period following out-docking as far as possible of the dry-docking
interim The normal change in estimated hull and propeller
performance over the period from the out-docking as far as possible
of the dry docking interim can be utilized to decide the adequacy of
the underwater hull and propeller arrangements including hull
coatings utilized and any upkeep exercises that have happened
through the span of the dry-docking interim [8].
Change in hull and propeller performance from the beginning of the
drydocking interim to a moving normal at any picked time The
deliberate change in hull and propeller performance from the
beginning of the dry-docking interim to a moving normal at a
picked time during a similar interim can be utilized as a trigger for
underwater hull and propeller upkeep, including propeller or
potentially hull cleaning [8]. The change in hull and propeller
performance estimated when a support occasion can be utilized to
decide the viability of a particular upkeep movement that has
occurred in the interim between the estimations, including any
propeller and additionally hull cleaning.

The concept and requirement for this system is to measure key
parameters onboard, perform processing on these data, and
present the results in an easy and intuitive way for the onboard
crew and onshore personnel. Based on this continuous
monitoring, corrective actions can be planned and performed
accordingly, one challenge in this respect is to present a
vessels performance status or rather degraded performance
correct and adequate, in order to decide when
maintenance/repairs are appropriate. An example could be
indication of high fuel oil consumption on the main engine.
The C/E have to interpret and evaluate this fuel flow and find
out if this measurement is correct. The root cause for an
overconsumption could of course be a reduced performance of
the vessel. However, a sensor malfunction, wrong or missing
manual recordings, adverse weather, or other external factors
can also cause it. Therefore, automatic data collection,
filtering, repeatability and transparency in a performance
monitoring system are critical elements for the credibility of
the SPM system. The combination of displaying instant
performance values together with investigating the long trend
of important key performance values are keeping the crew and
the management continuously updated on a vessel’s
performance.

5. Environmental footprint
Today hull and propeller performance is a ship efficiency killer. As
per the Clean Shipping Coalition in MEPC 63-4-8, poor hull and
propeller performance represents around 1/10 of world armada
vitality cost and GHG discharges. This focuses to an impressive
improvement potential; 1/10 of world armada vitality expenses and
GHG emanations converts into billions of dollars in additional
expense every year and around a 0.3% expansion in man-made
GHG discharges. The guilty parties are a mix of biofouling and
mechanical harms. Most vessels leave the new form yard or
consequent dry-docking with their hull and propeller in a decent
condition. At that point by virtue of a blend of biofouling and
mechanical harm, hull and propeller performance start to decay.
The contrast between market normal and best performance is
around 18% in the power required to keep up a similar speed in the
course of recent long periods of the dry-docking interim. On a 54k
dwt mass transporter as an example, at a dugout cost of $350 per
ton, this distinction would convert into a $1.8 million contrast in
fuel cost and a 16,000-ton distinction in CO2 outflows.
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6. Conclusions
In the current market where low freight prices are squeezing
the margins to its minimum, it is safe assuming that all shipowners would aim to run their fleet as optimum as possible in
terms of fuel efficiency. While operating a ship, the hull’s anti-
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Abstract: Railroad crossings are a point of conflict between rail and road transport. Failure to abide by the rules and their malfunctioning
leads to human casualties. The solution is to improve transport infrastructure. In the course of renewal of the railways in the form of
rehabilitation, reconstruction, emergency repairs, new construction and more, it is inevitably necessary to intersect road infrastructure. This
is done by crossing at one or two levels. During the construction of the main railway lines in Bulgaria, the safety requirements, the load of
the road infrastructure, the current speeds, the financial possibilities and other factors led to the construction of many railroad crossings
757 [1]. They are on the secondary and major railway lines, especially outside the large settlements.
Of course, with the construction of new routes, intersections at two levels are envisaged and constructed [2, 3], but at the same time the
railroad crossings on the rest of the railway network requiring higher safety criteria have to be maintained. This necessitates the
replacement of many elements of the railway and the pavement [4], which in turn leads to a change in the conditions for the reconstruction
of the railroad crossings. The report examines a specific case of construction practice - reconstruction of railroad crossings along the
second railway line in the area of Iskar Gorge [5], but the conclusions it requires are valid for most existing railroad crossings.
Keywords: DESIGN OF RAILWAY LINES, RAILROAD CROSSING, INTEROPERABILITY OF EU RAILWAYS
- Due to the replacement of the rail track of wooden sleepers or
reinforce concrete sleepers ST4 with rails 49E1 with reinforce
concrete ST6 sleepers with rails 60E1 is obtained lift leveling with
7-8 cm Figure 1.

1. Introduction

There are 757 pcs in the network of the National railway
infrastructure company [1]. Railway infrastructure reviews shows,
of which 677 are protected and fully secured. There have changed
the EU average by this indicator - we have 17.5% for Bulgaria,
against 47% for Germany, 49% for Hungary and 53% for Slovakia.
Of these with automatic electrical or manual barriers are related:
Bulgaria - 49%, Germany - 46%, Hungary - 20%, Slovakia - 28%,
with alarms: Bulgaria - 34%, Germany - 7%, Hungary - 31%,
Slovakia - 19%. In fact, they indicate that NRIC is the EU's leader
in security screening and that this should be Bulgaria second after
Slovakia, with the most incidents of railway crossings.
The long-standing lack of investment in railway transport has
led to strong depreciation and inactivity of the elements that must Fig. 1 Rail track fastening ПАК 68И and SKL14
be linked to the need for manufacturers of safety workshops to
operate on it and the precision of road infrastructure. They deal with
- Changing the level of the railway requires a change in the level
the general case with a dramatic improvement in speed and, in the
of road approaches to the crossing.
rare case, with traffic (mostly represented by social and strategic
forces along the railway lines). In this part of the budgets, it is
3. Problems with the height of the railway track
recommended to find emergency repairs for the purposes of:
maintaining the speed of movement, seeking safety and the
The level of the railway at existing railway lines is determined
continuous availability of information on certain documents and
by the level of the solid points in the railway. When reconstructing
interoperability with the European railway network.
railway lines, it is not the traditional elevation level that is used but
The most common railroad crossing violations are related to the
the elevation of the rail head [8]. The accuracy of the calculations is
passage of road vehicles at lowered barriers or regularly triggered
up to 1 mm. The presence of steel bridges without a ballast bed,
signage indicating a train approaching, as well as breaking or
open culverts, bridges with a minimum height above the high water
striking barrier beams [5, 6]. Every incident of a railroad crossing,
level, railroad crossings and stations with intersection of several
with the exception of material damage and inconvenience - broken
directions and available industrial branches, determine the level of
barriers, damaged signaling devices, slowing down or blocking the
the new level.
movement of trains or delays in the timetable for trains running,
carries a risk to the life and health of the offenders.

2. Problems and solutions
The reconstruction of external lines outside the scope of
European programs is drawned on the basis of a quantitative
inventory database by review of expert evaluation, without making
a design project [7]. This is leads to many changes in the
construction process, which may change the quantities offered.
For reconstruction it is supposed:
- Mix the existing, wooden pavement on the railroad crossing
with the new rubber [4];
- Change the construction of rail track with new ballast, CT6
sleepers, type 60E1 rails;
- To reconstruction the rails track along the axis and level to
maintain the design speed.

Fig. 2 Railroad crossing near to reinforced concrete bridge

Removing the level of the track in the presence of concrete
bridges is impossible if the crossing is within walking distance (in
this case 20 m). These reinforced concrete bridges require the

Following the development of design projects, the following
difficulties are encountered in the construction process:
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The design decision of the two-road railway and intersection
should be complex, covering the two railway tracks and the asphalt
road passing through them.
The solution for changing the level of the two railway tracks
and road approaches is the best option figure 5.

presence of 33 cm of ballast over waterproofing and protection and
another 7-8 cm of elevation due to alteration of the upper railway
track structure. This requires a total of about 24 cm of leveling in
comparison to the existing figure 2.
Keeping the level causes problems with the railroad crossing.
The approaches of the motor road to the crossing, defined in
Ordinances 55 and 58 [9, 10], are changing. The situation is even
more difficult if the bridge is steel without a ballast bed.

3. Problems in the situation
When the railroad crossing is in a horizontal curve for the
railway, a cant is required in the curve. For small radii the excess is
maximum cant. A concrete example is a railroad crossing, which is
located in a horizontal curve with a small radius of 298 m and a
height of 150 mm - Fig.3.
The Iliyantsi – Kurilo and Kurilo - Ribrovo railway is two-road
railways. The cant of both roads is the maximum possible for design
speed. This leads to a decrease in the comfort of car traffic, albeit
within the capabilities of the rolling stock.
The solution is to reduce the speed of travel. In terms of safety
it is good, but reducing the speed of vehicles nervous drivers.

Fig. 5 Synchronization of the levels of the two-road railway

This variant necessitates a change in the levels of Route 1
within about one kilometer, around the railroad crossing. On the one
hand, this is not included in the assignment and the quantitative
account of the works contract. On the other hand, it is difficult
because of the existence of solid points along the railway, which
also alter the necessary activities. These can be railway station
platforms - requiring height adjustment, bridges - requiring repair of
the walls or ballasts or complete replacement of the facility, tunnels,
contact network requiring replacement of the pillars, etc. The
changed load on rolling stock and road traffic is also irrelevant [13].
In the construction of the motor road more ten years ago, the axle
load was one, and now it has changed (increased).
At km 17 + 670, lifting of road 1 is practically impossible due
to the presence of a steel bridge with wooden sleepers and without
ballast bed 15 m before it, and nailing the level at the crossing to the
nearest 1 millimeter. Changing the level of the steel bridge is only
possible with major reconstruction of the facility or its replacement.

Fig. 3 Maximum cants of both roads at small radius

Although not laid down in the assignment, raising the level of
the road, new approaches to the crossing would solve the problem figure 4. If the railway line was one road, the level of the motor
road could be changed.

At the railroad crossing at Novi Iskar railway station on road 1
immediately before the crossing there is a platform, the change of
which is also not within the scope of construction works. The height
of the platform is a constant relative to the level of the rail head.
This defines a solid point for the leveling line.

4. Decisions with a reduction of the cant in railway
curve
This decision provides good compromise geometry of the
crossing of road vehicles but increases operating costs for track and
reduces passenger comfort on it.

Fig. 4 Changing the straightness of the railroad crossing

The Ordinance on the railroad crossing and the existing
Ordinance 55 [10] give the railroad crossing device at a
perpendicular and inclined at a certain constant angle the
intersection of the railway and the road.
In two line railway, the two pavements may not be parallel. This
causes the straightness of the road to be disturbed and the speed of
the cars restricted. With existing railroad crossings [11, 12] this is
not fatal, although it seriously disrupts safety.
In the two-road railway, the railroad crossing is fully dependent
on the levels of the two roads to ensure smooth and trouble-free
passage of vehicles through it. In cases where the geometric
parameters are not properly selected, there is a violation of the
pavement of long wheelbase cars and vehicles and increases the risk
of accidents caused by damaged or stuck vehicles.

Fig. 6 Compromise reduction of the cant
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The decrease of the cant in the crossing zone leads to the
appearance of excess and shortage of cant. Normally, in mixed
traffic, freight trains experience an excess of cant and passenger
trains shortages of cant. The compromise of reducing the required
overrun leads to additional checks on the minimum unslaked
acceleration for passing trains.

Other Elements of the Railway Infrastructure (promulgated, SG No.
18 of 05.03.2004).
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3. References
Restrictive conditions predetermine the railroad crossing of the
track in the presence of any compromises. Therefore, it is necessary
to look for complex design solutions to balance the situation with
regard to road vehicles and, accordingly, to improve it with regard
to the railway infrastructure as well, in all cases the safety of the
intersection comes first.
The options for solving the problems are:
Situation analysis;
Finding working solutions;
Assessment of the damage and benefits of a decision and
economic justification.
The findings and conclusions lead to:
Making an analysis of possible solutions;
Economic justification for the options;
Preventive problem solving;
Reduction of risks when crossing junctions are needed;
Preliminary projects and studies to properly assess the
need and scope of a repair contract.
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category of railway lines and regulations. Most often it is a short
section between the railway turnouts lying on the main track of a
station and/or an existing horizontal curve with a small radius.
The compromise was allowed because the normative documents
during the construction allowed it. Now the section becomes part of
an international transport corridor and the radius needs to increase,
but there is no room for a new curve to develop: a short railway
section, a limitation in terms of easement boundaries, etc.
For example, the curve after Sofia Central Station in the
direction of Sofia North - Fig. 2.

1. Introduction
The Operational program Transport 2007-2014 is preceded by
the ISPA Pre-accession program [1, 2] and a number of preliminary
developments and studies [3] for the main railway lines in Bulgaria.
Under the project for development of railway junction Sofia [4]
technical projects and detailed development plans for railway
stations and sections are elaborated: Voluyak, central railway
station Sofia, Poduyane, Poduyane distribution, Iskar, Kazichene,
Stolnik, Sofia-north, Iliyantsi , Birimirtsi and railway section
Kazichene - Elin Pelin Fig.1.

Fig. 1 Master plan of railway junction Sofia
Fig. 2 Sofia Central Station - Sofia North Station

The Sofia railway junction is located on the Orient/Eastern Mediterranean corridor of the main European TEN-T network,
making it the largest railway transport center in Bulgaria. The
project and other similar studies [5] are included in the Sofia Master
Plan Essentially, as part of the project for the development of the
Sofia railway junction, another, third, railway track is being
designed in the section from Voluyak station to Elin Pelin station. It
will be specialized in freight transport.
The Sofia - Voluyak project has optimized and reconstructed
the turnout track development in Sofia Central Railway Station. A
feature of this project is the recommendation of the National
Institute of Real Cultural Heritage (NIKNN) for the preservation of
the existing reception building at Voluyak station, which causes
difficulties in the process of designing the new track development at
the station.

The speed in the section from Sofia Central Station to Sofia
North Station should be 100 km per hour and in the project is 60 km
per hour, due to lack of sufficient distance and the presence of
curves of radius R = 300 m without cant [9] in the tracks of Sofia
Central Station ie. the possible maximum speed is 40 km per hour
in the station area because of the radii of lateral track of turnouts.

4. Vertical alignment arms below 500 m and a
longitudinal slope of more than 1,5 ‰ of station
platforms
The minimum length of the elements of the longitudinal profile
(leveling arms) is 500 m, according to Ordinance 55, Art. 41 (1) [7].
The distance between the vertical curves of two adjacent tilts shall
not be less than Vpr/4. Exceptionally, in severe terrain or other
troubled conditions, the length of an element of the longitudinal
profile may be less than that prescribed in par. 1, but not less than
200 m.
This is the case with an existing bridge at km 1 + 709 near Sofia
North Station [6]. The length of the leveling element is 245 m.
Which is less than 500 m but more than the minimum value of 200
m. The rationale is the cost of construction (construction of a new
bridge), the reduction of the level of tracks in the station by 36 cm,
difficulties with water leakage, due to the decrease of the level of
the bridge by 1.71 m and drainage of the section. Moreover, the
existing situation has short leveling elements, and according to the

2. Exceptions to the norms
Exceptions to the norms [6] are associated with a reduction in
design speed, small distances between the beginning or end of the
turnouts to the beginning of a transient curve to the end of transient
curve (shorter than 25 m), leveling arms shorter than 500 m,
leveling slopes in a station larger than allowed in Ordinance 55 [7].

3. Reduction of maximum speed
The maximum design speed [8] is determined by the radius of
the horizontal curves, the allowable unbalanced accelerations, the
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A third railway line starts from this station (Sofia - Karlovo Burgas). The direction of the kilometer is from Sofia North to
Kurilo. As for the main direction, the whole Iliyantsi station is right.
Station platform partly inclined 2.5 ‰.

technical specifications of the contract the section is the
reconstruction of Iliyantsi station.
According to Ordinance 55, Article 115 (1) [6], in case of new
construction, the station tracks, including the turnouts track line,
shall be built horizontally and, exceptionally, in a slope not
exceeding 1.5 ‰. In Iliyantsi station part of the station has a slope
of 5.53 ‰ and the track turnout’s line has a longitudinal slope of
3.52 ‰ Fig. 3. If a 1.5 ‰ junction is reconstructed, the level will be
raised by 0.90 cm (bottom of figure 3). There is a problem with
joining an industrial branch and the existing railway to
Svetovrachene.

Fig. 5 Iliyantsi station from direction of Novi Iskar

The main problem here is fire requirements. It is necessary to
design a fire road every 10 tracks and necessary statutory fire
hydrants on the platforms.
Figures 6 and 7 show the necessary railway crossings. They
must meet all safety requirements [10, 11]. They have a special load
[12] and flooring [13]. The railroad crossings are not horizontal.
The motor way and the railway line have a different longitudinal
slope, as shown in Fig.6b and Fig.7.

Fig. 3 The turnout’s junction of Iliyantsi railway station

The reconstruction of Iliyantsi railway station is shortly said,
from the existing 25 tracks to design 12 tracks Figure 4 and Figure
5. Iliyantsi railway Station is an existing junction station from
which directions go to Sofia, Kurilo (Mezdra) and Svetovrachene
(Yana). A design version has been developed in line with the future
doubling to the Stolnik railway line.
The existing Iliyantsi station has 25 tracks, 11 of which are
departure and departure points. The 11th to the 21st tracks are
distributive, but currently they are used only as garages, and from
the 22nd to the 25th tracks are maneuvers intended for local
activity. Iliantsi railway station is from second railway line. The
longest track is 770 m long.

Fig. 6a Railroad crossing at km 4 + 637

Fig. 6b Cross section of railroad crossing at km 4 + 637
Fig. 4 Iliyantsi station from direction of Central Sofia station

With the permission of a specialized expert council, the fire
road is deployed, exceptionally after 12 railway track. The
exception is offset by the provision of additional hydrants on the
platforms and the construction of an additional reservoir for the
supply of water.

Passenger traffic is served by 4 platforms. The station serves
several industrial branches, which are located in all four directions
from the station. It is a junction, separates the movement of trains in
the directions of Voluyak, Sofia, Divisional post Birimirtsi, Karlovo
and Mezdra. Iliyantsi Railway Station is a second category and is
located 4+847 km along the second railway line between Sofia
North and Kurilo railway stations.
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displacement of the vertical curve from the bridge would mean
lowering of the rail level of the bridge and thus limiting the light
section of the river below the bridge.
The exception does not reduce traffic safety, the safety of
passengers, railway officials and other people, does not increase the
likelihood of dangerous consequences and does not affect the
interests of other agencies.
Another characteristic exception is the vertical curve that ends
14 m from the bridge at km 20 + 065 from the Kazichene Musachevo railway line, which is more than 6 m designed
reinforced concrete railway bridge. The bridge has a continuous
ballast prism.
From km 19 + 982.253 to km 20 + 029.747 the vertical curve of
the railway line is designed. The vertical curve of radius R = 5800
m is located 14,319 m from the beginning of the bridge.
The design of a vertical curve near the reinforced concrete
bridge from km 20 + 044.066 to km 20 + 085.520 (14.319 m) was
made due to the difficult conditions in this area. Levels should take
into account the existing track elevations, the boundaries of
ownership of the National railway infrastructure company, the
crossing at km 19 + 852.328 and the level of high waters in the river
below the bridge. The longitudinal profile shows that the bridge is
at its highest point in this section, so that the river below the bridge
can flow without disturbance. Due to these complex conditions, no
reasonable solution can be found for moving the vertical curve
farther from the bridge structure.
The decision to move the vertical curve to Kazichene would
mean that the other conditions of Ordinance No. 55 [6] could not be
fulfilled (the leveling arm length is 500 m). The decision to move
the vertical curve to Stolnik would mean that the bridge should be
placed lower and the high water level of the river limited. Both
solutions would increase costs without additional benefits for the
design solution.
The presented decision, which is an exception, meets the
minimum length of 6.0 m, which is mentioned under complex
conditions in Art. 40, par. 4 of Ordinance No. 55 [6].
The proposed exemption does not reduce the safety of traffic,
the safety of passengers, railway employees and other people, does
not increase the likelihood of dangerous consequences and does not
affect the interests of other agencies, while complying with the
requirements of § 2 of the CPA of Ordinance No. 55 of January 29,
2004. Exceptions will not increase the necessary investment costs or
the cost of subsequent maintenance of the railway.
The speed limitation in the sections is as in the already
performed section Vidin - Calafat for 160 km / h and the border
station Vidin [14]. The speed reduction, as in item 3 of the article, is
also within the Pleven railway junction [15]. In the section between
Pleven West Station and Pleven Central Station there is a curve
with a small radius, which limits the maximum speed along the
main Sofia - Pleven - Varna railway line.

Fig. 7 Railroad crossing at km 5 + 196

5. Distances below 25 m between start (end)
turnout and start (end) transition curve or vertical
curve
According to Ordinance 55 [6], art. 73. (1) it is not allowed to
place turnouts in the interstation in transitional and vertical curves.
The distance from the beginning or end of the turnout to the
beginning of a transition curve or a vertical curve is at least 25 m.
The exceptions are mainly at Sofia North Station. For example,
in front of turnout # 2 towards the beginning of the transition curve,
the distance is 6.0 m. It is not less than 6.0 m. An increase of 25 m
would mean moving the whole curve. Paragraph 73 of Ordinance
55 [6] explicitly states that this is a long distance railway section
between two neighboring stations.
The project of Sofia North is under difficult conditions and in
urbanized territory and should be designed as reconstruction [1].
Another problem is the arrangement of the vertical curves
relative to the transient curves, bridges and rail turnouts. according
to Ordinance 55, Art. 40 (4) vertical curves are located outside the
transition curves as well as beyond the bridges. The distance from
the beginning or end of a transition curve or bridge to the beginning
of a vertical curve must be at least 25 m. For category II-th and IIIth rail lines, exceptionally in distressed conditions, a distance of at
least 6 m may be allowed.
The vertical curve ends 9.65 m from the bridge at km 1 + 709
from Sofia Central Station. The bridge is reinforced concrete with
continuous ballast prism from km 1 + 703,340 to km 1 + 713,426
along the railway line Sofia Central Station - Sofia North.
The vertical curve ends 9.65 m from the bridge at km 1 + 709,
which is more than 6 m according to the exception of Art. 40, (4)
but shorter than 25 m. The design area is difficult because the

6. Conclusions
Exemptions from the norms for the design of railway line
reconstructions are unpleasant but necessary because of:
 requirements laid down in the terms of reference and the
technical specification;
 features of the terrain, which is essentially complex in terms of
topography, falls within urbanized territory and has existing
infrastructure, including non-cadastral maps;
 existing track links available with shippers - existing industrial
branches, because the construction and maintenance of railway lines
is not an end in itself, but to serve shippers and passengers with the
necessary security, convenience and comfort;
 the need to update the regulatory requirements of documents
that came into force after the construction of the railway line - fire
regulations, European regulations and technical specifications

for interoperability, etc.
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and optimize itself independently. Three interdependent principles
of action are vital for Industry 4.0.

1. Introduction
The literature on Industry 4.0 mainly deals with the
technological perspective and discusses trends in modern
technologies such as Artificial Intelligence, the Administrative Shell
or the Digital Twin. Analyzing the effects of these technological
components on the organizational structure of companies, one is
reminded of the organizational concept of the Virtual Corporation.

2.1.1 Digitization
Digitization is bringing the IoT into factories and leads to the
creation of CPS. Digitization links material flows with data. This
makes it possible to network resources, machines and logistics
systems online. This enables decentralized, self-sufficient and selfoptimizing production processes and supports companies in
avoiding waste and reactive power, thus contributing to increased
resource efficiency. Today, complete horizontal and vertical
integration can link the entire supply and value chain and improve
collaboration, coordination and transparency in global corporate
networks. This fundamentally changes the relationship between
suppliers and manufacturers 2.

The goal of this article is to show how the two concepts
Industry 4.0 and the Virtual Corporation (VC) complement each
other and how the VC can serve on an organizational level to make
companies more successful. Chapter two briefly describes the
current status of Industry 4.0. The third chapter introduces the
concept of the Virtual Corporation. Chapter 4 examines the
similarities and differences between the concepts of Industry 4.0
and the Virtual Corporation, how the integration of the VC concept
into Industry 4.0 could look like and why this is so important.

2.1.2 Automation
In the past, there was a trade-off between automation and
flexibility: the more automated the production, the less flexible it
was. Progress in ICT is resolving this conflict of goals. Automation
replaces mechanical work with software-controlled processes.
Online algorithms continuously control and monitor the valueadded process so that, for example, deviations can be detected and
the production process can be automatically switched off to reduce
scrap. Smart products play an important role here: They know their
properties and know how they are to be manufactured, in which
phase of the manufacturing process they are, and where they should
be delivered next. They also know which machines or systems they
can be connected to 2. Automation can increase decentralization,
scalability, transparency and flexibility along the entire value chain.

2. A Brief Analysis of Industry 4.0
The 4th Industrial Revolution is about to revolutionize the entire
value chain of almost all branches of industry and to initiate a
paradigm shift. Industry 4.0 bundles the answers to those
challenges. This chapter briefly introduces the three most important
principles of action of Industry 4.0: Digitization, automation and
new business models as well as some key technologies.

2.1 Principles of Action of Industry 4.0
Companies are facing increasing external and internal
complexity and dynamics. In many industries, the dominant
technologies are being replaced. Disruptions occur because new
business models turn everything upside down. Digitization is
primarily responsible for this: It is changing our lives more than any
other megatrend. People are constantly online - and companies have
to follow them into these virtual spaces, forcing them to undergo a
structural change, the digital transformation 1.

2.1.3 New Business Models
Man is empowered by technology: He becomes the conductor
of the value chain and generates new business models. Other drivers
are the changed and expanded processes. Formerly known value
chains are developing strongly. All this not only changes existing
business models, but also leads to the emergence of new ones. The
focus is on a fundamental rethink: it is no longer products that are
sold, but customer benefits. Examples of the digital finishing of
products are, for example, 'pay-per-use' models: the customer no
longer pays for a particular machine tool but for the number of
pieces produced on that machine ('pay-per-piece') 1.

Information and communication technology (ICT) paved the
way for Industry 4.0, and Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) are its
manifestation, because its paradigm is based on the fusion of the
physical world with the virtual world into CPS 1. These consist of
buildings, production facilities, logistics components, equipment,
means of transport and other objects. All these elements are
uniquely identifiable, record their environment with sensors,
evaluate the information thus obtained with the help of globally
available data and services, save it and act in the physical world
with the help of actuators such as robots. The individual elements
communicate with each other via the Internet of Things (IoT). An
advanced CPS can build autonomous and decentralized networks

2.1.3 Key Technologies
As mentioned, the development of Industry 4.0 is technologydriven and is made possible by ICT. Figure 1 gives an overview of
the most important technologies:
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companies merge to form a VC. Coming from the two opposing
poles of market and hierarchy, a hybrid form of organization is thus
realized from both perspectives.
3.1.1 Conception from an Intra-Organizational Perspective
Traditional business administration according to Scientific
Management interprets companies as entities with rigid structures,
which are characterized by clear horizontal and vertical boundaries
separating departments and hierarchical levels. According to this
approach, the essential two elements of a company are its
dominating structural and a process organization 6. In the
"evolutionary paradigm", however, companies are understood as
complex and networked social systems. Their ability to survive is
only given if self-organization replaces the external organization to
a large extent by granting the system members more autonomy 7.
Self-organization is a central feature of VCs, along with consistent
process orientation.

Fig. 1: Key Technologies for Industry 4.0 (Source: Own
Illustration)
Current trends in ICT such as data mining, cloud services and
technological advances in sensor technology form the basis for the
expansion of CPS. Those ultimately lead to Smart Factories. And a
wealth of Smart Factories is creating a completely new industrial
landscape: Industry 4.0 2.

VCs take this into account primarily by using team-based forms
of organization. Strict process orientation is made possible in an
efficient way by these ad hoc organizational structures, which are
project-related and therefore flexible in their formation and
dissolution 8. In this context, VCs are to be understood as a
dynamic team system that spreads almost throughout the entire
company 7. This enables a very high flexibility and adaptability to
constantly changing task constellations.

3. Introduction of the Virtual Corporation (VC)
Ever since the science fiction author William Gibson coined the
term "cyberspace" in 1982, the attribute "virtual" has become very
popular. It specifies phenomena that are not physically present, but
whose full performance is nevertheless available. In the 90s, the
attribute “virtual” seemed to provide a guarantee for the future in an
ever faster changing world. In the economic literature, Scholz even
proclaimed an evolution of the concepts of virtuality, ranging from
“virtual memory” to “virtual product” to the Virtual Corporation
(VC) as the preliminary end point of a logical development 3.

Too much vertical integration ties up too many resources, which
are no longer available for the strategically important core tasks and
also hinder the flexibility of a company 6. Vertical integration and
complexity are therefore reduced by outsourcing, supplier
partnerships or other forms of cooperation. By delegating all other
tasks, a VC can focus on its core competencies and optimize its own
value chain 9.
"Teleworking" and "mobile computing" are dissolving the
boundaries of the company even further. Through its focus on
communication and cooperation, telework supports the selforganization of a VC in a significant way and also largely removes
the barriers of space and time 10. This is particularly evident in
“mobile computing”. Moving away from classic employment
relationships further increases the company's flexibility 8.

The concept of the VC began with two groundbreaking
publications in the early nineties: The 1992 bestseller of Davidow
and Malone dealt with virtual products and their manufacturers. The
authors enriched their argumentation with popular management
trends and thus arrived to the VC as the concept of the future 4. A
cover story in 1993 in the Business Week by Byrne, Brandt and
Port shaped the prevailing view of the VC as a temporary coupling
of highly specialized units 5. In the absence of a definition by
Davidow and Malone, the definition by Byrne, Brandt and Port as
co-authors of the concept is presented:

3.1.2 Conception from an Inter-Organizational Perspective
In classic business administration, the view is held that
companies have external boundaries that are clearly defined and
sharp. These boundaries are mostly defined by ownership and
control rights, uniform management, business areas, common
standards, objectives and values or regional structures 11. Modern
organizational theory contradicts this view. Richardson, for
example, takes the view that market and hierarchy are only the two
poles of a continuum of possible forms of transaction and
cooperation 12. In all types of cooperation, the boundaries
between companies become blurred due to the interlinking with the
cooperation partners 11.

“The virtuaI corporation is a temporary network of independent
companies, suppliers, customers, even erstwhile rivals linked by
information technology to share skills, costs and access to another
one's markets. lt will neither have central office nor organizational
chart. lt will have no hierarchy, no vertical integration (...) In the
concept's purest form, each company that links up with others to
create a virtual corporation will be stripped to its essence. lt will
contribute only what it regards as its core competencies." 5
To date, no universally valid definition of the VC has been
established. Since the concept developed rapidly, the definitions
always lagged behind the discourse. In order to narrow down the
phenomenon of the VC more precisely, the next step is to look at
the concept from an intra- and interorganizational perspective.

VCs are based on dynamic networks that can be configured and
dissolved quickly and flexibly according to the requirements. This
promises high flexibility as well as high efficiency. Legally
independent organizational units form the nodes of the network of
an inter-organizational VC. When merging to form a VC, each
company contributes its core competencies, which are ideally
complemented by the core competencies of the other organizational
units involved 13. Since it is assumed that each participant offers
the component in which he or she holds the absolute top position,
this creates a "best-of-everything-organization" 13 in which all
parts of the value chain are optimized.

3.1 Conception
In the literature, the concept is discussed from two perspectives:
From an intra-organizational perspective, it is shown how a single
company is structured internally to become a VC. The company
changes from a hierarchical to a hybrid form of organization in
which the company units are equipped with a higher degree of
autonomy and cooperate on a project-related basis. From an interorganizational point of view, a large number of legally independent

At the network level, the principle of self-organization ensures
the behavioral variety that is necessary to solve complex problems
in a dynamic environment 7. Due to the increasing networking
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with market partners and the inclusion of customers in the network,
the boundaries between the units involved are becoming
increasingly blurred. VCs are to be understood as one-off mergers
of organizational units that collaborate on a project-by-project basis
to produce a specific product or service - for as long as the market
allows 14.

Time savings result from the fact that not every partner has to
deal with the whole issue from the product idea to distribution 15,
since each unit concentrates on the sub-process it controls best. The
use of simultaneous processes increases the speed of the process.
Due to the extraordinary speed with which a VC can be formed, the
speed of adaptation reaches new dimensions 16.

Within these networks, the use of team-based forms of
organization in and between companies helps to optimize the entire
value chain. Analogous to the dissolution of departmental and
hierarchical boundaries in internal team structures, cross-company
teams blur the boundaries between organizational units 7. In spite
of the extreme spatial and temporal distribution of the actors and the
processes, a VC appears to be a single company for customers and
cooperation partners.

Virtual Corporations are highly flexible due to the wide range of
possible combinations of core competencies. The participants can
use the size of the network without having to give up their own
flexibility and manageability 16. In this way, economies of scale
and experience curve effects can be achieved without having to
accept the inflexibility of a large company. The individual
companies thus remain relatively small, but together reach a
considerable virtual size 17.

Information and communication technology (ICT) plays a
particularly important role in this context. It ensures the efficient
distribution and coordination of tasks within the company network.
The virtual integration of resources through ICT means that neither
additional facilities need to be built nor additional staff need to be
hired. The already existing, distributed resources remain physically
in their place, but are connected to each other electronically 14.

3.3 Integration of both Perspectives and Conclusion
If one compares the elements of the intra- and interorganizational perspective, one finds that there are basic
similarities. From an abstract point of view, the same principles
apply, only the specific form is different: Team-based forms of
organization and cross-company teams differ only in whether one
considers a single company or a corporate network. A VC limits
itself internally to its core competencies in order to become part of a
"best-of-everything" organization in an external network, i.e. an
inter-organizational VC. After all, ICT is the key technology in both
cases, enabling teleworking and mobile computing, which in turn
form a basis for team-based work in both perspectives.

3.2 Strengths of Virtual Corporations
The four classic dimensions of profitability – cost, quality, time
and flexibility – provide information on the competitiveness of a
company and, accordingly, on the strengths and weaknesses of VCs.

Both perspectives attach great importance to the principle of
self-organization and apply the same design principle: the "dynamic
and flexible assignment of abstract service requirements to service
providers and the specific location of service provision" 18. The
fact that the concrete design is different can be attributed to the
opposing starting positions.

3.2.1 Strengths from an Intra-Organizational Perspective
From a cost perspective, an intra-organizational (i.e. internal)
VC is attractive: by limiting the company to its core competencies,
all resources are concentrated on the skills that the company can
master best and most efficiently. Teleworking saves space and
ancillary wage costs when teleworkers are self-employed and/or
only add to the core workforce when necessary 7.

Although being a very promising concept, the proliferation of
VCs suffered for a number of reasons: The VC was viewed from a
wide variety of angles, which painted a very heterogeneous picture.
In theory, the ideas about the content and nature of VCs differed
widely and, moreover, were often imprecise 10. The concept
therefore initially failed due to its theoretical shortcomings and thus
turned out to be rather unsuitable for practice. Two further reasons
were that the technological prerequisites for the successful
formation of VCs were not yet in place at the end of the last
century. And that the proclaimed challenges for companies, which
were supposed to force the formation of VU, were not as
pronounced then as they are today. As a result of this, the concept
was not able to assert itself on a broad front and vanished slowly –
until Industry 4.0 provided the conditions for a new proliferation.

The restriction to the most well-managed value creation
processes also leads to quality improvements. Team-based forms of
organization motivate employees and make optimum use of their
learning and performance potential. Mobile computing in particular
improves market proximity and customer service significantly 7.
Time can be gained by focusing on core competencies. This
enables a lower vertical integration and a shorter lead time. Teams
that are configured to meet specific needs solve their tasks faster.
The flexible allocation of resources to constantly changing
projects increases adaptability, which is further enhanced by ICT
7. Telework can attract employees who live far away from the
company headquarters. Finally, additional flexibility is achieved by
using external capacities for peak balancing 7.

4. Integration of Industry 4.0 and the VC into an
Overall Concept

3.2.2 Strengths from an Inter-Organizational Perspective

This chapter discusses possibilities to develop organizational
aspects of Industry 4.0 through the approaches of VCs. First, the
similarities and differences are discussed, as well as suggestions to
strengthen Industry 4.0 companies through approaches of the VC
concept. The next section introduces challenges that need to be
overcome so that a further common development can take place.
Finally, it is discussed how the integration of both concepts can lead
to an overall concept.

The combination of the core competences of individual
companies opens up the joint synergy potential of all the parties
involved. Thanks to ICT, the transaction costs for handling the
exchange of services are lower 6. A minimized administrative
apparatus saves fixed costs. Finally, the dissolution of the VC after
the end of the project is carried out with little administrative and
financial effort.
The qualitatively best components are combined, since each
participant contributes the component in which it holds the absolute
top position 15. A VU can offer customer-specific and highquality goods, which makes it highly attractive for customers.

4.1 Similarities and Differences
The basic idea of Industry 4.0 is grounded on two thoughts: the
global networking of people, plants and products as well as the
independent and decentralized self-organization and control of
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these production units in real time. These two elements – the
dynamic networking of partners and the principle of selforganization – are also at the heart of the concept of the Virtual
Corporation. This striking similarity suggests that there might be
more commonalities. This chapter therefore examines the
similarities and differences between Industry 4.0 and the VC
concept.

the IoT, and thus form a CPS: smart products, machines, transport
units and other units work together in an automated and
synchronized manner and interact with humans via interfaces to
form an industrial network 1. Using real-time data, the network
permanently updates the virtual image of reality. This enables the
real world to merge with the virtual world 2. Virtualization
therefore plays a decisive role in both concepts.

One fundamental common feature is that both concepts have an
intra- and an inter-organizational perspective. After all, Industry
4.0 can also be treated from two poles: The intra-organizational
perspective looks at individual companies that optimize their part of
the value chain internally. From an inter-organizational perspective,
several companies – suppliers, producers, customers – are
interlinked by Industry 4.0 along the entire value chain.

In addition, the potential of Industry 4.0 is only fully exploited
if the sphere of action covers the whole value chain: from
development, production, logistics to sales & after sales 1. Taken
to the extreme, Industry 4.0 is similar to an inter-organizational VC,
which ideally also covers the entire value chain.

4.1.4 Self-Organization as the Overriding Principle

The fundamental difference between the two concepts is that
Industry 4.0 follows a technological approach and the VC follows
an organizational theory approach. Further differences and
commonalities are presented in the following.

For a VC, self-organization is the most important principle next
to process orientation, which is expressed in attributes such as
"independent", "self-optimizing" or "autonomous". The emphasis
on its importance culminates in the statement that a VC can only
survive if self-organization largely replaces external organization by
granting the system members great autonomy. Of vital importance
for self-organization is the rapid availability of information across
subsystems 7. Self-organization increases flexibility considerably,
promotes the dissolution of rigid structures and horizontal and
vertical boundaries and ultimately creates a VC.

4.1.1 The Role of Globalization
Globalization represents both a threat and an opportunity for
VCs: On the one hand, the deregulation of markets increases the
number of rivals from other countries. On the other hand, a
company can make optimum use of the world's best resources to
provide its services and expand into previously closed markets.

Self-organization also plays a central role in Industry 4.0. It
enables decentralized, self-sufficient and self-optimizing production
processes and supports companies in avoiding waste, thus achieving
increased resource efficiency 1. A CPS erects networks
autonomously in order to optimize itself. The individual elements
communicate and network with each other via the IoT. Many
machines and systems are self-optimizing. Self-organization even
goes so far that the machines independently inform about their
maintenance status or initiate necessary maintenance work
themselves in order to minimize waiting times and repair failures
("predictive maintenance"). This was not yet conceivable when the
concept of the VC was devised. Nevertheless, the intelligent objects
apply the same principles of self-organization as a VC. What has
already been realized in the technological arena, especially within
companies, can be globally organized between companies through
the concept of the VC.

Globalization is also one of the germ cells of Industry 4.0,
which covers all parts of the value chain. Due to the growing
complexity of production and supply chains in connection with
increasing customer requirements and the strong dynamics in the
markets, companies must become more flexible and agile in order
to adapt to changes. They can only meet those challenges if they
completely change the way they create value. The VC concept can
support Industry 4.0 significantly on an organizational level.

4.1.2 Central Importance of ICT and the Internet
Only ICT and the Internet can tackle the challenges described
above. Because of its universal applicability in all functional areas
of companies as well as its networking with suppliers, customers
and other companies, it is not only the decisive driver of Industry
4.0, but the prerequisite for successful, ICT-driven networking with
other companies, as envisaged by the VC concept.

4.1.5 Consistent Process Orientation
A VU is also referred to as an „as-if“ organization since it has
the possibilities and potential of a traditional organization without
being tied to a comparable institutional framework 19. Without
the permanent implementation of central functions or hierarchical
structures, an efficient process orientation can dominate over the
organizational structure 10. If external companies are involved in
the creation of processes, it becomes increasingly unclear where one
company ends and the other begins as the level of interlocking
grows 6. This approach thus leads to the dissolution of boundaries
between companies. Without its own legal form, company
headquarter and employees 5, a VC can adapt efficiently to
market dynamics and rapidly changing customer needs.

The Internet as a global infrastructure for the exchange of
information and data enables the use of the world's best input
factors as well as sales on a global scale. One vision of the concept
of the VC was the to pave the way to the “global village“. It has
become a reality for many companies in Industry 4.0 as
geographically distant companies moved closer together to form
powerful networks along the value chain. ICT and the Internet are
just as decisive for the success of Industry 4.0 as they are for VCs.
Streamlining organizational structures according to the principles of
VCs with the help of ICT and the Internet can create better results
in Industry 4.0.

Another similarity lies in the central importance of the network
idea for both Industry 4.0 and VCs, where a problem-related linking
of real resources takes place 6. VCs can optimize the entire value
chain by restricting every company to its core competencies and
combining them with complementary core competencies from other
companies.

In Industry 4.0, companies retain their legal form, headquarters
and identity. However, these companies still rely on the same
principles of process orientation. The value-added process is
continuously monitored online so that, f.e. deviations are detected
and automatically corrected within the ongoing production process.
By networking all value creation processes in real time, the original
conflict of goals between efficiency and flexibility is eliminated.
This even enables flexible and efficient production in lot size 1 1.

The network idea also forms the core of Industry 4.0., although
it is much more technological and concrete here: decentralized,
autonomous units communicate with each other omnipresently via

This resolution of the trade-off between efficiency and
flexibility also characterizes the VC concept - even though existing
VCs could not keep this promise at the time. Implementing the VC

4.1.3 Decisive Role of Networks
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design principles of dynamic allocation and self-organization brings
about fundamental changes in the overall organization of Industry
4.0 companies: Cross-divisional thinking also leads to the reduction
or elimination of indirect divisions, i.e. the supporting functions –
and makes an Industry 4.0 company increasingly resemble a VC.
Radical cross-divisional thinking can be an important contribution
of the VC concept for Industry 4.0.

4.2.4 Realization of Time Advantages
Care must be taken to make sure that, in the integration of VC
concepts into the environment of Industry 4.0, the theoretical time
advantages through rapid adaptation to the market and to quickly
changing customer needs are actually realized. For example, timeconsuming processes, such as partner searches, must be solved with
computer-aided software.

4.2 Challenges for a Further Common Development

4.2.5 Remuneration and Protection of Intellectual Property

If one wants to enrich Industry 4.0 with the principles of the VC
concept, certain challenges have to be overcome in order to find a
promising path towards an overall concept.

In a network linking Industry 4.0 employees to form a VC, clear
rules must be agreed upon for the remuneration of all employees
and for the use of intellectual property. It would seem sensible to
extend the provisions of the Employee Invention Act to all
employees and to regulate remuneration fairly everywhere.

4.2.1 Selection of Core Competencies
If core competencies of companies are to be networked in order
to generate synergies, the selection process of the cooperation
partners plays an important role. It results in "initiation costs" and
later in "coordination costs" during the period of cooperation. These
costs must be kept low. The computer-assisted supplier selection
processes already used in Industry 4.0 serve as important tools for
global sourcing. The criteria only need to be adapted to the needs of
VCs. It is crucial whether the core competencies to be selected are
really complementary and thus will realize synergy effects. It is
equally important to check the corporate cultures of the potential
network partners for compatibility. It is also advisable to carefully
study the difficulties often observed in failed or difficult mergers in
order to achieve successful networking and avoid those mistakes.

4.2.6 Role of the Human Being
People play an important role in Industry 4.0. They must
collaborate responsibly in teams. If man is to become the conductor
of the value chain 1, she/he must constantly adapt processes to
changing conditions, redefine value chains and generate new
business models. However, management tasks in the Industry 4.0
environment have become more demanding. According to a study
by the RWTH Aachen University and VDMA, the following five
fields of action were identified, which must be taken into account
for innovations in digital products, processes and services 21:


4.2.2 Multitude of Interfaces
In Industry 4.0, many technical interfaces have to be mastered.
The following standards should be used for secure, cross-company
communication in virtual networks 20:







Automation ML: Automation Markup Language as a
neutral, open data exchange format.
eCl@ss: A consortium standard managed by the eCl@ss
association.
IEC CDD: Common Data Dictionary (CDD) of the
International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC).
OPC UA: Open Platform Communications Unified
Architecture, an open interface standard published as
standard IEC 62541.





For the networking of different areas outside the company, as it
is typical for VC, the OPC UA approach has the greatest potential.
Its advantage is that it is a manufacturer-independent information
model, which is essential for integrating the VC concept into the
Industry 4.0 approach. Only the necessary IoT platforms yet to be
developed will guarantee that the large number of technical,
economic and organizational interfaces can be mastered.



Designing Innovation Portfolios: The aim is to strengthen
the ability to innovate. This can be done by cooperating
with start-ups, universities or other business partners. In
this respect, communication within virtual networks of
VCs can be an important driver of innovation.
Overcoming Tendencies of Persistence: Every innovation
initially meets with resistance. This can be overcome with
joint projects within the company (cross-departmental) or
together with external partners in the VC.
Building an Innovation-friendly Culture: When recruiting
employees and selecting managers for Industry 4.0 and
VCs, the decisive criteria should be their enthusiasm for
innovation and new approaches, for flexibility and
openness.
Building Digital Skills: Training should further develop the
ability to analyze data in Industry 4.0. Given their
experience, employees of VCs can provide important
input. This will also strengthen the cohesion between
employees in Industry 4.0 and in VCs. When hiring new
employees, special attention must be paid to digital skills.
Exploiting Digitization Potentials: Often employees are
not aware of the advantages of digitization. Above all, the
customer benefits of digitization must be elaborated and
communicated. As a result, digitization will gain
acceptance both within and outside the companies and
their virtual network.

The demands on employees in VCs are not lower: In addition to
in-depth specialist knowledge, they must be able to manage and
motivate themselves to a large extent, have strong communication
and social skills and a confident command of new communication
technologies 10. Managers working in Industry 4.0 can support
employees of VCs by providing targeted mentoring and training.
This also conveys a feeling of solidarity and cooperation, which
often doesn´t exist in VCs.

4.2.3 Guarantee of Flexibility
Flexibility is mandatory when merging Industry 4.0 with the
VC concept. All participants must be enabled to use the size of the
network without having to give up their own flexibility and
manageability 16. Only then, economies of scale and experience
curve effects can be realized without having to accept the
inflexibility of a large company 19, and the individual companies
can remain relatively small yet together achieve a considerable
virtual size 17. This is of particular interest for consortia of SMEs.

VCs carry the risk that teleworking will result in less traditional,
permanent employment relationships. As a result of performancebased recruitment and remuneration, each employee is fully
responsible for the company but enjoys little material security.
There is also a latent danger that employees within the (compared to
Industry 4.0 short-term) VC network will look for other job offers
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that seem more attractive or will be poached by headhunters. A
more solid network in an Industry 4.0 environment achieves a bond
with the company more easily. Joint projects, congresses, symposia,
training courses, trade fairs and educational trips also can create a
sense of belonging to the company. In addition, employees can be
supported in their personal development or gain material advantages
through possible profit sharing in successfully implemented
projects. To sum it up: The personal appreciation of VC employees
plays a decisive role. And the activities in Industry 4.0 and VCs
should be aligned to a common corporate goal that is worthwhile
for all partners. The combined Industry 4.0 and VC networks should
also offer suitable promotion and career opportunities for ambitious
employees.
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The trust of the partners is one of the decisive factors for the
success of the cooperation between employees in Industry 4.0, even
more so in VCs. This trust must be strengthened by appropriate
measures, as presented in this section. Applied correctly, Industry
4.0 fully exploits human and technological potential and combines
them in an ideal way 2. For instance, if the principles of
ergonomics in the workplace and occupational safety are observed,
it becomes possible to keep older and more experienced workers as
active factors in the production process for much longer.

5. Conclusion
Industry 4.0 has already found its way into many companies and
will continue to establish itself, including small and medium-sized
enterprises. This strong concept is almost exclusively technological.
It shows the technical state of the art of industrial production and its
networking with suppliers and customers. It also describes how the
requirements of dynamic and global markets can be satisfied.
Above all the global orientation, the increasing individualization of
products and the different requirements of customers on national
and international markets as well as the tendency towards ever
smaller batch sizes, up to batch size 1, require efficient, fast and
flexible production with high quality at attractive costs. This means
that a high degree of complexity must be mastered within the
companies. This requires the highest efforts in the technical area
which can be provided by the Industry 4.0 concept.
The Virtual Corporation provides a completely different
perspective. At its core is not as much technology but the
organization of many networked elements. What both Industry 4.0
and VCs have in common is that they rely on a powerful ICT. With
cost-effective and powerful network connections, it is possible to
attract the world's best specialists and their core competencies to
meet the current and future needs. This network of competencies
creates products that are flexible, cost-effective and tailored to the
customer´s needs. In order to achieve this, a company does not have
to hire employees permanently for each requirement, but can bring
in the appropriate people as needed. Because of the many additional
specialist skills, the core company is perceived virtually as much
bigger than it actually is because of its increase in performance.
Thereby, it becomes a Virtual Corporation.
Industry 4.0 and Virtual Corporations have many similarities.
Special efforts are required to combine both concepts in such a way
that success is achieved in the highly competitive international
market. With the exact knowledge of the characteristics of Industry
4.0 and Virtual Corporations, strategies can be created how the
technical view of Industry 4.0 and the organizational view of
Virtual Corporation can be combined in such a way that a
successful and synergetic overall concept can be created for all
sides. An important task for the future is therefore to further
develop this overall concept and adapt it to today's conditions and
requirements. The more important value creation by new digital
business models becomes and the more cross-company
collaborations represent daily practice, the more urgent this task
will become.
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Abstract: The introduction of econometric analysis into the practice of the scientific approach in the study of economic phenomena gives
good results in extracting their regularities. The need for such information exists for the purpose of deciding on their optimal management.
Solving such a delicate problem would not be possible without the synergy of new economic thinking and theory, the special development of
specialized sections of mathematical statistics, and especially important for the development of capabilities: technical, algorithmic and
programmatic of digital computing. To identify the structure of a mathematical model approximating the dynamics of the ratio of foreign
direct investment, Varna region - total foreign direct investment in% for the country, 5 types of type structures of models were studied:
linear; parabolic; linear-logarithmic; hyperbolic and exponential.
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Нека грешката между реалните данни, формиращи вектора
y и предсказаните по модела y ̂, е означена с вектора е. В
матрично-векторна форма e валидно следното уравнение

1. Увод
Навлизането на иконометричния анализ в практиката на
научния подход при изследване на икономическите явления
дава добри резултати при извличане на закономерностите им.
Потребност от такава информация съществува за целите на
вземане на решение за оптималното им управление.
Решаването на такава деликатна задача не би била възможна
без синергията на новото икономическо мислене и теория,
развитието на специализирани раздели на математическата
статистика и особено важно за развитие на възможностите:
техническо, алгоритмично и програмно на цифровата
изчислителна техника. Новият тип прагматично мислене на
мениджърите икономисти, работещи в конкурентна среда,
налага да скъсат с традиционно използвания в недалечното
време интуитивен подход или принципа „проба-грешка“ и
вземане на адекватно обосновано решение при управлението на
икономическите процеси.

e=y -y ̂ = y - b.X,
(1)
където векторът b включва търсените параметри на модела,
а матрица X, по стълбове, са стойности на факторната
променлива и съответни функции. Стълбовете на тази матрица
се определят от вида на модела: първи стълб е от 1; втори стълб
са стойностите на факторната променлива (при линеен модел);
трети стълб е квадрата на елементите на втория стълб (при
квадратичен модел). Това е общата структура на матрица X,
например за линеен модел и квадратичен модел. Тя има брой
стълбове, съответстващи на броя на коефициентите на модела,
и брой редове, съответстващи на броя на данните. Тъй като
броя на данните обикновено винаги е по-голям от броя на
коефициентите, тя е правоъгълна матрица.

Обект на настоящата публикация е пряко допълнение към
труда – Иконометричен анализ на влиянието на ПЧИ в регион
Североизточен на България върху икономическото развитие в
интервала 2008-2017 г. [8].

Оценка на търсения вектор на коефициентите b ̂ може да се
намери от условието за минимална норма на вектора на
грешките J=eT e, т.е.
∇_b J(b) |_(b=b ̂ ) = 0,
(2)
откъдето следва за оценката на вектора на коефициентите

2. Предпоставки и начини за разрешаване на
проблема

b=
̂ 〖[X^T.X]〗^(-1) X^T.y
(3)

Изборът на изчислителна процедура за определяне на
параметрите на модела зависи от неговата структура: дали
моделът има линеен или нелинеен вид. Във всички случаи
обаче в основата лежи оптимизационна процедура. В
предлаганата статия при определяне на параметрите на модела
се използва методът на най-малките квадрати. Същността му се
състои в минимизация на сума от квадратите на грешките
между реалните данни и предсказаните по модела стойности на
предварително регламентираната изходна величина на обекта
на изследване. Това всъщност е решението на модела с
входните данни (факторната променлива). На пръв поглед е
налице парадокс: знаем структурата на модела и трябва да го
решаваме с „неизвестни параметри“. Задачата се оказва
решима при линейна структура на модела. Опростено
извеждане на изчислителната процедура за определяне на
коефициентите на модела е дадено в [3].

В следващото изложение за краткост в записванията
„шапката“ ще бъде изпускана, но ще се има предвид, че става
въпрос за оценка на коефициентите на линеен модел. Може да
се забележи, че резултатът от произведението в квадратните
скоби е квадратна матрица. Възможно е да се определи нейна
инверсна при условие, че произведението не води до особена
матрица.
Ковариационната матрица C=〖[X^T.X]〗^(-1) има важно
значение при определяне на стандартната грешка μ_i на
оценките на параметрите на модела, т.е. √(C_ii ) .Se= μ_i,
където Se е стандартно отклонение на грешката e.
Матричното
представяне
на
изчислителната
процедура по определяне на оценките на вектора на
коефициентите има важно предимство пред останалите
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оценяване на близостта на реалните данни и “реакцията“ на
обекта на изследване, решаване на модела със зададените
входни данни. Визуалното сравнение е само една стъпка в тази
оценка. Използват се статистически критерии, съпоставящи
факторната (обяснена) дисперсия и остатъчната (необяснена)
дисперсия. При пресмятане на дисперсиите следва да се има
предвид съответните степени на свобода. Този статистически
подход се свързва с проверка на статистически хипотези,
удовлетворяването на които се съпровожда със задаване на
ниво на значимост, обикновено 5%. Широко се използва Fкритерият на Фишер, който се състои в сравняване на
отношението на дадените по-горе дисперсии с таблични
стойности, получени от статистическото разпределение на
Фишер [1,2].

изчислителни методи. При използване на диалогова програмна
система MATLAB (MATrix LABoratory), ориентирана към
работа с масиви от данни - вектори и матрици, изчислителните
операции се записват опростено и е за предпочитане, тъй като
съществуват вградени оператор-функции за пресмятане.
Например, ковариационната матрица се пресмята като C=
inv(X^T.X), [9]
Инверсията на [X^T.X] предполага неособена матрица
(X^T.X). MATLAB разполага с оператор за определяне на
числото на обусловеност на същата за контрол на
изчислителния процес, cond(C).
Изчислителната процедура се основава на метода на наймалките квадрати и е максимално опростена. Свежда се до
изпълнение
на
няколко
математически
операции.
Възможностите за прилагане и качеството на оценките,
използващи тази процедура на пресмятане, зависи
изпълнението на 4 предположения: линеен по параметри
модел; остатъците да са независими (cov(ei,ej)=0 , i ≠j); същите
да се подчиняват на нормалния закон на разпределение с
нулева средна стойност и с постоянна дисперсия (условие за
хомоскедастичност).

Този подход на формализация на проверката на адекватност
на модела често не е достатъчен, като се има предвид високите
изисквания, предявявани към него с цел точност на
предсказване. На практика е възможно няколко модела да
удовлетворяват изискването за адекватно представяне на
резултатите от апроксимацията. Използва се и коефициент на
Пирсън, числовата стойност на който в интервала 0-1 дава
информация за теснотата на връзката вход-изход на обекта на
изследване. Очевидно по-голямата му стойност се свързва с покачествен модел. В литературата са дадени стойности, даващи
информация за нивото на тази зависимост. Стойности поголеми от 0.3 се приемат за задоволителни, като по-големите
характеризират по-голяма връзка. Широко се използва и
коефициент на линейна корелация на Браве, който заема
стойности (-1 до +1), и показва не само силата на връзката, но и
посоката.
Коефициентът на детерминация, изменящ се в
границите 0%-100%, показва относителното участие на
фактора върху зависимата променлива. Респективно,
коефициентът на индетерминация показва влиянието на
невключените в модела фактори върху резултативната
променлива.

Прилагането на Регресионния анализ включва две стъпки:
оценяване на регресионните коефициенти и статистически
анализ на получените резултати. Последното включва проверка
на предположенията за прилагането на метода и оценка
качествата на модела. Неудовлетворяването на направените
предположения води до влошаване на качеството на същите и в
крайна сметка некачествен модел.
1)
Модели
и
иконометрични
Идентификационна процедура

зависимости.

В общата Теория на моделирането математическото
моделиране заема специално място. Тава е раздел, в основата
на който стоят математически уравнения и логически изрази,
отнесени към описание на връзките между предварително
регламентирани входни и изходни величини за обекта на
изследване. Тук обектът на изследване не се дефинира поради
неговото огромно многообразие, а се възприема интуитивно
еднакво от изследователите. По-интересен е видът на
характерните за тях входно-изходни величини от гледна точка
на възможност за набиране на информация. Освен това те
следва да отговарят на определени условия. Очевидно е, че ако
регламентираните входни величини за изследвания обект са
постоянни, то тяхната реакция върху обекта би отчела само
влиянието на шума, действащ върху обекта, т.е. не би носела
желаната информация за неговото динамично поведение.
Следователно, за да се намери качествен модел по
експериментални данни за обекта на изследване, използваните
за целите на експерименталното моделиране данни следва да са
информативни. За реалните икономически обекти на
изследване, поради естеството на тяхното функциониране,
такива ограничения практически не съществуват. Остава
условието за вида за нормално разпределение. Класификацията
на моделите обхваща ограничено множество, пряко свързано с
пространственост или съсредоточеност на разпределение на
моделираните величини; описание на динамично или статично
поведение; описание в непрекъснато или дискретно време и др.
В предлаганата статия за целите на решаваната задача ще бъдат
използвани широко прилаганите в иконометрията уравнения:
линейни; линейно-логаритмични; квадратични; хиперболични
(реципрочни);
експоненциални
и
степенни
(двойнологаритмични) [6,10]. В процеса на разглеждане на задачата за
идентификация на обекта на изследване се решават две задачи:
структурна идентификация - определяне на структурата на
моделния оператор с най-добри качества и параметрична
идентификация – определяне на параметрите на модела с
предварително избрана структура. Качествата на моделите
(структура и параметри) се оценяват по предварително избрани
критерии. Видът на последните основно се свежда до

При решаване на практическа задача изследователят може
да се сблъска и с проблема за избор окончателно на модел от
определено множество при удовлетворени критерии.
Препоръчва се да се избере от множеството този модел, за
който стандартната грешка е минимална. В този случай, при
визуално оценяване графичното изображение на реалните
данни и предсказаните по модела са максимално близки [4,5,7].
2)
Изследване на влиянието на ПЧИ BG33 в регион
Североизточен на България
Обект на разглеждане тук могат да бъдат две групи задачи:
1) изследване на влиянието на ПЧИ BG33 в целия
Североизточен район на България самостоятелно и отделно
BG341 в района на гр. Варна; 2) изследване на отношението на
ПЧИ в Североизточния район на България към BG ОБЩО в %
за страната и отделно, самостоятелно отношението на BG331
към BG ОБЩО в % за района на гр. Варна.
Идентификация
на
динамиката
на
ПЧИ
BG33
Североизточен район чрез еднофакторни регресионни модели.
Използвани са данни от НСИ за периода 2008-2017 г.
Резултатите са дадени в табличен вид.
Изследването включва провеждане на научно търсене на
подходящ математичен модел, като паралелно с това се
определят и параметрите му. След анализ на резултатите по
описаната по-горе процедура и критерии се избира
подходящият модел, апроксимиращ данните. Организацията на
представяне на резултатите включва таблична форма.
Използвани са данни от НСИ за „Чуждестранни преки
инвестиции в нефинансовите предприятия по статистически
райони и области“ в интервала 2008-2017 година. Резултатите
са дадени в табл. 1 и 2 - Идентификация на динамиката на
отношението на преките чуждестранни инвестиции в
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Североизточен район Варна към общите чрез еднофакторни
регресионни модели.

Моделът е получен по метода на най-малките квадрати при
спазване на всички предположения за прилагането му, дадени в
таблиците, и сумата от остатъците ∑е= 4.7695e-013, приета за
стойност нула.

Табл.1

На фигура 1 е показано: (а) Зависимост на квадрата на
остатъците от фактора, за конкретния случай, което графично
показва наличие на хомоскедастичност. Това е потвърдено и с
критерия на Бройш-Паган. (b) Дава разпределението на
остатъците във функция на предсказаните по модела стойности
y ̂, което се свързва с вида на структурата на модела. В случая
липсва изразена тенденция за зависимост, което показва, че
правилно
е
избрана
структурата
на
модела.
(c)
Стюдентизираните (нормирани) остатъци са в диапазона 2%,
което е добра точност на обработка на данните. (d) Показва
добро съвпадение на модела с реалните данни.

Табл.2

Фиг. 1

Производната (dy ̂)/dx
=-0.751+2.0.0685.x,
определя
скоростта на изменение на отношението ПЧИ в район Варна
към Общи ПЧИ за страната в % за разглеждания период (20082017г.). Това е показано на фиг. 2. От условието (dy ̂)/dx=0 се
определя времето, в което има нулева стойност на скоростта на
изменение на това отношение. Пo модела това съответства на
5.48 години, т.е. от 2008 до 2012 год. и приблизително 6
месеца. Максималната скорост на намаляване на това
отношение е през първата година, което съответства на първата
точка от графиката (d). Максималната скорост на нарастване на
това отношение е в последната година на изследвания период
(2017 г).

За идентификация на структурата на математичен модел,
апроксимиращ динамиката на отношението на ПЧИ, район
Варна – общи ПЧИ в % за страната, са изследвани 5 вида
типови структури на модели: линеен; параболичен; линейнологаритмичен; хиперболичен и експоненциален.
В таблица 1 и 2 са дадени резултати от прилагане на
Регресионен анализ за оценка на параметрите им. Съществено
място в таблицата е отредено на проверката на
предположенията за прилагането на същия: проверка за
нормалност на остатъците; некорелираност на същите;
проверка за хомоскедастичност и нулева средна стойност на
остатъците. За избор на най-добър модел измежду всички се
изхожда от удовлетворяване на изискването за адекватно
представяне на данните, минимална стандартна грешка SY и
висок коефициент Ryx на Пирсън.
Анализът на резултатите от таблицата показва, че
условията за качествен модел се удовлетворяват от
параболичен модел с минимална стандартна грешка SY= 0.4848
и Ryx на Пирсън =0.77506. Същият има вида y ̂=8.8729 0.7510x+ 0.0685x^2.

Фиг. 2
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3. Решение на проучения проблем
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Двата модела се различават значително по свободния член
b0 (2.2102e+006 и 1.7218е+006), което е логично, тъй като в
ПЧИ за Североизточния район се включват основно тези за
Варна. Сравнително по-слабо се различават коефициентите b1 (
-0.1053е+006 и -0.1099 e+006) и b2 (0.0138е+006 и 0.0133
e+006), които определят скоростта на изменение на ПЧИ. На
тяхна база са определени времената, в които скоростта е равна
на нула (3.8г. и 4.1г.) години. От това може да се направи
извод, че нулевата скорост на изменение на ПЧИ за Варна
изостава с приблизително 0.3г. Обяснението на това
закъснение следва да се търси в намаляване на инвестициите
по-късно във Варна в сравнение със Североизточния район.
Модели и иконометричен анализ на отношенията на ПЧИ в
Североизточен район на България към ПЧИ-ОБЩИ в България
в %. В този раздел се решава втората задача: математическо
моделиране и анализ на отношенията на ПЧИ в Североизточен
район на Българското Черноморие към ПЧИ общо за страната в
%. Използвани са масиви от данни на НСИ на ПЧИ в
Североизточен район и ПЧИ общо за страната. От тях са
формирани данни за настоящото изследване.

4. Заключение
1) Динамиката на изменение на отношението на ПЧИ
BG331 (район Варна на Българското Черноморие) към общите
ПЧИ за страната в % се апроксимира с математичен модел от
втори ред.
2) За времето, в което се правят изследвания (2008-2017 г.),
се очертават ясно два периода: първи от 2008 до средата на
2012,48 година, който се характеризира с намаляване на това
отношение със затихваща скорост, и втори период на
нарастване на същата прогресивно до 2017 г.
3) Най-голяма е скоростта на нарастване на отношението на
ПЧИ BG331 (район Варна на Българското Черноморие) към
общите ПЧИ за страната в края на изследвания период 2017 г.,
което е основание за оптимизъм и висок потенциал за развитие
на икономиката на Североизточния район на Българското
Черноморие.
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2. Предпоставки и начини за разрешаване на
проблема

1. Увод
Изчислителната процедура се основава на метода на наймалките квадрати и е максимално опростена. Свежда се до
изпълнение
на
няколко
математически
операции.
Възможностите на прилагане и качеството на оценките,
използващи тази процедура на пресмятане, зависи от
изпълнението на четири предположения: линеен по параметри
модел; остатъците да са независими (cov(ei,ej)=0 , i ≠j); същите
да се подчиняват на нормалния закон на разпределение, с
нулева средна стойност и с постоянна дисперсия (условие за
хомоскедастичност).

Нека грешката между реалните данни , формиращи вектора
y и предсказаните по модела y ̂, е означена с вектора е. В
матрично-векторна форма e валидно следното уравнение
e=y -y ̂ = y - b.X,
(1)
където векторът b включва търсените параметри на модела,
а матрица X по стълбове са стойности на факторната
променлива и съответни функции. Стълбовете на тази матрица
се определят от вида на модела: първи стълб е от 1; втори стълб
са стойностите на факторната променлива (при линеен модел);
трети стълб е квадратът на елементите на втория стълб (при
квадратичен модел). Това е общата структура на матрица X,
например за линеен модел и квадратичен модел. Тя има брой
стълбове, съответстващи на броя на коефициентите на модела,
и брой, съответстващ на броя на данните. Тъй като броят на
данните обикновено винаги е по-голям от броя на
коефициентите, тя е правоъгълна матрица.

Прилагането на Регресионния анализ включва две стъпки:
оценяване на регресионните коефициенти и статистически
анализ на получените резултати. Последното включва и
проверка на предположенията за прилагането на метода и
оценка качествата на модела. Неудовлетворяването на
направените предположения води до влошаване на качеството
на модела.
Такива изследвания ще бъдат направени за всички избрани
моделни зависимости. Изчислителните процеси са реализирани
в среда на MATLAB, система с добра изчислителна мощност и
графични възможности.

Оценка на търсения вектор на коефициентите b ̂ може да се
намери от условието за минимална норма на вектора на
грешките J=eT e, т.е.

Протичането на икономическите процеси в заобикалящия
ни свят са със стохастичен характер [13,14]. Извличането на
информация за определена тяхна закономерност е свързано с
големи трудности и загуба на време. Познаването на същата
обаче е много полезно за практиката особено когато става
въпрос за анализ и управление. Интуитивното решение на
подобен род задачи е невъзможно. Тази потребност е
запълнена от използването на математическата статистика и
най-вече адаптираните и силно развити нейни раздели,
свързани с математическото моделиране. В широката
литература по математическо моделиране съществуват
различни схващания относно първенството на прилагане в
различни области на тези методи, където е налице потребност
от целенасочено въздействие с тази цел: в обществените науки,
техническите или икономическите. Едно твърдение обаче не се
оказва дискусионно и важно: заниманията с теорията на
математическото моделиране е безсмислено само заради
самото моделиране, налице е утилитарен подход, полезност от
неговото прилагане.

∇_b J(b) |_(b=b ̂ ) = 0,
(2)
откъдето следва за оценката на вектора на коефициентите
b=
̂ 〖[X^T.X]〗^(-1) X^T.y
(3)

В следващото изложение за краткост в записванията
„шапката“ ще бъде изпускана, но ще се има предвид, че става
въпрос за оценка на коефициентите на линеен модел. Може да
се забележи, че резултатът от произведението в квадратните
скоби е квадратна матрица. Възможно е да се определи нейна
инверсна при условие, че произведението не води до особена
матрица.
Ковариационната матрица C=[XT.X]-1 има важно значение
при определяне на стандартната грешка μ_i на оценките на
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параметрите на модела, т.е. √(C_ii ) .Se= μ_i, където Se
стандартно отклонение на грешката e.

е

Информация за постигнатата цел се получава по канала на
обратната връзка. На тази основа Н.Винер 1948 г. открива и
формулира определена общност в принципите на управление,
характерни за животните и машините в своя труд „Кибернетика
или управление и връзка с животното и машината“.

Матричното
представяне
на
изчислителната
процедура по определяне на оценките на вектора на
коефициентите има важно предимство пред останалите
изчислителни методи. При използване на диалогова програмна
система MATLAB (MATrix LABoratory), ориентирана към
работа с масиви от данни - вектори и матрици, изчислителните
операции се записват опростено и е за предпочитане, тъй като
съществуват вградени оператор-функции за пресмятане.
Например ковариационната матрица се пресмята като C=
inv(XТ*X) [11].

В Интернет може да се срещне понятието “Икономическа
кибернетика” като „приложение на теорията и методите на
кибернетиката и използване на създадените в кибернетиката
системи за решаване задачите на икономическата наукa“. В
общата теория на управлението е известно, че самото
управление се реализира след предварително изучаване на
обекта, в резултат на което се създава математичен модел.
Освен за съхранение на необходимата информация за
динамиката на обекта в концентриран вид същият служи и за
предаването и на управляващо устройство за реализация на
целите на неговото управление. В техническите системи това е
регулаторът. Така се реализира т.н. принцип на дуалност в
управлението. В представеното изследване създаваните модели
ще служат за анализ на икономически процеси, вземането на
подходящи решения, за които е важно оптималното им
управление. Следва да се отбележи, че изследването на
икономически задачи с подхода на кибернетиката изисква и
налага ново виждане и развитие на приложението на
статистическите методи, което се предлага в иконометрията.
Тяхното отношение от гледна точка на философията следва да
се разглежда, както общото към частното.

Инверсията на [XT.X] предполага неособена матрица
(XT.X). MATLAB разполага с оператор за определяне на
числото на обусловеност на същата за контрол на
изчислителния процес, cond(C).
В следващото разглеждане ще бъде изложена една идея
(настоящата публикация е пряко допълнение към труда –
Модели и иконометричен анализ. Изследване на влиянието на
ПЧИ в регион Югоизточен на България) без абсолютна
строгост на доказателство и схващане: от единни позиции да се
разгледат въпросите на моделирането като начин на добиване
на знания за закономерностите в стохастичните процеси и
използването им за целите за анализ и управление на процесите
[7].
1)
Иконометрията като развитие на кибернетичния
подход

2)

Математични модели, използвани в иконометрията

При решаването на задачата за моделиране на процеси
следва да се подходи научно-прагматично: изучаване на обекта
на изследване с неговите особености на съществуване и
функциониране, динамично развитие, влияние на случайни
фактори и др. Очевидно е, че става въпрос за информация и
нейното набиране за реализация на определена цел, намиране
на подходяща форма или математическа зависимост за
представяне на съществуващата закономерност, за представяне
на причинно-следствените връзки, характерни за обекта на
изследване. Математическата зависимост, най-често уравнение,
дава в концентриран вид връзката между причината и
следствието или входната величина на обекта на изследване и
нейната реакция [3,4,5,9]. Това е само едната страна при
решаване на задачата за определяне на динамичното поведение
на обекта на изследване. В реални условия върху обекта на
изследване, както и при набирането на подходящата за целта
информация, действат неконтролируеми въздействия и
смущения,
които
изкривяват
реалната
картина
за
функциониране на обекта. Следователно, при обработката на
набраната вече информация следва да се подбере подходяща
математическа теория, която в определена степен да
„филтрира“ нежеланата част. Несъмнено това следва да бъде
статистическата теория с нейните мощни методи за обработка
на информация. Като допълнение на гореизложеното поради
необходимостта от обработка на голям обем от изчислителна
работа се явява използването на компютърни средства с
подходящото си алгоритмично и програмно обезпечаване.
Поради особеностите на обекта на изследване, влияние на ПЧИ
върху икономическото развитие в региони, не могат да се
използват мощните методи на планиране на експерименталните
изследвания, (планиране на експеримента).

В общата Теория на математическото моделиране
класификацията на моделите обхваща ограничено множество,
пряко свързано с пространственост или съсредоточеност на
разпределение на моделираните величини; описание на
динамично или статично поведение; описание в непрекъснато
или дискретно време и др. В предлаганата разработка за целите
на решаваната задача ще бъдат използвани
широко
прилаганите в иконометрията уравнения: линейни; линейнологаритмични; квадратични; хиперболични (реципрочни);
експоненциални и степенни (двойно-логаритмични) [8,12].
Очевидно е, че в процеса на решаване на задачата за
идентификация на обекта на изследване следва да се решават
две задачи: структурна идентификация - определяне на
структурата на моделния оператор с най-добри качества, и
параметрична идентификация – определяне на параметрите на
модела с предварително избрана структура. Качествата на
моделите (структура и параметри) се оценяват по
предварително избрани критерии. Видът на последните
основно се свежда до оценяване на близостта на реалните
данни и “реакцията“ на обекта на изследване след решаване на
модела със зададените входни данни. Визуалното сравнение е
само една стъпка в тази оценка. Използват се статистически
критерии, съпоставящи факторната (обяснена) дисперсия и
остатъчната (необяснена) дисперсия. При пресмятане на
дисперсиите следва да се има предвид съответните степени на
свобода. Този статистически подход се свързва с проверка на
статистически хипотези, удовлетворяването на които се
съпровожда със задаване на ниво на значимост, обикновено
5%. Широко се използва F-критерият на Фишер, който се
състои в сравняване на отношението на дадените дисперсии с
таблични
стойности,
получени
от
статистическото
разпределение на Фишер [1,2].

Като следствие на така описаното, което е предмет на
кибернетиката [6], възникват редица допълнителни задачи,
свързани с качеството на представяне на моделната зависимост
с математическо уравнение, анализа и тълкуването на модела,
което е предмет на иконометрията. Кибернетиката и
създаваните кибернетични модели се свързват основно с
управление на обектите и процесите. Гръцкият философ
Платон пръв използва термина „кибернетика“ в смисъл
изкуство за управление на обществото. Самото управление
предполага поставяне на цел на управлението и достигането й.

Този подход на формализация на проверката на адекватност
на модела често не е достатъчен, като се има предвид високите
изисквания, предявявани към него с цел точност на
прогнозиране. На практика е възможно няколко модела да
удовлетворяват изискването за адекватно представяне на
резултатите от апроксимацията. Използва се и коефициентът на
Пирсън, числовата стойност на който е в интервала 0-1, даващ
информация за теснотата на връзката вход-изход на обекта на
изследване. Очевидно по-голямата му стойност се свързва с покачествен модел. В литературата са дадени стойности, даващи
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информация за нивото на тази зависимост. Стойности поголеми от 0.3 се приемат за задоволителни, като по-големите
характеризират по-висока степен на връзка. Широко се
използва и коефициентът на линейна корелация на Браве, който
заема стойности (-1 до +1), и показва не само силата на
връзката, но и посоката.
Коефициентът на детерминация,
изменящ се в границите 0% -100%, показва относителното
участие на фактора върху зависимата променлива.
Респективно, коефициентът на индетерминация показва
влиянието на невключените в модела фактори върху
резултативната променлива.

Табл.2.

При решаване на практическа задача изследователят може
да се сблъска и с проблема за избор окончателно на модел от
определено множество, при удовлетворени критерии.
Препоръчва се да се избере от множеството този модел, за
който стандартната грешка е минимална. В този случай, при
визуално оценяване графичното изображение на реалните
данни и предсказаните по модела са максимално близки.
3)
Изчислителна
идентификация

процедура

за

параметрична

Изборът на изчислителна процедура за определяне на
параметрите на модела зависи от неговата структура: дали
моделът има линеен или нелинеен вид. Във всички случаи
обаче в основата лежи оптимизационна процедура. В
предлаганата статия при определяне на параметрите на модела
се използва методът на най-малките квадрати. Същността му се
състои в минимизация на сума от квадратите на грешките
между реалните данни и предсказаните по модела стойности на
предварително регламентираната изходна величина на обекта
на изследване. Това всъщност е решението на модела с
входните данни (факторната променлива). На пръв поглед е
налице парадокс: знаем структурата на модела и трябва да го
решаваме с „неизвестни параметри“. Задачата се оказва
решима при линейна структура на модела. Опростено
извеждане на изчислителната процедура за определяне на
коефициентите на модела е дадено в [10].

За идентификация на структурата на математичен модел,
апроксимиращ динамиката на отношението ПЧИ, BG341
(район Бургас) към BG ОБЩО %, са изследвани отново 5 вида
типови структури на модели: линеен; параболичен; линейнологаритмичен; хиперболичен и експоненциален.
В труда Модели и иконометричен анализ, Изследване на
влиянието на ПЧИ в регион Югоизточен на България са дадени
резултати от прилагане на Регресионен анализ за оценка на
параметрите им. В продължението на таблицата е показано:
проверката на предположенията за прилагането на същия,
проверка за нормалност на остатъците; некорелираност на
същите; проверка за хомоскедастичност и нулева средна
стойност на остатъците. За избор на най-добър модел измежду
всички се изхожда от удовлетворяване на изискването за
адекватно представяне на данните, минимална стандартна
грешка SY и голям коефициент Ryx на Пирсън.

3. Решение на проучения проблем
Използвани са данни от НСИ за периода 2008-2017 г.
Резултатите са дадени в таблици 1 и 2 - Идентификация на
ПЧИ BG341 (район Бургас) – BG ОБЩО % чрез еднофакторни
регресионни модели.

След анализ на резултатите от таблицата е избран
хиперболичен модел с SY= 1.878, коефициент на Пирсън Ryx
= 0.63755 и вид

Табл.1.

y ̂=8.5261-5.2846 1/x
Моделът е получен по метода на най-малките квадрати при
спазване на всички предположения за прилагането му, дадени в
таблиците, и сумата от остатъците ∑е = -8.8818e-016. Същият
удовлетворява направените предположения за прилагане на
Регресионния анализ: нормално разпределение на отатъците;
некорелираност на същите; хомоскедастичност
и нулева
средна тяхна стойност.
На горната фигура 1 е показано: (а) Зависимост на квадрата
на остатъците от фактора, което графично показва наличие на
хомоскедастичност. Това е потвърдено и с критерия на БройшПаган; (b) Дава разпределението на остатъците във функция на
предсказаните по модела стойности y ̂, което се свързва с вида
на структурата на модела. В случая липсва изразена тенденция
за зависимост, което показва, че правилно е избрана
структурата на модела; (c) Стюдентизираните (нормирани)
остатъци са в диапазона 2%, което е добра точност на
обработка на данните; (d) Показва добро съвпадение на модела
с данните.
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Фиг. 1

Фиг. 2

На фиг.2 е показано изменението на отношението на
инвестициите в Район Бургас към общите ПЧИ в България % в
изследвания период. Ясно се очертава големият спад през 2014
год., който влияе върху инвестиционния процес в следващите
години.
Възходящата тенденция на отношението на ПЧИ в район
Бургас – ПЧИ в България, предсказан по модела, който се
вижда от фиг.1 (d) и фиг.2, дава основание да се прогнозира
положително влияние върху икономическото развитие на
района.

4. Заключение
Особености и сравнителен анализ на моделите, описващи
динамиката на ПЧИ в Югоизточен район и район Бургас.
1)
Динамиката на изменение на отношението на ПЧИ в
район Бургас към ПЧИ в България % се апроксимира с
адекватен хиперболичен модел;
2)
Моделът е синтезиран по метода на Регресионния
анализ при удовлетворяване на всички изисквания за
прилагането му. Същият може да се използва за анализ на
процесите и изследователски цели.
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Monitoring of the quality of ambient air using high volume air sampler
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Abstract: The quality of ambient air is a noticeable demonstration because the ambient air plays a cardinal preface on the human
activities and most of environmental processes. The monitoring of the quality of air is an important part of the pollution control because the
ambient air was confirmed as an affected branch on the earth from both anthropogenic activities and natural phenomena. In the existing
investigation, there were expected to test the selected important air quality parameters of the ambient air at around the Peradeniya region in
Sri Lanka which is known as relatively populous region with the traffic. The ambient air samples were collected through a glass fiber filter
paper which was attached to the high volume air sampler and both PM10 concentration and concentration total suspended particles (TSP) of
the ambient air were determined using weight differences of air collection bottle and filter paper. Beside of that the lead (Pb) concentrations
and NOX concentrations of the ambient air were investigated using hot acid extraction method while having the contribution of atomic
absorption spectrometer (AAS) and of absorbing method in to a liquid with the aid of UV- visible spectrometer. As the results, there were
obtained 0.0141 ppm of PM10 concentration, 0.0214 ppm of total suspended particles (TSP) concentration, 0.151 µg/m3 of NOX
concentration and 0.015µg Pb/ m3 of lead (Pb) concentration of the ambient air at around the Peradeniya region at that moment. When
comparing of those results with the air quality standards and norms, it was identified the non hazardous atmosphere at the selected region at
that occasion.
Keywords: PM10 ANALYSIS, NOX ANALYSIS, LEAD ANALYSIS, HIGH VOLUME AIR SAMPLER, AIR QUALITY

Meteorological purposes

Environmental rules and regulations
The study and investigation of the ambient air quality at around the
Peradeniya area nearby the Kandy city in Sri Lanka at some
selected occasion in a day time were the aims and objectives of the
existing study.
In the existing study, there were expected to monitor the quality of
ambient air through the parameters of PM10 concentration, lead (Pb)
concentration and NOX analysis of the ambient air around the
Peradeniya junction nearby Kandy city, Sri Lanka which is known
as an area with higher traffic density and also affected area from
other emissions and more anthropogenic activities.

1. Introduction
The ambient air is a platform for most of natural and anthropogenic
activities. The quality of air is much important for the most of
anthropogenic and natural incidents as given in the below.

Breathing

Equilibriums of natural cycles and processes such as the green
house effect and depletion of the ozone layer
According to the anthropogenic activities in the modern world, the
composition of the ambient air is varied either instantly or
gradually. The highly considerable anthropogenic activates are as
follows [1-3].

Vehicle emissions

Industrial emissions

Disposal of pesticides in agricultural purposes

Bushfires
Also according to the natural phenomenon the ambient air is
affected as follows.

Volcanic eruptions
However, the impact of such natural phenomena is less on the
ambient air quality because these are occurring in less frequently
and also such activities cannot be controlled or prevented by
humans.
But in the case of anthropogenic activates, it is possible to be
minimized. As a part of mitigation of the air pollution, the
monitoring is identified as a prominent stage prior of the making
decision [1-6].
The environmental pollution/ air pollution would be a critical
problem for the human health due to the following components.

Particulate matter

CO2, CO

NO, NO2, N2O (NOX)

Cd, Pb, Hg (heavy metals)

Organic and inorganic pollutants

Aerosols

Chloro –Fluoro Carbon (CFC)
The impacts of such compounds will be considered based on
following risky conditions.

Carcinogens (heavy metals)

Acid rains (CO2, NOX)

Diseases of respiratory system (particulate matter)

Ozone depletion (CFC)
Therefore, the monitoring of air quality is frequently performing
series of experiments at the different locations in the world time to
time based on following purposes [3, 5, 6].

Medical/ health/ sanitary purposes

2. Materials and Methodology
According to the air sampling method and due to the positioning of
instrument, there were defined a few air quality monitoring methods
as follows.
I.
Mobile sampling

Measurements are made at a series of different sites.

Emphasize and provide meaningful data about the
geographical variations.

The monitoring is not conducting simultaneously at all
locations or sites.










II.

III.

Fixed sampling
The measurements are recorded concurrently
Provide directly comparable information
Need a series of stations permanent or long term stations
Continuous sampling
Readings are continuously measured and recovered
No laboratory analysis or less analysis
Need some sophisticated maintain and well calibration of the
instrument

IV.
Integrated sampling
Continue for good coverage
A single result would be obtained after laboratory analysis

According to such categorizations, the instrument high volume air
sampler was categorized as a fixed sampling instrument which is
working under the principle of integrated sampling technique [1-6].
The analyzing of the air quality in both indoor and outdoor
environments is allowable using the instrument high volume air
sampler.
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Weight of the particles (>10µm) in filter paper = MF – MI

2.1. PM10 Analysis
There were identified the all of important parts of the high
volume air sampler. The Whatman filter paper was attached to the
high volume air sampler while following the important precautions
as given in the below [2-6].

The micro-cracks and tiny holes of the filter paper were
observed using a bright light source.

The moisture of filter paper was removed placing in a
desecrator.

The weight of moisture free filter paper was measured for four
decimal points using an analytical balance.
The dust collection bottle was removed, cleaned and measured the
empty weight of such bottle. The bottle was fitted again to the
cyclone.
The instrument was placed at the selected location and the
following important aspects were checked before switching on the
instrument.

The climatic conditions around the position

Manometer liquid level was tested and confirmed that it was
appeasing zero.


(2)

Where,
MF = Final weight of the filter paper (g)
MI = Initial weight of the filter paper (g)
The volume of air sampler was computed by using following
equation.
(3)

V = Q*t
Where,
V= Volume of air (m3)
Average sampling rate (m3/min)

Q=
t= Time (min)

2.2. Lead Analysis
In the analysis of the lead (Pb) concentration in the ambient air the
hot acid extraction method was used in the sample preparation.
According to the hot acid extraction steps, a piece (1’’*8”) strip was
cut from the removed filter paper after three hours sampling time
period. The filter strip was placed in a beaker and about 50 ml of
the extraction solution which is prepared from 3% HNO3 and 8%
HCl was added to the beaker. It was confirmed that the filter strip
had been completely dipped in extraction solution. The beaker was
heated and kept in a fume hood for sufficient time period. The
system was refluxed for 30 minutes while covering with a watch
glass. The beaker walls were rinsed and washed using distilled
water. A portion of 10ml of reagent was added and the system was
allowed to stand for 30 minutes. The extraction solution was
transferred into a volumetric flask after filtering that. The
transferred solution was analyzed using the Atomic absorption
spectroscopy (AAS) [1-6].
The lead concentration of the air sample was computed using
following equation.
C = (Ms-Mb) * V t* Ft / (Va * Fd)

(4)

Where,
C = Concentration (µg metal/ m3 )
Ms = Metal concentration (µg/ mL)
Mb = Blank concentration (µg/ mL )
Vt = Total volume of extraction (mL )
Ft = Total area of exposed filter (cm2)
Va = Volume of air sampled ( m3 )
F d = Area of filter taken for digestion (cm2)

2.3. NOX Analysis

Fig.1. High volume air sampler

In the analysis of NOX in the ambient air, the NOX in ambient
air was absorbed into a liquid. The methodology was summarized
as follows [1-6].

The sampling time was set as three hours and also a vehicle count
was taken nearby that location while observing the background
conditions such as the temperature and rainy conditions. At end of
the sampling time period the instrument was transported to the
laboratory.

The required chemicals for NOX analysis are as follows.


At the laboratory, the dust collection bottle and the filter paper were
removed from the instrument and their weights were measured
using sample analytical balance.










The PM10 concentration and total suspended particles in the air
sampler were computed using following equations [1-6].
Weight of PM10 in the dust collection bottle = MF – MI

(1)

Where,
MF = Final weight of the dust collection bottle (g)
MI = Initial weight of the dust collection bottle (g)
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N-(1-Napthyl) - ethylenediamine Di-hydrachloride (NEDA)
(0.1%)
Anhydrous sulphanilic acid
Glacial acetic acid
Hydrogen peroxide solution
Sodium nitrite – assay of NaNO2 (=> 97%)
Sodium nitrite solution (1000µg NO2/ml)
Sodium nitrite solution (10µg NO2/ml)
Sodium nitrite solution (1µg NO2/ml)
Sulphanilamide solution
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Table 3. Weights of the cyclone dust bottle
Moment of Weights Taken
Value (g)
Initial Weight
12.4140
Final Weight
12.4565

Preparation methodology of absorbing liquid is as follows.




The NEDA sample was prepared by dissolving 0.1g of the
reagent in 100mL of water.
5g of anhydrous sulphanilic acid was dissolved in almost a 1L
of water containing 140mL of glacial acetic acid.
20mL of 0.1% stock solution of NEDA was added into the
above mixture and diluted up to the 1L.

The relevant determinations of the experimental results were given
in the Table 4.
Table 4. Important determinations of the experiments
Parameter
Value
Weight of PM10 in the dust collection bottle (g)
0.0425
Volume of air sample (m3)
3
PM10 concentration of the air sample (ppm)
0.0141
Weight of the particles >10µm in filter paper (g)
0.0218
Weight of TSP of the air sampler (g)
0.0643
TSP concentration of the air (ppm)
0.0214

The sample collection methodology is as follows.

Sampling train was prepared with air impinge bottles. The
bottles were already washed with distilled water and air dried.

40mL of absorbent was filled impinge bottle and unexposed
blank impinge bottle.

The calibration curve was prepared by following the standard
procedure.

According to the obtained results, it seems that the PM10
concentration and total suspended particles (TSP) concentration
were not caused any considerable environmental impact when
comparing of such results with Sri Lanka norms [3-5].

Determination of NOX value of the collected air samples were done
as follows.




The lost amount of water by the evaporation during the
sampling was replaced by adding distilled water calibrate mark
and mixed thoroughly.
Absorbance value of the prepared sample was measured by the
UV visible spectrophotometer and the NOX concentration of
the sample was calculated at the selected location.

The concentrations of such solid particles and some other gaseous
pollutants are depending on the environmental conditions at
sampling occasions apart from the emitted amount of pollutants by
the sources. The important environmental conditions are as follows.







The NOX concentrations of the air samples were determined using
following equations [1-6].
CF (Calibration Factor) = 1/Gradient of the Calibration Curve (5)

C NOx = (As- Ab) * CF * Va / (Vs * 0.82)

Rainy conditions
Wind patterns (speed and direction)
Moisture content of the atmosphere and humidity
Variations of the temperature
Errors of the filter paper (invisible errors)
Errors in the analysis

Therefore, it is more useful the analysis of such meteorological
parameters related with the specific moment and mitigation of the
technical errors.

(6)

Where,
C NOx = Concentration of nitrogen dioxide (µg/m3)
As= Absorption of the sample
Ab= Absorption of reagent blank
CF= Calibration factor (µg/m3)
Va= Volume of air sampled (m3)
Vs = Volume of sample (ml)
0.82= Sampling efficiency

3.2. Lead Analysis
The observations were listed in the Table 5.
Sample
Blank Sample
Sample 1
Sample 2
Sample 3

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. PM10 Analysis

Table 5. The results for the AAS analysis
Concentration (ppb)
Concentration (ppm)
0.01
0.00001
0.05
0.00005
0.06
0.00006
0.03
0.00003

Table 6. Conclusion of the lead concentrations in air samples

Manometer Readings are given in the Table 1.

Sample
Sample 1
Sample 2
Sample 3
Average

Table 1. Manometer readings
Manometer Reading
Value
Initial Reading
0.9
Initial Reading
0.9

Lead concentration (µg Pb/ m3)
1.33*10-2
1.66*10-2
6.67*10-3
1.50*10-2

In the comparison of obtained results with the relevant
permissible limits for such pollutants which were promulgated by
the authorized organizations, the obtained values are considered as
normal conditions because the maximum permissible limit for lead
concentration in ambient air is 1.5 µg Pb/ m3. Therefore, it is
possible to conclude that the impact from lead on the environment
is non-hazardous. However, the remaining of even the existing
condition would be dangerous because the accumulation of lead
could be happened in the human body as a result of long term
berating. However, the following reasons would be affected in the
accuracy of the results of the existing experiments.

Filter paper weights at different moments are given in the
Table 2.
Table 2. Weights of the filter paper
Moment of Weights Taken
Value (g)
Initial Weight
20.0624
Final Weight
20.0842

The weights of the cyclone dust collection bottle in different
moments have been given in the Table 3.
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Table 9. Conclusion of the obtained results
Sample
NOX Concentration (µg/m3)
Sample 1
0.172
Sample 2
0.130
Average
0.151

Moisture content in the air and the pressure of gas.
Some errors in the high volume air sampler and folds of the
filter paper.
Variations of the climatic conditions of the background with
the collection time period that samples were collected.
Experimental errors and some errors occurred by the analyst.
Some errors in the analytical instrument and sample
preparation.

The air quality standards and permissible limits have been given in
the below.
Table 10. Air quality standards in Sri Lanka for NO2
Average time
(Hours)
1
8
24

Also following activities have been identified as the harmful
phenomenon regarding the releasing of lead into the ambient air
with the fate of those activities [2-6].




It is possible to rapidly increase the limit of lead in the ambient
air due to some instant or long term natural phenomena such as
the volcanic eruption, plants, forest fires, weathering and
erosion and some anthropogenic activities such as lead acid
batteries, pesticides, and gasoline.
If the lead gets into the blood cells, it is able to reduce the
strength of the bones in the human body.

Permissible limit of
concentration (µg/m3)
250
150
100

In the comparison of the existing results with the Sri Lankan
standard norms for the permissible limits of NOX emissions, it was
not detected the hazardous conditions. Also some of following
factors would be affected on the results of the experiments.



3.3. NOX Analysis



The observations with respect to the analysis of the prepared
samples have been given in the below.

Occurring some heavy wind and spreading the polluted air
vastly to become thin.
Due to some rainy and highly moisturized conditions some
portion of NO2/NOX might be dissolved in the water.
Experimental errors, errors of the analyst and the instrumental
errors might have affected for the accuracy of the results.

Table 7. Data for the calibration curve
Concentration (µg/ml)
1
2
4
6
8
10

Since the current conditions are non-hazardous, some of long term
impacts of the emissions of NOX could be emphasized as follows
due to the increasing combustions of the mixture of nitrogen and
oxygen gases that associated with activities of vehicle emissions
and the burnings of fissile fuels [3-6].

Absorbance
0.006
0.223
0.461
0.647
0.871
1.106




Formations of the acid rains and green house effect (N2O)
Formation of the classical and photochemical smog

Table 8. Readings for the absorbance of the samples
Sample
Reading
Average
Reading

Blank
solution
0.012
0.013
0.012
0.012

Sample 1

Sample 2

0.204
0.200
0.202

0.157
0.156
0.158

0.203

0.157

The monitoring of air quality has become into the important aspect
based of following reasons.





Preventions of the spreading of pollutants
Precautions for the mitigation of diseases and reduction of
health risk
Protection of water bodies, flora and fauna
Maintain the equilibrium of the atmosphere

Apart from the high volume air sampler, there are using some
various methods as given in the below.




Electrostatic Precipitator
Cyclone separator
Bag Filter

4. Conclusion
As the results of the existing air quality monitoring, there were
obtained 0.0141ppm of PM10 concentration, 0.0214ppm of total
suspended particles (TSP) concentration, 0.151 µg/m3 of NOX
concentration and 0.015µg Pb/ m3 of lead concentration of ambient
air at around Peradeniya junction at the particular time interval on
that day and that occasion. When comparing of those results with
the relevant environmental norms and standards for the country or
regions, it was confirmed that the remaining of non hazardous
ambient air at around the relevant location at the certain occasion.
The following suggestions are possible to be performed as the
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future researches for the same region or any other region around the
world.

Analysis of the PM2.5 concentration and PM1.0 concentrations
of the ambient air using the same methodology or any other
alternative method and comparing of the results with the
standard norms.

Analysis of the concentrations of some other heavy metals
such as Hg, Cd and Ni.
 Conducting of the same series of experiments or more
experiments under the different climatic conditions and
considering of climatic variations on the results.
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Control approaches of pem fuel cells: a review
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Abstract: Over the last two decades, polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell technology has been increasing its share in power generation
systems. In this work, the basic polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) system operation is presented first. Some most controloriented modeling approaches are reviewed as the model is essential for further control. Optimal control of such a system can improve
efficiency and hence reduce the cost of ownership. The objective of this work is to present the concept of control and depict some of the
possible applications of PEMFC systems.
Keywords: POLYMER ELECTROLYTE MEMBRANE FUEL CELL (PEMFC), OPERATING CONDITIONS, CONTROL OBJECTIVES,
OPTIMIZATION, OPTIMAL CONTROL.

1

MEA and it represents the heart of the fuel cell [7]. The MEA is
inserted between the bipolar plates, which support the whole
structure and provide the pathways for the flow of the reactant.

Introduction

A PEMFC system with nearly zero emissions and high energy
conversion efficiency has received worldwide attention in recent
years. PEMFCs use hydrogen and oxygen to produce electrical
energy, as shown in Грешка! Източникът на препратката не е
намерен.. Byproducts of this conversion are water and heat which
may be further used in auxiliary sub-systems like humidifiers. In
that way, the energy loss is reduced and the system efficiency is
increased. Furthermore, the direct conversion does not include any
moving parts, so the maintenance costs are very low. Their
noteworthy features also include low operating temperature, high
power density, and easy scale-up, which make PEMFCs a
promising candidate as the next generation of power source for
transport, stationary and portable applications [1].

Figure 2. PEM fuel cell construction [5].

Inside a PEMFC a few processes are carried out as shown in
Грешка! Източникът на препратката не е намерен., with the
following order: gasses flow through the channels (1), gas diffusion
through the porous media (2), electrochemical reactions (3), proton
transport through proton conductive polymer membrane (4),
electron conduction through electrically conductive cell components
(5), water transport through polymer membrane due to
electroosmotic drag and back diffusion (6), water transport through
porous catalyst and gas diffusion layers (7), two-phase flow of
unused gas carrying water droplets (8), heat transfer including both
conductions through solid parts of the cell and convection to
reactant gases and coolant medium (9).

Figure 1. Concept of a PEMFC.

To provide a sense of history Sir William Robert Grove
demonstrated the very first fuel cell in 1893 by showing that the
electrochemical dissociation of water was almost reversible using
Platinum (Pt) electrodes in sulfuric acid [2]. Another breakthrough
was the first practical fuel cell developed by General Electric
Company for the Gemini space mission in 1962 [3]. In the next few
decades, many improvements were made for the construction parts
used in the membrane electrode assembly (MEA). Fuel cells have
become more efficient and also cheaper by reducing the Pt load and
introducing new materials like Nafion [4]. Despite advancements
and rising market deployment, several challenges remain such as
reducing cost, maximizing efficiency, and improving durability.

2
2.1

The PEM fuel cells system
Fuel cell

This study focuses on PEMFCs operation and control. A
PEMFC consists of a polymer electrolyte membrane, catalyst layers
(CLs), gas diffusion layers (GDLs), and bipolar plates, also known
as collector plates. Figure 2 shows the structure of a PEMFC. The
core component of a fuel cell is the membrane, which is
impermeable to gases but it conducts protons. On both sides of the
membrane, there are two porous electrodes which are electrically
conductive and typically made of carbon cloth or carbon paper [6].
At the interfaces between the polymer membrane and porous
electrodes are the CLs which are covered with catalyst particles,
usually platinum supported on carbon. GDLs are then placed next to
the electrodes. Their purpose is to spread the gas and conduct the
produced water. The membrane, the CLs, and the GDLs form an

Figure 3. Cell components and processes.

The electrochemical reactions take place simultaneously at the
surfaces of the catalyst layers. In general, an electrochemical
reaction involves either oxidation or reduction of the gases.
Hydrogen that is fed on the anode side of the fuel cell diffuses to the
catalyst layer on the anode side, where it splits into its primary
constituent protons and electrons:
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𝐻2 → 2𝐻+ + 2𝑒

boosting the voltage using a battery, supercapacitor, or both.
Stacking multiple fuel cells also produces a larger heat reaction area
which increases the cell temperature so the heat must be removed.
By producing larger currents, water is also produced by the
electrochemical reaction and should be removed to avoid membrane
flooding. The flooding phenomena influences in reducing the fuel
cell stack performance. Furthermore, starting-up the fuel cell after
shutting-down for long period may require purging the anode to
remove the leftover oxygen and hydrogen, but in many
configurations anode purging is done sequentially.

(2.1)

The reaction is called hydrogen oxidation. Each hydrogen atom
consists of one electron and one proton. Protons travel through the
proton conductive membrane whereas electrons travel through
electron conductive electrodes, current collector plates, and to the
outside circuit where they perform useful work. While moving
through the membrane protons attach onto water molecules forming
hydronium complexes H3O+ that move through the membrane from
the anode to the cathode. This process is called electro-osmotic
drag. When they arrive at the other side of the membrane, more
precisely at the cathode catalyst surface, the protons
electrochemically combine with the electrons and the supplied
oxygen:
2𝐻 + + 2𝑒 + 12𝑂2 → 𝐻2 𝑂

The fuel cell system consists of PEMFC stack and Balance of
Plant (BOP), which refers to all the peripherals needed for stack
functioning, in particular, air blowers, control strategy, valves,
water, and thermal management sub-systems, humidifiers, cooling
units, insulation, sensors, and power conditioning. Four major
components of BOP include fuel delivery, air delivery,
humidification, and thermal management sub-systems.

(2.2)

The reaction on the cathode side is called oxygen reduction.
Water that is created in this electrochemical reaction is partly
pushed out of the cell with the excess oxygen. Also, water travels
from the cathode to the anode due to a large concentration gradient
across the membrane and is called back-diffusion water transport.
The overall reaction is presented as follows:
𝐻2 + 12𝑂2 → 𝐻2 𝑂 + 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 + ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡

(2.3)

The net result of these simultaneous reactions is a flow of
electrons through an external circuit. Theoretically, a single fuel cell
produces the potential of 1.23 V in open circuit, but when
connected to a load, it decreases as the load draws current from the
cell and the usual operating voltage ranges from 0.6 to 0.7 V. The
voltage loss is caused by several factors: activation polarization,
ohmic polarization, and concentration polarization. Activation
polarization is caused by slow electrochemical reactions at both
anode and cathode, ohmic polarization losses happen because of
hydrogen crossover or electron short circuit through the membrane,
while concentration polarization is caused by hydrogen and oxygen
concentration gradients at both electrodes when both reactants are
consumed rapidly and ohmic losses caused by the internal
resistance of the cell.
2.2

Figure 5. PEMFC control schematic diagram [10].

2.3

BOP control in PEM fuel cell

The control strategy of the PEMFC system is to handle the
supply of reactant gases and their exhausts, take care of waste heat
and maintain the stack temperature, regulate and condition power
output, monitor the stack vital parameters and control the startup
operation and shutdown of the stack and system components [6].
Generally, the PEMFC system can be broken down into at least 4
subsystems as shown in Грешка! Източникът на препратката
не е намерен.. The dynamical response of these systems has a
wide range of time constants varying from very fast electric
response to slow temperature variations and between. For this
reason, the control strategy usually consists of multiple controllers
for every subsystem. These controllers are often referred to as lowlevel controllers. Another important problem is finding the optimal
operating point for the fuel cell under different conditions [11][12].
As the fuel cell ages, the transport properties in the fuel cell
components change, and so does the optimal operating point. An
adaptive controller that can find the optimal operating point during
operation is referred to as high-level control [13]. This control can
improve the overall system efficiency and life span.

Fuel cell stack

Most applications of the PEMFC system require higher power
than can be delivered by a single fuel cell. Hence to obtain a system
higher power, multiple PEMFCs must be stacked together to form a
PEMFC stack, by attaching the cells in series to obtain a higher
total voltage, and in parallel to obtain a larger total current [8]. A
PEMFC stack consists of a multitude of single cells stacked up so
that the cathode of one cell is electrically connected to the anode of
the adjacent cell. The electrical circuit is closed, with both electron
current passing through solid parts of the stack and ionic current
passing through the electrolyte, with the electrochemical reactions
at their interfaces, c.f. Грешка! Източникът на препратката не
е намерен..

2.3.1

Flow subsystem

In the flow subsystem reactants, hydrogen and air are supplied
to the PEMFC stack at a certain stoichiometric ratio. In most cases,
the air is supplied to the cathode instead of pure oxygen. Pure
oxygen is only used in applications where the air is not available.
Depending on the stack power, the air is supplied on the cathode
side of the PEMFC using either blower or compressor. To achieve
the required stoichiometric ratio, inlet air pressure is controlled by a
pressure regulator, as illustrated in Грешка! Източникът на
препратката не е намерен..

Figure 4. Schematic plot of the PEMFC stack [9].

By stacking the fuel cells, the polarization phenomenon reduces
the voltage that can be delivered by the system whenever more
current is drawn. This may affect the performance of the appliances
that require fixed voltage. Hence, the output voltage must be
controlled by manipulating hydrogen and airflow rates or by

Figure 6. Oxygen supply system [6].
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models created only for control purposes which are often called
zero-order models [15]. Modeling of PEMFCs can be achieved
with: numerical equations that describe the internal processes, in
semi-empirical fashion with curve fitting techniques or only with
data using machine learning algorithms [16][17].

Hydrogen is supplied on the anode side using a fuel processor
or directly from a high pressurized hydrogen tank. The outlet
pressure of the anode is controlled by a backpressure regulator to
deliver the required hydrogen flow at certain stoichiometric ration
as demonstrated in Грешка! Източникът на препратката не е
намерен.. In most cases, hydrogen is recirculated back to the anode
inlet because releasing unused hydrogen affects the fuel cell in the
context of cost-efficiency.

3.1

Accurate modeling of PEMFC requires detailed knowledge of
physics of the electrochemical processes as well as knowledge of
the specific parameters such as, membrane thickness, resistance,
thermal coefficients, etc., which may be either unknown or only
known to the manufacturer. The need for a wide knowledge of all
processes and parameters is one of the disadvantages of this type of
modeling, unlike data-driven modeling.
The PEMFC model usually comprises of an electrochemical
model, cathode flow model, anode flow model, and membrane
model [16]. Modeling the macroscopic dynamics will result in a
very complex and computationally expensive model, so
assumptions are often made to simplify the model. It is very
important to understand the assumptions to understand the model's
limitations and accurately interpret its results. Common
assumptions used in fuel cell modeling are ideal gas properties,
ideal gas mixture, incompressible flow, isotropic and homogeneous
membrane, and electrode structures.

Figure 7. Controlled hydrogen supply system [6].

Determination of hydrogen and oxygen flow rate is a very
complicated process because by increasing their flowrate the power
density and partially the fuel cell efficiency increases but the net
power is decreased because of higher parasitic power requirements
[8]. Optimal control of these processes is necessary to achieve high
efficiency.
2.3.2

Water and heat management subsystem

In addition to supplying the reactants to the fuel cell stack, the
system balance of plant (BOP) also must take care of the reaction
byproducts, water, and heat. Water plays an important role in fuel
cell operation. It is essential for proton transport across the polymer
membrane. For that reason, both cathode and anode reactants must
be humidified before entering the cell as shown in Грешка!
Източникът на препратката не е намерен. and Грешка!
Източникът на препратката не е намерен.. In a closed-loop
configuration, the PEMFC system is always producing water that
can be cooled down and used as a coolant through the stack. The
temperature of the coolant water leaving the stack is appropriate for
the humidification process and often is used as supply water for
humidifiers or it is recirculating in the cooling system.

The electrochemical model is mostly a static model that outputs
the fuel cell voltage, defined as follows.
𝑉𝐹𝐶 = 𝑉𝑂 − 𝑉𝑎𝑐𝑡 − 𝑉𝑜ℎ𝑚 − 𝑉𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐

Voltage-current dependence is often called the polarization
curve, shown in Грешка! Източникът на препратката не е
намерен.. The polarization curve characterizes the performance of
the fuel cell and yields information on performance losses in the
cell, as activation voltage 𝑉𝑎𝑐𝑡 , ohmic voltage 𝑉𝑜ℎ𝑚 , and
concentration voltage 𝑉𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐 , whereas 𝑉0 is cell open-circuit voltage,
as presented in Eq. (3.1).

Power management subsystem

Power management subsystems are used to control the flow of
electric power from unstable power sources as PEMFCs. They use
electronic power devices that process, filter, and deliver the
electricity efficiently and smoothly. Many different control
strategies have been implemented in the power management
subsystem of PEMFC systems to improve their performance.
Voltage regulators, DC/DC converters, and chopper circuits are
often used to regulate the stack voltage at fixed values higher or
lower than the stack operating voltage.

3

(3.1)

The right-side voltages in Eq. (3.1) depend on reactant partial
pressures, cell temperature, current, and membrane water content.

At higher temperatures, PEMFC systems perform better but if
the temperature is too high it can cause membrane dehydration
which may result in voltage drop or even electrode flooding.
Thermal management subsystems deserve attention because they
play a crucial role in optimum PEMFC operation and prolonging its
service time. Maintaining the temperature in the proper temperature
range for stacks up to 1.5kW can be done by forced convection
where a fan may be used to supply the cooling airflow [14]. Higher
power stacks have to be controlled by a closed water-cooling
system with a radiator that is capable of handling higher heat loads.
Non-uniform temperature distributions may cause variations in the
electrochemical reaction rates and may affect the evaporation and
condensation of water in the reactant gases.
2.3.3

Theoretical modeling

Figure 8. PEMFC polarization curve [18].

Cathode and anode flow models usually consist of material
balance equations. They represent the mass flow of input reactants
and the mass flow of reactants used in the reaction and excess
reactant exiting the cell. The ratio between the actual flow rate of
reactant and the consumption rate of reactant is called the
stoichiometric ratio.
PEMFC membrane or hydration model normally contains
equations for membrane water content, proton transport, and water
transport due to electro-osmotic drag and back-diffusion, as shown
in Грешка! Източникът на препратката не е намерен. with
process number (4) and (6).

PEM fuel cell modeling for control

PEMFC models are of great importance for developing modelbased controllers. They also provide a great framework for
analyzing the performance of a PEMFC under different
circumstances. PEMFC models can be divided based on the purpose
of their use. Some of them, such as 1D, 2D, or 3D models tend to
describe the inner dynamics in a very detailed way, unlike the

In [18], a dynamic model is developed using theoretical
methods for the 1.2kW Ballard stack which can be considered as a
benchmark as it is widely used by research groups worldwide. The
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model is capable of predicting both steady and transient response,
flooding, cathode purges, etc., under the varying operating
conditions and can be used for control and optimization purposes. A
more detailed model is presented in [19]. The model can be used to
predict enhanced performance owing to, for instance, improved
electrode materials, and related changes in the measured
performance to internal changes affecting influential physical
parameters. This model also performs very well at high currents,
which is not the case with every model in the literature. In [20], a
high power PEMFC model is described which may be used for
stationary power applications. Some models are focused on
investigating individual phenomena like changing temperature
effects on fuel cell performance [14]. The analysis presented in [14]
shows that an increase in the temperature influences the activation
losses the most, significantly increasing their value. On the
contrary, ohmic losses are reduced which in turn causes an increase
of nominal power output of the stack.
3.2

A variety of control strategies have been implemented in
PEMFC systems to avoid hydrogen and oxygen starvation. These
strategies include classical feedback and feed-forward control using
a proportional-integrative-derivative (PID) controller, adaptive
control, model predictive control, neural network, and fuzzy logic
control.
Classical feed-forward or feedback control using PID
controllers is the most common type of control used to obtain better
fuel cell performance [26]. Large deviations in pressure between
anode and cathode can cause severe membrane damages in the fuel
cell, so a conventional PID controller can be used to regulate the
pressure change for hydrogen and oxygen at the desired value
despite the change in the fuel cell current [10]. Speaking of
nonlinear systems as the PEMFC systems are, the conventional PID
controller cannot keep the system at a relatively steady state
because the inner parameters of the nonlinear system always vary
with the operating state. Thus, a self-adaptive fuzzy PID (SFPID)
controller is developed for controlling the nonlinear system in realtime [27]. It has adaptive characteristics compared to the
conventional PID controller which means the parameters of the PID
controller can be adjusted by using the on-line fuzzy logic system,
as shown in [28] and [29]. Fuzzy PID controllers are widely used
for controlling other variables as well. In [27], fuzzy PID controller
is used for controlling the triggering circuitry of the inverter. In
[30], it is used as a voltage regulator for controlling the output
voltage level of a power system. Грешка! Източникът на
препратката не е намерен. shows system responses for oxygen
excess ratio during a step current/load change. The different colors
present different control strategies, as explained in the right corner
of the picture.

Data-driven modeling

Data-driven modeling, unlike theoretical modeling, does not
require a complete understanding of the processes in the PEMFC. A
basic understanding is still needed, so the engineer will be able to
include the variables that are most critical to system performance.
Data needed for modeling can be gathered experimentally through
shifting the system in different operating conditions or through
theoretical equations as in [17]. The purpose of the second approach
is to reduce the existing model complexity and the required
computational time.
A data-driven modeling approach for PEMFCs is very popular
in the last decade. There are a lot of studies that compare these
techniques with conventional ones [15]. Most of the reviewed
studies include artificial neural networks (ANN) which are a type of
artificial intelligence technique that mimic the behavior of the
human brain. They can approximate a nonlinear relationship
between input and output variables of a nonlinear, complex system
without requiring explicit mathematical representation. In [21] the
authors compare the performance of two neural networks in
predicting the fuel cell voltage and current based on information
about fuel cell operating conditions. In [22] a neural network
solution for voltage prediction is proposed. The data set consists of
information about current and past values of current and past
voltage values. This paper shows an interesting connection between
the past values of current and present values of voltage. They use
the Levenberg-Marquardt training algorithm which can be
transferred in the Gauss-Newton method with only one parameter
change. This method can be used for optimization purposes. Other
algorithms are also used as support vector machines (SVMs) in
[23]. The occurring phenomena cannot be analyzed with the models
created in this fashion so they are usually considered as a black-box.
Still, the black-box model can be used in control applications but
also for optimization of the operating point, because of their high
accuracy [23]. From experimental data, it can be concluded that
data-driven models have a very low error which is about 2% as
shown in [15]. Nevertheless, the main drawbacks of this modeling
approach are the huge number of experimental tests that are
required to perform a well-suited model.

4

Figure 9. Oxygen excess ration for different control methods [28].

Although conventional feed-forward and feedback control were
often used to prevent oxygen starvation, the nonlinear, complex,
and slow PEMFC dynamics associated with fuel starvation require
control strategies that can provide a faster and more accurate
response. Sliding mode control (SMC) is such a technique where
recovery of oxygen stoichiometry towards the desired reference
under step load change is moderately improved. This type of
controller can not only regulate the oxygen excess ratio of the fuel
cell system but improve the system robustness as well [31]. It is
also capable of dealing with disturbances and uncertainties [32]. In
[33], nonlinear cascade SMC that regulates the oxygen excess ratio
for optimizing PEMFC is presented. The cascade controller consists
of two loops. An external loop has been designed to control the
oxygen excess ratio by providing compressor speed reference,
considered as a fictive loop. Hence an internal loop has been
applied to force the compressor speed to follow the compressor
speed reference. The sliding mode control structure gives the
possibility of swiftly tracking different loads without increasing the
computational effort. It also allows the delivery of a solution to the
control problem within the fast sampling time required by this kind
of system. The load demand which is proportional to stack current
in most of the control strategies is presented as a disturbance
directly affecting the PEMFC performance. Since the current
demand can be measured, it is feasible to consider a static or
dynamic feed-forward scheme to compensate for its effects, and
therefore improve the system performance. Only if there is an
analytical model of the process available, it can be used for building
a dynamic feedforward controller which perform better than a static

Classes of control problems and solutions: A
discussion

As mentioned before, the temperature subsystem in a PEMFC
has a very slow dynamic and is not hard to be controlled.
Temperature regulation controllers are also well developed in the
past and can be implemented in the fuel cell systems from thirdparty companies. For this reason, temperature regulation will not be
considered in this review, as well as humidification and power
control subsystems. The main focus of this section is to present
control strategies for hydrogen and oxygen starvation avoidance
[24][25]. These processes are major contributors to fuel cell
performance degradation, damage of electrode surface, and shorter
catalyst life.
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one. This type of controller is often considered as a disturbance
cancelation controller because it nullifies the changes in the output
caused by current variations. Pukrushpan et al. [34] present a
comparison between static and dynamic feed-forward controller
performance.

7
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Whenever a well-validated model is available, it can be used to
predict future system outputs and to update the control action for
current demand in model predictive control (MPC) configuration,
by comparing the actual and predicted output current [24]. This
comparison reduces the control error, limits the oxygen
stoichiometric ratio above starvation, and achieves optimality [35].
MPC is considered as the most popular advanced control technique,
due to its ability to operate the process in such a way that multiple
and changing operational criteria can be fulfilled in the presence of
changes in process characteristics [36]. In the literature, there are
many types of MPC. In [37], three MPC-based strategies are
experimentally demonstrated for the PEMFC unit. The third
approach is a combination of two approaches, which are combined
in a unified control framework to take advantage of both synergistic
benefits.

8

Figure 10. NN predictive model [38].

Further work

A further step of this research is to develop a robust predictive
controller that will perform better than classical control techniques.
Model order reduction techniques (MOR) may be considered to
determine the dependency between model complexity, execution
time, and control accuracy. Optimal model complexity may be used
to achieve sufficient accuracy and to minimize the execution time.
Optimization algorithms such as gradient descent, Lagrange
multiplier, and Newton’s method may also be tested and developed
to fit the problem.

6
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